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Dear Fellow Educator, 
 
I have a confession: for almost 10 years, I lived a lie.  Though I was teaching Shakespeare, taking some 
joy in pointing out his dirty jokes to my students and showing them how to fight using air broadswords; 
though I directed Shakespeare productions; though I acted in many of his plays in college and 
professionally; though I attended a three-week institute on teaching Shakespeare, during all of that time, 
I knew that I was just going through the motions. Shakespeare, and our educational system’s obsession 
with him, was still a bit of a mystery to me.  The problem, I’ve since discovered, was that in trying to 
find the theme and the character arc, which I thought was buried in the meter and the footnotes, I was 
ignoring some simple facts, or, rather, I was unaware of them.  Until, that is, my first week as a Master’s 
student studying Shakespeare and Performance, when I finally discovered that I loved the plays.  I loved 
what Shakespeare was doing with all of that stuff.  I knew why he wrote them that way. Professor Ralph 
Alan Cohen opened my eyes to all that iambic pentameter could tell an actor, to what those crazy word 
arrangements could be clues to in a performance, to the staging information contained in the thees and 
thous; he addressed all of the terrors I had (not so) bravely faced and fought with over the years.  In this 
guide, we want to take you on that journey, too.  We want to bring you and your students from 
obligatory appreciation to complete enamorment with the situations, characters, and joy Shakespeare 
created across 38 plays.  
 
In the Education Department at the American Shakespeare Center, we have the joy of working side-by-
side with some of the best Shakespearean actors on stage today; we are home to a masters program 
which welcomes the brightest scholars in the field to conferences and as lecturers; and we dwell and play 
in the world’s only re-creation of Shakespeare’s indoor theatre, the Blackfriars Playhouse.  These 
advantages teach us, daily, the myriad of ways we can make discoveries about characters and staging 
through a close consideration of clues Shakespeare provides actors in the text and in the playhouse.  In 
this guide, we have taken the exercises that our actors, directors, and dramaturgs use to get a play on its 
feet, and formatted them for use in your classroom.  These activities open a door for inquiry that we 
designed to guide you and your students on the path to “reading the stage” that I was lucky enough to 
experience as a graduate student. 
 
We are delighted that you have added the American Shakespeare Center’s Study Guide on A Midsummer 
Night's Dream to your classroom toolbox.  We hope that the lessons and activities that you find in this 
book will propel you and your students towards a consideration of Shakespeare’s stagecraft as a means 
to embracing his wordcraft.  We expect that you and your students will find new insights by breaking 
down the long columns of text into playable chunks, chunks that illuminate moments and provide 
opportunity for the shaping of characters.  Shakespeare left many choices to his company of actors for 
the realization of their characters on stage, so when we see or read his plays, we can find multiple “right” 
answers for a single moment.  We believe that an investigation focused on those choices will both 
engage your students and create in them a hunger to investigate further.  
 
We look forward to seeing you at our Teacher Seminars, our Students Matinees, and all of the other 
enrichment opportunities ASC offers.   
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Sarah Enloe 
Director of Education 
American Shakespeare Center 
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INSIDE THIS GUIDE 
 

 
 
For teachers and students of Shakespeare’s plays, the American Shakespeare Center’s Blackfriars Playhouse 

provides a number of instructional insights. Our Study Guides draw on the experiences of actors, directors, 

and designers, as well as top minds in the field of Shakespeare and students in our Master’s Programs, to 

give teachers concrete methods for studying the plays.  Each guide includes a number of resources, 

activities, and assignments we created specifically for the teachers and offers a broad range of materials for 

you to choose from as you plan your classes.   

 

Shakespeare’s World 

Shakespeare Timeline gives students a brief history of Shakespeare’s life, as well as other significant 

moments in early modern history, and connects these facts to the production of his plays. 

Shakespeare’s Staging Conditions (and how well he used them): Shakespeare wrote his plays with a 

unique stage environment in mind. This section outlines those practices that the ASC engages to create 

plays at the Blackfriars Playhouse and on the road. 

 

The Play 

Stuff That Happens in the Play sets the stage for the play’s twists and turns.  

Who’s Who uses quotations from the play to describe each character, illustrating the information 

Shakespeare provides within his text. 

Character Connections charts the relationships among the characters, delineating family ties, marriages, 

oaths of fealty, and alliances. 

Discovery Space Questions is a pre-show tool for teachers, meant to draw each student’s attention to the 

entirety of the play in performance. 

 

The Basics 

Getting Them on Their Feet gives you suggestions for encouraging your students to participate in scenes.  

Shakespeare wrote plays, not novels, and as such, students must explore them actively, not just by 

looking at a page.  These activities will help your students gain comfort with speaking Shakespeare's 

words aloud and acting out scenes on their feet. 

Line Assignments provides teachers with a method for breaking the play into short segments, making each 

student responsible for an individual section of text, which they can take with them through the rest of 

the Basics activities. 
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Choices helps you and your students conceptualize the different ways an actor might deliver a line, both 

vocally and physically. 

The Elizabethan Classroom sets the foundation for employing Shakespeare’s Staging Conditions your 

classroom, including consideration of entrances, exits, and embedded stage directions. 

Verse and Prose introduces your students to metrical structure and its importance in the playing of the 

plays, as well as to the patterns and rhythms of Shakespeare's prose language. 

Paraphrasing helps your students defeat the fear of unfamiliar words and odd syntax.  Creating a word-for-

word paraphrase will help them see how similar Shakespeare's language actually is to the English we 

speak today.  

R.O.A.D.S. to Rhetoric gives you a basic breakdown of five types of rhetorical devices: Repetition, 

Omission, Addition, Direction, and Substitution.  The activities in R.O.A.D.S. will help your students 

see and analyze the patterns Shakespeare weaves for his characters and the clues that those patterns give 

to actors. 

Asides and the Audience introduces your students to the concepts of audience contact and will help them 

look for opportunities where actors may engage the audience, in several different ways. 

 

Activities 

Metrical Exploration takes the basic skills learned in Verse and Prose further, examining a specific way 

that Shakespeare manipulates metrical regularities and irregularities in order to convey information 

about a character or a situation. 

Rhetoric and Figures of Speech focuses on the use of a specific rhetorical device, one that is of particular 

importance to the linguistic construction of this play.  This activity expands upon the ideas introduced in 

R.O.A.D.S. to Rhetoric, going deep and narrow into one device or concept. 

Perspectives examines the impact of culture and society on the text of the play, helping students connect 

the dots between the world of the play, Shakespeare's world, and our modern world. Any study of 

artistic or literary works opens students up to avenues of thought and discussion on the major topics, 

themes, and concerns central to the work.  This section of the study guide encourages those discussions 

and provides you with the basis on which to guide conversations, journal responses, and written 

evaluations.  We also know that students may ask teachers, “Why are we doing this? What does 

Shakespeare have to do with me?”  Hopefully, your students will find through these activities that they 

can connect strongly to the issues at stake in Shakespeare’s plays. The Perspectives section also presents 

the chance for cross-curriculum studies.  You may wish to coordinate with other teachers in your school 

to cover the same topics at the same time. 

ShakesFEAR Classroom Ploy contains an excerpt from ASC Co-founder Dr. Ralph Alan Cohen’s book 

ShakesFear and How to Cure It. 
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Staging Challenges focuses on a difficult staging moment or on a pattern of scene requirements within the 

play. These elements pose challenges to actors, but also illuminate the intricacies of Shakespeare's 

stagecraft.  Your students will explore the directions he gives to actors within his texts while also finding 

the "infinite variety" of opportunities that those directions open up.   

Textual Variants explores the differences among editions of Shakespeare’s text and looks at the effect 

these differences have on performance.  Whether the difference is between two early modern printings 

of the play or between modern editorial variations, differences in stage directions, the wording of lines, 

or the assignment of speech markers can make a vast difference to the play – yet few people realize that 

these variations exist.  These activities will give your students a sense of agency and ownership over the 

text. 

Production Choices explores the decisions in casting, doubling, and cutting a script that go into preparing 

a play for the stage.  Your students can use these guidelines to produce one-hour versions of A 

Midsummer Night's Dream in the classroom, dividing the acts, roles, and responsibilities up between small 

groups. 

Film in the Classroom makes suggestions for how to expose your students to film versions of 

Shakespeare’s plays. 

 

 

Teacher's Guides: Throughout this text, we have provided you with sections of text for staging activities. 

In the Teacher's Guide, boxes along the side of the page will help you think like a director.  As your 

students perform, stop them periodically to make suggestions, to ask them questions, or to point out a 

significant moment.  Each marker is related to staging conditions required by the scene such as: 

embedded stage directions, setting the scene, or playing darkness. 

 

 

Please direct any questions about the contents of this guide to Cass Morris, Academic Resources 

Manager, at cass@americanshakespearecenter.com, 540.885.5588 x10. 

 

When your class has completed its study of A Midsummer Night's Dream¸ please take this survey: 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/ASC-StudyGuide. Your feedback will help us in constructing future 

Study Guides. 

 

  

mailto:cass@americanshakespearecenter.com
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In 1596, three years before the Lord Chamberlain’s Men constructed the Globe, James Burbage purchased the Blackfriars Theatre  
for ₤600 and converted it into a space suitable for his purposes by building a stage, a frons scenae, and a three tiered gallery. In 
1608, the company, now the King’s Men, took possession of the theatre from the children’s companies who had been playing 

there and began performing the works of the greatest writers of the day – including William Shakespeare. 

Situated in the heart of the Shenandoah Valley in historic Staunton, Virginia, the 300-seat Blackfriars Playhouse -- the world’s only 
re-creation of Shakespeare’s original indoor theatre -- opened its doors in September 2001 and has already delighted tens of 

thousands of enthusiastic audience members from around the world. The product of years of research, this unique, historically 
accurate performance space provides the perfect backdrop for the ASC’s staging practices. 
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SHAKESPEARE TIMELINE 
 

1558  Elizabeth I ascends to the throne and becomes the Queen of England.  Shakespeare  
lived most of his life during the reign of a strong woman and many of his plays 
feature strong,  powerful women.  Note the strong and powerful women in 
Shakespeare’s plays. 

 
April 23rd, 1564 According to baptismal records, William Shakespeare is born in Stratford-upon- 

Avon, Warwickshire, England.  Growing up in the English countryside, Shakespeare  
 encountered farmers, peasants, merchants, and minor officials.  How many of  
 Shakespeare’s plays feature a country character or are set in the country? 

 
1576  James Burbage builds The Theatre, London’s first open-air playhouse.  The open-air  
   playhouse’s daytime performances made the audience visible to the performers.   

Look for moments in the play in which Shakespeare is clearly writing with a visible  
audience in mind. 

 

1582 Shakespeare marries Anne Hathaway.  Many scholars say that the marriages in 
Shakespeare’s plays reveal his feelings about marriage.  How would you say 
Shakespeare felt about marriage? 

 
1583 Shakespeare’s daughter, Susanna, is born. 

 
1585  Shakespeare’s twin children, Judith and Hamnet, are born. Consider the child  

characters in plays like The Winter’s Tale and Macbeth.  What might Shakespeare’s 
feelings toward youth might have been? 

 
By 1590  Shakespeare lives in London while his family remains in Stratford. 
 
1592  First recorded production of a Shakespeare play, 1 Henry VI at the Rose Theatre. 

London theatres close due to plague outbreak. Did you know that almost all of 
Shakespeare’s plays contain plot material borrowed from earlier sources? 1 Henry VI 
comes from the Chronicles of England, Scotland, and Ireland by Raphael Holinshed. 

 
1594 William Shakespeare becomes a prominent member of The Lord Chamberlain’s 

Men.  Did you know that Players (actors) could be arrested as “vagrants” unless they 
were under the patronship of the nobility? 

 
1595 First recorded performances of Romeo and Juliet and A Midsummer Night’s Dream.  Can 

you find the scene in A Midsummer Night’s Dream that makes fun of Romeo and Juliet? 
 
1596 Shakespeare’s son, Hamnet, dies at age 11.  Did you know that Hamlet may have 

been a response to his death? 
James Burbage purchases the Blackfriars Playhouse, which had been used previously 
as a playhouse, but only as a hall with benches set out. Tickets at the new playhouse 
would cost up to 10 times(!) as much as at the outdoor playhouses. 

 
1598  First recorded performance of Much Ado about Nothing.  Much Ado about Nothing is  
   almost all prose; why might Shakespeare have made this choice? 
1599 The Lord’s Chamberlain’s Men tear down The Theatre and use its boards to 

construct the Globe Theatre.  Shakespeare wrote most of his 38 extant plays 
specifically for the Globe. 
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1600 First recorded performance of Hamlet. 

 
 

1603 Queen Elizabeth dies and King James VI of Scotland becomes King James I of 
England. 
Shakespeare’s company receives royal patronage, becoming The King’s Men. What 
in Shakespeare’s plays might reflect the change from a virginal female monarch to a 
king with an established family? 

 
1605  First recorded performance of Macbeth.  Did you know that King James had a huge  
   interest in witches, and that he even wrote a book about them? 
 
1609  The King’s Men begin performing in the Blackfriars Playhouse.  Between 1596 and  
   1609, the Burbages leased the playhouse to boys’ companies for performances. Can  

you find a reference to them in Hamlet? 
 
1611  First recorded performance of The Tempest.  Some scholars say that The Tempest is  
   Shakespeare’s autobiographical play.  Can you deduce which character Shakespeare  

May have modeled on himself? 
Shakespeare retires to Stratford-upon-Avon, ending his tenure as a resident writer 
and actor with the company he helped form. 

 
1613 The Globe Theatre burns down during a performance of Henry VIII when the 

company used a real cannon in order to create a sound effect, setting the thatched 
roof on fire. 

 
1614 The King’s Men rebuild The Globe, with a few improvements, including a tile roof. 
 
April 23rd, 1616 William Shakespeare dies on his birthday at age 52. 
 
1623 Henry Condell and John Heminges publish The Complete Works of William 

Shakespeare in Folio. Considering that Folio editions were large and expensive to 
print, what does this printing, seven years after Shakespeare’s death, indicate about 
enduring interest in his works? 

 
   … 365 YEARS PASS 
 

1988    Ralph Alan Cohen and Jim Warren found Shenandoah Shakespeare Express. 
 
2001  The world’s only recreation of the Blackfriars Playhouse opens in Staunton, VA. 
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Shakespeare’s Staging Conditions (and How Well He Used Them) 

 

Universal Lighting 
Shakespeare’s actors could see their audience; ASC actors can see you. When actors can see an audience, 
they can engage with an audience. And audience members can play the roles that Shakespeare wrote for 
them — Cleopatra’s court, Henry V’s army, or simply the butt of innumerable jokes. Leaving an audience in 
the dark can literally obscure a vital part of the drama as Shakespeare designed it. 
 
Doubling 
Shakespeare’s Macbeth has more than forty parts; Shakespeare’s traveling troupe may have had fewer than 
fifteen actors. With a troupe of fifteen or fewer actors, the ASC doubles parts, with one actor playing as 
many as seven roles in a single show. 
 
Gender 
Because women didn’t take to the English stage until after the Restoration (1660), all the women in 
Shakespeare’s plays were originally played by boys. Shakespeare had a great deal of fun with this convention. 
In a performance of As You Like It in 1600, a boy would have played Rosalind, who disguises herself as a 
boy, then pretends to be a woman. Let’s review: that’s a boy playing a woman disguised as a boy pretending 
to be a woman. Because we are committed to the idea that Shakespeare is about everyone — male and 
female — The ASC is not an all-male company, but we try to re-create some of the fun of gender 
confusions by casting women as men and men as women. 
 
Length 
We cannot know the precise running time of a Shakespeare play in the Renaissance, but the Chorus in Romeo 
and Juliet promises “two hours’ traffic of our stage.” The ASC tries to fulfill this promise through brisk 
pacing and a continuous flow of dramatic action. 
 
Sets 
Shakespeare’s company performed on a large wooden platform unadorned by fixed sets or scenery. A few 
large pieces — thrones, tombs, tables — were occasionally used to ornament a scene. Like Shakespeare, we 
rely on the audience’s imagination to “piece out our imperfections.” 
 
Costuming 
Costuming was important to the theatre companies of Shakespeare’s day for three reasons. First, the 
frequently lavish costumes provided fresh color and design for the theatres. Second, costumes made it easy 
to use one actor in a variety of roles. Third, as they do now, costumes helped an audience “read” the play 
quickly by showing them at a glance who was rich or poor, royalty or peasantry, priest or cobbler, ready for 
bed or ready to party. Costumes are important to the ASC in the same way. But costumes were not 
important to Shakespeare and his fellows as a way of showing what life used to be like in a particular 
historical period. They probably performed Titus Andronicus, for example, in primarily Elizabethan garb with 
Roman-style pieces thrown on top. Sometimes we’ll use contemporary costumes, sometimes Elizabethan, 
and sometimes a mix of everything in between. 
 
Music 
Shakespeare had a soundtrack. Above the stage, musicians played an assortment of string, wind, and 
percussion instruments before, during, and after the play. The plays are sprinkled with songs for which lyrics 
but not much of the music survives. The ASC sets many of these songs in contemporary style. The result is 
emblematic of our approach: a commitment to Shakespeare’s text and to the mission of connecting that text 
to modern audiences.  
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STUFF THAT HAPPENS 
 
 

 Theseus, Duke of Athens, plans his marriage to Hippolyta, Queen of the Amazons. 

 Egeus interrupts to complain that his daughter Hermia has fallen in love with Lysander. Theseus 

orders Hermia to obey her father and marry Demetrius; otherwise, she will be killed or sent to a 

nunnery. 

 Hermia and Lysander plan to escape to the woods, get married, and live off money from Lysander’s 

rich aunt. 

 Hermia’s friend Helena, who loves Demetrius, reveals the plan to him. Demetrius chases Hermia 

and Lysander into the woods. Helena chases Demetrius into the woods. 

 In the woods, Oberon, the fairy king, and Titania, his queen, quarrel over the possession of a 

changeling boy. 

 Oberon sends Puck to put a spell on Titania, so that she will fall in love with the first creature she 

sees when she awakes. 

 Nick Bottom and his fellow workmen (“rude mechanicals”) come into the woods to rehearse a play 

for Theseus and Hippolyta’s wedding celebration. 

 Puck places an ass’s head upon Bottom. Titania wakes and promptly falls in love. 

 Oberon commands Puck to put a spell on Demetrius so that he falls in love with Helena; Puck, 

however, mistakes Lysander for Demetrius. 

 Confusions, corrections, coupling, and play-going ensue. 
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WHO’S WHO 
 
When directors cast actors for a Shakespeare play, the only information they have is the text that 

Shakespeare wrote.  Unlike in many modern shows, the dramatis personae of a Shakespearean play does not 

include the ages of characters, their relationships to each other, or descriptions of what they look like.  All of 

that information must come from within the play itself.  What the characters say about themselves and what 

other characters say about them define what they look like, where they come from, and how they behave.  

What information can you get from the character quotations below? 

 

*Keep in mind that the character commenting may have ulterior motives which influence their word choice. 

 

Theseus— “Happy be Theseus, our renowned duke!” (Egeus, 1.1) 
 
Hippolyta— “The bouncing Amazon, your buskin'd mistress and your warrior love.” 

(Titania, 2.1) 
 
Philostrate— “Here, mighty Theseus.” (Philostrate, 5.1) 
 
Egeus— “Full of vexation come I, with complaint against my child.” (Egeus, 1.1) 
 
Helena— “I am your spaniel; and, Demetrius, the more you beat me, I will fawn on you.” 

(Helena, 2.1) 
 
Hermia— “She was a vixen when she went to school; And though she be but little, she is 

fierce.” (Helena, 3.2) 
 
Lysander— “What love could press Lysander from my side?” (Hermia, 3.2) 
 
Demetrius— “You have her father's love, Demetrius; let me have Hermia's: do you marry 

him.” (Lysander, 1.1) 
 
Oberon— “What, jealous Oberon!” (Titania, 2.1) 
 
Titania— “Now, my Titania; wake you, my sweet queen.” (Oberon, 4.1) 
 
Puck— “You are that shrewd and knavish sprite call'd Robin Goodfellow.” (Fairy, 2.1) 
 
Nick Bottom— “You can play no part but Pyramus.” (Quince, 1.2) 
 
Peter Quince— “I will get Peter Quince to write a ballad of this dream.” (Bottom, 4.1) 
 
Francis Flute— “Nay, faith, let me not play a woman; I have a beard coming.” (Flute, 1.2) 
 
Snug— “I am slow of study.” (Snug, 1.2) 
 
Tom Snout— “In this same interlude it doth befall that I, one Snout by name, present a 

wall.” (Snout, 5.1) 
 
Robin Starveling— “Myself the man i' the moon do seem to be.” (Starveling, 5.1) 
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CHARACTER CONNECTIONS 
 

 
  Key

Love/Marriage

Blood

Fealty/Employment

Friendship
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DISCOVERY SPACE SCAVENGER HUNT 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Instructions to Teacher: In your final class meeting before attending the performance of Much Ado about 
Nothing, assign each student one question from the following list. Each student should hear all of the 
questions as you assign them. Your students will discover the answers to their own questions, and probably 
everyone else’s as well, as they watch the production. 
 
 

1. What does the costume of the first person on stage tell you about that character and the world of 

the play? 

2. What indications do the costumes provide the audience about the characters’ status? Can you find 

textual justification for the costumes? 

3. Describe the physical interactions of Lysander and Demetrius in the first scene. 

4. How do the costumes of the Mechanicals relate to one another? 

5. How do Nick Bottom and Peter Quince physically attempt to assert power over each other in their 

first scene? 

6. When does the first music during the play occur? What is the reason you imagine for the music? 

7. How do Puck and the First Fairy know that Oberon and Titania are coming? 

8. Describe how the fairies’ costumes are different than the Athenians'. 

9. Describe how the fairies’ physical motions are different than the Athenians'. 

10. What does the physicality between Oberon and Puck tell you about their relationship? 

11. How is Titania’s bower staged? 

12. How do Oberon and Puck, when they see Hermia and Demetrius argue, become “invisible”? 

13. What does Lysander give to Helena? 

14. How do Lysander and Demetrius respond non-verbally during Helena's “O spite” monologue? 

15. How do Lysander and Demetrius prevent Hermia from reaching Helena during the catfight? 

16. Describe the action Puck takes to put the lovers to sleep. 

17. Describe the stage picture (who is positioned where) when Theseus and Hippolyta find the lovers. 

18. Where do Theseus, Hippolyta, Lysander, Hermia, Demetrius, and Helena position themselves to 

watch “Pyramus and Thisbe”? 

19. Describe Pyramus’s death. 

20. Describe how Titania and Oberon’s physical relationship is different in the last scene than it was in 

their first.  

Discovery Space [di-skuhv-uh-ree speys], n. 1. 
The curtained area at the upstage center portion 

of an Elizabethan stage where something is 

revealed to or discovered by characters or 

audiences. 
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THE BASICS 

 

Getting Students on Their Feet 

 

Many of the activities in this guide depend on student participation.  At the ASC, we believe that your 

students will appreciate Shakespeare’s plays better, will find them more interesting and more relevant, and 

will enjoy the process of learning more if they study them with a consideration of the medium for which 

Shakespeare wrote them: the stage.  More specifically, he wrote for the playhouses that he knew and worked 

in, like the Globe and the Blackfriars Theatre. 

 

The following activities will help warm your students up to the idea of exploring the play as an action-based 

experience, not just words on a page. 

 

Playing the Plot: 

 

Shakespeare’s plots are the least important part of his plays. In all but one instance, he borrowed the shape 

of his stories, in pieces or wholesale, from available sources. The plotlines would not have been surprises to 

his original audiences, and there is no reason for your students to worry about “spoilers” when they engage 

with the play. This activity is decided to cover the plot right at the start, so that your students can focus on 

the important things: his wordcraft and his stagecraft. 

 

● Walk your students through the story of the play, without lines. 

○ Give each student a nametag with the name of a character on it.  These nametags can be 

downloaded for printing and lamination at 

http://www.americanshakespearecenter.com/v.php?pg=116.  Some tags may have a star or 

a heart on them; characters with a star will die during the course of the play, while characters 

with a heart either begin the play paired off or will be married at the end, and those hearts 

are labeled with the name of the character’s partner. 

○ Using the Character Connections guide on page 16, divide the characters up by family 

groups.  Explain any inter-family politics. 

○ Have any characters with hearts find their partners.  Explain that these characters will all be 

married, or at least on their way to the altar, by the end of the play. 

○ Have the entire class stand up wearing their nametags. 

○ Say, “If you have a star, die. Go ahead, get on the floor, do it as dramatically as you can.” 

○ Get everyone back up. 

○ Using the Stuff That Happens on page 14 or the Detailed Plot from the ASC website 

(http://www.americanshakespearecenter.com/v.php?pg=116), walk through the main action 

of the play with the students, forming “snapshots” or tableaux of each major point. 

● This activity will help your students understand who the characters are, how they are related to each 

other, and what they do during the course of the play. 
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Staging a Scene:  

● Before you ask for volunteers, explain the scene and define some key expectations. 

○ Briefly review the action of the scene. What happens to whom and in what order? 

○ Describe what this scene offers for exploration. 

○ Describe what the students’ responsibilities will be. Those sitting should be working, too. 

 Describe the size and function of each role in the scene.  

 Some of your more bashful students may not want to tackle a role with a lot of lines, 

but might feel comfortable approaching a smaller part.  

 Cast as many non-speakers as are appropriate for the scene. You may discover as you 

go along that more non-speakers are called for. 

 Make sure you ask those not speaking to be “doing” whatever the character might be 

doing during the scene. 

 Students remaining in their seats should be following a specific character or playing 

director. 

● You may want to do a “read-around” of the scene before you actually get it on its feet, to help your 

students feel comfortable with the words and the language.  Start at the beginning and go around the 

room. Have each student read a complete thought, stopping at a period, semi-colon, or question 

mark.  The next student takes up and continues from there, and so forth. 

○ This will help your students to process the actual thought patterns rather than individual 

lines, assisting them to get past fear of the verse structure. 

○ This will also point out speech patterns in various characters, such as long sentences vs 

short, questions vs responses, etc. 

● Ask for volunteers.  If you’re lucky, you’ll get them – if not, consider any of the following 

suggestions: 

○ Begin your unit with shorter scenes, scenes without long monologues, and scenes with a lot 

of people in them.  These conditions will put less pressure on your students and may help 

ease them into the work. 

○ Pick on your unruly students.  Give them something to do.  This approach may work 

particularly well with comic or physically active scenes. 

○ Try a process called “feeding in” lines, where two students portray each character.  One will 

have script in hand and whisper the lines in small chunks to the other, who will then repeat 

them at normal volume while going through the staging.  This method works particularly 

well for scenes with a lot of physical action, as it frees up your actors’ hands. (We gratefully 

acknowledge the work of our friends at Shakespeare & Company for the development of 

this technique). 

○ Split students into smaller groups to work on scenes.  

 Your students may feel more comfortable testing things out for themselves if they 

don’t feel they’re doing so for an audience on the first try, but you can still observe 

each group and make suggestions to them. 

 Come back together as a class and have each group present their version of the 

scene.  This method will also give you the opportunity to explore different choices. 

● Consider having your students keep a participation log. Require each student to participate in an on-

their-feet staging at least once during the unit.  You can use the scene guide on page 169 to help 

determine how many opportunities your students will have to get on their feet during the unit. 
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● At the end of the scene, be sure to release the participating students back to their seats and thank 

them for helping you. 

 

Additional Exercises 

 The first time out, you may want to make some time for a theatre game that gets all of your students 

up, out of their seats, and participating. See our website for some good suggestions: 

http://www.americanshakespearecenter.com/v.php?pg=116  

  

http://www.americanshakespearecenter.com/v.php?pg=116
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THE BASICS 
 

Line Assignments 

 

In this activity, you will assign each student responsibility for a block of text.  Each student will take this 

section of the play through the activities in the Basics section -- practices that ASC actors follow when 

studying their roles and preparing to put up a show.   

 

In addition to providing each student with a unique section of text on which to practice the Basics, this 

assignment gives each student ownership over a particular part of the play.  They will become intimately 

familiar with the characters in their section, with the scansion patterns and rhetorical devices, with the 

opportunities for audience contact, and when it comes time to cut the play (see Production Choices, page 

163), they will want to defend their own lines and protect them for cutting. 

 

 

The First 100 

These are your lines, the teacher’s lines. For each activity where your students must work through their own 

sections -- Scansion, Paraphrasing, and Rhetoric -- we have provided you with an example version of the 

first 100 lines of the play.  This is not an “answer key” for your students’ work, but an example which you 

can use as a demonstration, helping your students explore their own lines effectively. 

 

The first 100 lines of a play are also a great place to begin your classroom exploration.  As you move 

through the activities, ask your students to examine who appears in these first lines and what their places are 

in the play as a whole.  How does Shakespeare initially set his scene, telling the audience where and when 

the play takes place, or what time of day it is, or what the weather’s like?  Does he tell you the crux of 

conflict immediately, or does he withhold that information?  Digging deep into the first 100 lines will give 

your students a foundation on which to explore the rest of the text. 

 

 

Your Students’ Line Assignments 

 For advanced, AP, or college students, we recommend approximately 100 lines (or, to ASC’s 

performance model, 5 minutes of stage time).  An advanced student should have no trouble working 

through a block of text this size for one night’s homework.   

o As an example, or a salve, let your students know that the ASC actors have done this work 

before their first rehearsal, for each character the play – for Hamlet, that could amount to 

1500 lines (in just one of the five shows the actor will be in during that season). 

o As an alternative, you may wish to assign 100 lines of one character to each student. 

 For less advanced students, you may want to reduce the number of lines to 50 or even 25 (suggested 

for middle-schoolers). In these cases, you will not want to work straight through from the beginning; 

rather, spread the Line Assignments out across the five acts, so that your class still gets a sense of 

the scope of the full play, rather than just the first act or two.  

 Consult the graph on page 169 for a line count of A Midsummer Night's Dream, which may help you 

break down the assignments for your class's needs.  Note that this chart uses line numbers as found 
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in the Norton Shakespeare; if your school’s edition is numbered differently, you may need to adjust 

the assignments. 

o Please see the Study Guide Supplements on our website 

(http://www.americanshakespearecenter.com/v.php?pg=1688) for an account of lines in 

plays across the canon, based on Stanley Wells’ Dictionary of Shakespeare. 

 

Some students may have large blocks of text within a single scene; some students may cross two, three, or 

even four scenes in a block of the same size.  Depending on the size of your class, you may not get all the 

way through to the end of the play, even with 100 lines each, or you may reach the end and have to loop 

back around.  You may wish either to start again at the beginning, or to double-up some of the more 

important speeches or complex staging moments. 

 

Throughout your exploration of A Midsummer Night's Dream, whenever you examine a scene in class, ask the 

student or students who have those lines as their assignment to present for the class: 

 Any irregular scansion. 

 Any verse-prose shifts. 

 Any significant embedded stage directions. 

 Any significant rhetorical devices. 

 

 

Assessment 

 

The objective of these exercises is to invite your students to explore the infinite variety of choices available 

to actors playing the roles. Via a close examination of the lines, your students will find the alternate 

possibilities that will allow you and your students to discuss a preferred choice for their interpretation of the 

scene and characters.  We do not expect that your students will scan their lines completely “correctly” -- 

especially since so many lines may have alternate possibilities -- or that they will catch every rhetorical device 

Shakespeare uses, nor do we expect you, as a teacher, to scan and analyze every line of the play in order to 

grade your students’ work.  When students complete the activities in this guide, they will understand the 

concepts behind the work, as well as what benefits these tools provide to an actor--namely, the 

identification of moments in which an actor must make a concrete performance choice based on something 

he or she notes in the text. 

 

The best way to assess what your students discovered about their lines is through discussion in the 

classroom and through active staging. Ask them to share their significant discoveries and, when possible, ask 

them to act those key moments out, to demonstrate the variety of choices the discovery opens up for the 

actor. We recommend that students keep a Promptbook, a binder or portfolio in which they collect their 

Line Assignment exercises and other handouts, notes taken during class, journal entries, and personal 

performance assessments.  For an example of a Promptbook, please download Student Promptbook from 

http://www.americanshakespearecenter.com/v.php?pg=1688. 

  

http://www.americanshakespearecenter.com/v.php?pg=1688
http://www.americanshakespearecenter.com/v.php?pg=1688
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First 100 Lines – A Midsummer Night's Dream 

 

1.1 
 
Enter THESEUS, HIPPOLYTA, PHILOSTRATE, 
and Attendants  
 
THESEUS  

Now, fair Hippolyta, our nuptial hour 

Draws on apace; four happy days bring in 

Another moon: but, O, methinks, how slow 

This old moon wanes; she lingers my desires, 

Like to a step-dame or a dowager                   5 

Long withering out a young man's revenue. 

 

HIPPOLYTA  

Four days will quickly steep themselves in night; 

Four nights will quickly dream away the time; 

And then the moon, like to a silver bow 

New-bent in heaven, shall behold the night         10  

Of our solemnities. 

 

THESEUS  

Go, Philostrate, 

Stir up the Athenian youth to merriments; 

Awake the pert and nimble spirit of mirth; 

Turn melancholy forth to funerals; 

The pale companion is not for our pomp.     15  

Hippolyta, I woo'd thee with my sword, 

And won thy love, doing thee injuries; 

But I will wed thee in another key, 

With pomp, with triumph and with revelling. 

 

Enter EGEUS and his daughter HERMIA, 

LYSANDER, and DEMETRIUS 

 

EGEUS  

Happy be Theseus, our renowned duke.     20  

 

THESEUS  

Thanks, good Egeus: what's the news with thee? 

 

EGEUS  

Full of vexation come I, with complaint 

Against my child, my daughter Hermia. 

Stand forth, Demetrius. My noble lord, 

This man hath my consent to marry her.     25  

Stand forth, Lysander: and my gracious duke, 

This man hath bewitch'd the bosom of my child; 

Thou, thou, Lysander, thou hast given her rhymes, 

And interchanged love-tokens with my child: 

Thou hast by moonlight at her window sung,     30  

With feigning voice verses of feigning love, 

And stolen the impression of her fantasy 

With bracelets of thy hair, rings, gawds, conceits, 

Knacks, trifles, nosegays, sweetmeats, messengers 

Of strong prevailment in unharden'd youth:     35  

With cunning hast thou filch'd my daughter's heart, 

Turn'd her obedience, which is due to me, 

To stubborn harshness: and, my gracious duke, 

Be it so she will not here before your grace 

Consent to marry with Demetrius,      40  

I beg the ancient privilege of Athens, 

As she is mine, I may dispose of her: 

Which shall be either to this gentleman 

Or to her death, according to our law 

Immediately provided in that case.      45  

 

THESEUS  

What say you, Hermia? be advised fair maid: 

To you your father should be as a god; 

One that composed your beauties, yea, and one 

To whom you are but as a form in wax 

By him imprinted and within his power     50  

To leave the figure or disfigure it. 

Demetrius is a worthy gentleman. 

 

HERMIA  

So is Lysander. 

 

THESEUS  

In himself he is; 

But in this kind, wanting your father's voice, 

The other must be held the worthier.      55  

 

HERMIA  

I would my father look'd but with my eyes. 
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THESEUS  

Rather your eyes must with his judgment look. 

 

HERMIA  

I do entreat your grace to pardon me. 

I know not by what power I am made bold, 

Nor how it may concern my modesty,      60  

In such a presence here to plead my thoughts; 

But I beseech your grace that I may know 

The worst that may befall me in this case, 

If I refuse to wed Demetrius. 

 

THESEUS  

Either to die the death or to abjure      65  

For ever the society of men. 

Therefore, fair Hermia, question your desires; 

Know of your youth, examine well your blood, 

Whether, if you yield not to your father's choice, 

You can endure the livery of a nun,      70  

For aye to be in shady cloister mew'd, 

To live a barren sister all your life, 

Chanting faint hymns to the cold fruitless moon. 

Thrice-blessed they that master so their blood, 

To undergo such maiden pilgrimage;      75  

But earthlier happy is the rose distill'd, 

Than that which withering on the virgin thorn 

Grows, lives and dies in single blessedness. 

 

HERMIA  

So will I grow, so live, so die, my lord, 

Ere I will yield my virgin patent up      80  

Unto his lordship, whose unwished yoke 

My soul consents not to give sovereignty. 

 

THESEUS  

Take time to pause; and, by the next new moon-- 

The sealing-day betwixt my love and me, 

For everlasting bond of fellowship--      85  

Upon that day either prepare to die 

For disobedience to your father's will, 

Or else to wed Demetrius, as he would; 

Or on Diana's altar to protest 

For aye austerity and single life.      90  

 

DEMETRIUS  

Relent, sweet Hermia: and, Lysander, yield 

Thy crazed title to my certain right. 

 

LYSANDER  

You have her father's love, Demetrius; 

Let me have Hermia's: do you marry him. 

 

EGEUS  

Scornful Lysander, true, he hath my love,            95  

And what is mine my love shall render him. 

And she is mine, and all my right of her 

I do estate unto Demetrius. 

 

LYSANDER  

I am, my lord, as well derived as he, 

As well possess'd; my love is more than his;   100  
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THE BASICS 

 

Choices 

 

Both Shakespeare and acting can seem mysterious to students who first approach these plays. The following 

are techniques we have found helpful in pushing past the fear of the latter so that students can conquer their 

fear of the former. 

 

In the American Shakespeare Center study guides and workshops, we frequently ask students and 

performers to consider the different choices they might make, given the clues within the text.  The creation 

of character, whether fictional or real, results from “thought,” as transmitted through vocal and physical 

choices.  ASC Education encourages you to explore opportunities for choice within the texts of the plays as 

a means of helping your students to read the stage.  The following options should come in handy when it 

comes time to play with the text on its feet. Begin by asking your students try them on, in unison or 

individually, then discuss how each choice affects audience perception of character and the student playing 

the choice. If you like, start with the First 100 Lines. Assign each student a complete thought (to an end-

stop punctuation, such as periods, semi-colons, question marks, or exclamation points) with which to 

practice. 

 

Vocal Choices 

Because we place such value on the primacy of the language in early modern plays, the vocal delivery of 

those words carries great importance.  Using the basics of everyday communication, keenly focused to 

Shakespeare’s words, and with an awareness of the clues presented by the rhythm and metrics of both verse 

and prose lines, your students will be able to explore a wide variety of vocal deliveries. 

 

Basics:  

 Vary pitch.  Say the line in a higher or lower voice.   

o Read-around with the instruction that each student must vary the pitch within their own line, 

then again, this time varying his or her pitch from the previous student. 

 Vary volume.  Whisper, shout, murmur, scream, etc.   

o Again, with the same read-around instructions as above. 

 Vary pace.  Say the line faster or slower, perhaps take a pause or breath. 

o And a third time with the same instructions. 

 

Advanced: These choices will be more accessible to your students after they have covered Basics: Verse 

and Prose (pages 45), as these are choices presented by the rhythm or meter of a given line. You can “try 

these on” as a pre-examination of scansion and then revisit them afterwards. When revisiting, encourage 

your students to use what they found in their textual examination and to make a strong choice based on that 

discovery. 

● Pronunciation: Scansion can help clue an actor in not only to correct pronunciation of unfamiliar 

words and names, but also to variations on common pronunciations. 

○ Often in verse, suffixes may break into more syllables than we are used to in modern 

English. “Banished” can become “Ban-ish-ed,” “exclamation” can become “ex-cla-ma-ti-

on.”  These variations do not occur every time a word has one of these or other suffixes, but 
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they may be present.  Encourage your students to look for these opportunities if they are 

stuck on a line. 

○ Too, words can be compressed, or “elided,” into fewer syllables: "heaven" into "heav'n," 

"never" into "ne'er."  Compressed words will often solve a challenging scansion conundrum, 

and can provide clues about character (see speed). Sometimes two words will be joined in 

this way as well: “to it” can become “to’t” or “the other” can become “th’other.” 

● Speed: End-stops, elision, caesuras, enjambments, and irregularities provide information on the speed 

of delivery. 

○ Stops, whether at the end of lines or in the middle of them, slow a speech down.  They may 

not indicate full pauses, but they affect the cadence of speech nonetheless. 

○ Enjambments (sentences which carry on through more than one line) create a sense of 

rushed speech, as one line moves on into the next.  A speech with many enjambments or 

elisions may indicate a character in a hurry, experience a rush of emotion, or fast-talking 

another character. 

○ Trochees at the beginning of a line often indicate a quick beginning, a “powering-through,” 

or attempts at attention-getting. 

● Parts of Speech: There are four parts of speech that do not typically fall into stressed positions: 

pronouns, conjunctions, prepositions, and articles. When they do, Shakespeare is telling us 

something important. 

○ If the pronoun is personal -- “you,” “I,” “mine,” “they” -- try to determine why the person 

indicated by the pronoun is so important to the speaker at that moment.  Is he accusing?  

Threatening?  Questioning?  Asserting his status?  Is he using the pronouns to assume either 

an offensive or a defensive position in the conversation? 

○ If the pronoun is demonstrative -- “this” or “that” -- the pronoun indicates distance, and the 

stress calls significant attention to that distance. A “this” object or character is close, while a 

“that” object or character is far, across the stage, or perhaps not even on it.  Ask your 

students to explore possible reasons for the character to stress the closeness (protection, 

ownership) or the distance (disgust, fear). 

○ If a conjunction falls in the stressed position, consider the importance of connecting the 

thoughts, or look at what antithesis or contrast it might indicate. 

○ If a preposition falls in the stressed position, consider what information that preposition 

provides. Is it directional? Is it important that someone or something is going to or from 

something else? Does it describe relationships between or with? Is the character talking 

about something being in or on something else? 

○ If an article falls into the stressed position, consider the difference between the specific 

“the” and the inspecific “a/an.” Why is it important to distinguish one from the other in a 

stressed way? 

● Articulation: A character who speaks very precisely sounds different than a character who uses a lot 

of elisions and contractions.  Ask your students to look at their lines and see if they have characters 

who speak precisely or who speak sloppily. Elisions and contractions can be a helpful guide for 

determining this. 

○ What causes someone to speak in a way that is overly-precise?  Is the character trying to 

impress someone?  Is it in a formal setting?  Is she looking down on someone?  What might 

precise speech indicate about rank? 
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○ Conversely, what causes someone to speak in a way that is sloppy or imprecise?  Is the 

character ill-educated?  Drunk?  Dizzy?  Encourage your students to explore the possible 

options when they see a character whose speech is habitually irregular. 

● Patterns, and Breaking Them: Many characters speak predominantly in a certain way, and their patterns 

of speech provide many clues to an actor -- the scansion may indicate well-ordered thoughts, or very 

simple ones, or tangled complexities.  If a character suddenly speaks in a way that is unusual for him 

or her, however, that can be a clue as well. 

○ If a typically well-organized speaker suddenly has lines with a lot of caesuras, enjambments, 

trochees, or spondees, that indicates something about that moment.  The speaker may be 

confused, overwrought, angry, or distracted, all of which are playable options for an actor.   

○ Similarly, if a character whose speech is usually jumbled and broken suddenly has lines 

written in regular pentameter, that may indicate a moment of discovery or meaningful clarity.   

○ Ask your students to examine the possible “why”s behind all of these departures from a 

character’s normal patterns. 

 

 

Physical Choices 

Over the centuries of performance, actors working together, with directors, and with coaches have 

developed several “languages” to describe the act of creating movement that appears to resonate with a 

character’s intent or state of mind. These languages are useful in exploration of play texts as a way of 

embodying, or physicalizing,  the words on the page.   

 

The following techniques offer a short-hand method for the communication of certain physical and mental 

choices.  We recommend working as a group, in a circle or spread out in an empty room, if possible, to 

explore the connotation of each of the following. Then, try them attached to lines, pairing movement to 

some of the following lines from A Midsummer Night's Dream.  Tell your students not to worry about the 

appropriate context of the lines right now; this exercise is meant to help them find all the different ways they 

can perform the same words. 

 

Lines to Try 

"The course of true love never did run smooth" (Lysander, 1.1) 

"Ill met by moonlight, proud Titania" (Oberon, 2.1) 

"I am amazed at your passionate words" (Hermia, 3.2) 

"You see how simple and how fond I am" (Helena, 3.2) 

"Man is but a patched fool if he will offer to say what methought I had" (Bottom, 4.1) 

 

Basics: 

 Vary stance or posture.  Stand and move in a tall and straight manner, crouch, ground yourself (a steady 

stance with both feet in contact with the floor). Stand or move like someone of a different gender. 

o For each of these, you may wish to follow the same First 100 Lines instructions as for the 

Vocal Choices. 

 Vary pace or gait.  Instead of walking, run (or skip, jump, hop, etc.).  This is especially useful for 

entrances and exits. Decide whether movement is controlled and precise, or loose and relaxed; swift 

and direct, or halting and hesitant; easy or labored. 
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 Vary the leading* body part.  For example the head, the chest, the left hand, etc.  This body part could 

be important to the character or be related to their goals. 

*(the part which an actor places forward and/or highlight) 

 

Ask: What do the different postures, gaits, and leading parts do to the line? Did your voice shift with the 

changes in your body? Can you combine two or three of the different choices? 

 

Advanced: The techniques described in the following pages are examples of those that some professional 

actors learn and utilize during the rehearsal process and in performances.  Your students may find these 

methods helpful ways to approach the idea of physicalizing a certain emotion or nuance. 

 

LEADING CENTER 

Head, heart, gut, and groin are areas of the body that a line could “come from” – a point of focus for 

thought and motion, as opposed to the Stanislavski approach of recalling a moment where you used your 

“head” or your “heart.”  Which area to choose depends on the intentions of the line. A student can 

highlight the area by leading with it, changing the pitch, volumes, pace, etc. 

 

Head:  Head lines and characters are smart, logical, and possible calculating.  A head line could perhaps 

be more nasal and/or high pitched.  Picking up the pace could mean the character is thinking at a mile-

a-minute.  Alternately slowing down could mean they are deliberating and considering. 

Heart:  Heart lines and characters are all about care of something (another character, a thing, a place).  

These lines are kind, warm, and emotional.  Think about what the character cares about, then think 

about the state of that thing.  What is happening to the cared-for-thing will inform whether the 

character is happy, sad, upset, etc.  This, in turn, informs pace, volume, and pitch. 

Gut:  Gut lines and characters are action oriented and quick to anger.  Lines from the gut should be 

louder and in a deeper voice.  Stances that take up more room and/or are extremely stable are good for 

these characters. 

Groin:  Groin lines and characters manipulate others, they want something and will get it.  These lines 

could be sexual in nature, but don’t have to be.  Slowing the pace of a line could indicate they are 

considering or plotting.  Think about what the character desires then find ways to highlight this goal.  

For example, if the character wants to murder their scene partner they might rest their hand on their 

sword (or other weapon) and cock that hip out.  

 

For more on these ideas and further resources, visit the following blog post: 

http://rickontheater.blogspot.com/2009/10/psychological-gesture-leading-center_27.html  

 

  

http://rickontheater.blogspot.com/2009/10/psychological-gesture-leading-center_27.html
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LABAN 

Movement is rarely just one thing or another; all motion includes the confluence of different elements: 

speed, direction, angle, torque, etc. In Laban, eight basic types of movement help players to meld the worlds 

of weight, focus, and speed. A movement’s speed may be sudden or sustained. A movement’s weight 

may be light or heavy. A movement’s focus may be direct or indirect. Laban assigns an action verb to 

each possible combination of those three elements: 

 

 Dab = Sudden, Light, Direct 

 Glide = Sustained, Light, Direct 

 Flick = Sudden, Light, Indirect 

 Float = Sustained, Light, Indirect 

 Slash = Sudden, Heavy, Indirect 

 Wring = Sustained, Heavy, Indirect 

 Punch = Sudden, Heavy, Direct 

 Press = Sustained, Heavy, Direct 

 

Encourage your students to think about what each of these active verbs “looks like” and to try them on. 

 

The following diagram may assist your students in thinking about the relationships between these ideas. 
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AUDIENCE/RELATIONSHIP CHOICES: 

Who is the character saying the line to?  Their ostensible conversational partner, as indicated by the script, 

may not be the only receiver.  Perhaps another scene partner is the target audience, or a member of the 

audience itself. See Asides and Audience Contact (page 76) activities for more assistance. 

 

 

 

These are all suggestions.  Above all, the word “choice” is an invitation to experiment, to realize the infinite 

variety of opportunities Shakespeare offers an actor.  Exploring this spectrum of choice can give you new 

insight to a character that may not be immediately apparent from looking at the text alone. 
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THE BASICS 

 

The Elizabethan Classroom 

 

While 20th and 21st century theatres offer playwrights many configurations for entrances, exits, or lights, 

Shakespeare and his contemporaries wrote their plays with the configuration of early modern playhouses in 

mind.  These buildings offered audience members a different perspective on plays than 21st century 

audiences have. Playhouses such as the Globe, the Blackfriars, and the Theatre featured seating on three 

sides of the stage, shared light – where audience members could see the actor and the actors could see them 

– and a limited number of doors for entrances and exits.  Shakespeare takes these staging factors into 

account in his writing of the plays, and we encourage students and teachers to consider them as they study 

the plays, in an Elizabethan Classroom. 

 

In this formation, teachers and students can easily stage scenes from Shakespeare. The setup provides 

opportunities for the students to search the text in order to support their arguments. 

 

Before students arrive (or with their help), place desks on three sides of an imaginary square (see the 

diagram on page 34).   

In front of the seating area, place a table or instructor’s desk. 

When you have arranged the room, explain to students the similarities to the theatre spaces of early modern 

England: (entrances on either side of the table, above is on the table, below is under, the Discovery 

space can be achieved by entering Center, in front of the table). 

 

Using the Stage 

● Geography of the Space:  The most basic tool your students need to have in order to understand 

how to use the space is the vocabulary of the stage’s geography. 

○ Upstage and downstage: Directions on the stage are given from the actor’s perspective, 

standing on stage, looking straight out at the bulk of the audience -- in an early modern 

theatre, this would be out towards the pit.  Downstage means further towards the lip of the 

stage, by the audience.  Upstage is the region closer to the doors and  

○ Stage right and stage left: Also from the actor’s perspective, looking out at the audience.  

Stage right is the side on the actor’s right hand, stage left is on the actor’s left hand. 

○ Center: The middle of the stage.  You might also find it useful to use terms such as left-

center, down-center, right-center, and up-center to give directions with greater precision. 

○ Practice using these terms as directions: Have a student take the space, then call out 

directions such as “upstage left” or “downstage center” in order to give your class a concrete 

example of the terms in use. 

● Diagonals:  

○ When your students begin doing Shakespeare on their feet, they will probably stand in 

clumps, facing straight out towards the audience.  Encourage them to think of different 

ways to stand and different shapes to create between each other -- to face their scene 

partners directly, even if it means turning their backs to part of the audience.  The beauty of 

a thrust stage is that the audience can always see someone’s face, and each actor is always 

clearly visible to at least part of the audience. 
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○ Encourage your students to spread out and use all of the available playing space and to 

think of the stage as a grid, with horizontal and vertical lines.  They should aim to stand 

on different horizontal and vertical lines from the other actors.  This means that they will 

need to stand diagonally to one another -- what actors call “working the diagonals.”  The 

diagram on page 34 shows the most basic diagonals available -- from upstage right to 

downstage left, and upstage left to downstage right -- but the possible stage pictures are 

nearly infinite.  You could draw other diagonals from the doors to center or down-center, 

from the gallant stools to any location on stage, or even in a vertical dimension as well, from 

a point in the balcony to a point on stage. 

○ Ask your students to think in triangles, especially for scenes with three people or groups.  

If one actor stands upstage, slightly left of center, position your other two actors in the 

downstage right and downstage left corners, facing towards your upstage actor.   

 Now try rotating this triangle around the stage, placing different characters in 

different positions while maintaining the basic shape and the distance between them.  

Does one character gain or lose power through this movement? 

 Now try keeping one shape but altering the distance between actors. 

 Add a fourth person to the stage.  How does each of the other actors need to adjust 

to make space for this additional body on the stage? 

 Discuss with your students that there are only two times actors need to stand close to 

one another onstage, those times are for a KISS or for a KILL.  In all other scenes, 

actors should maintain some space.  

○ Consider how different stage pictures can draw the visual focus of the audience.  On a 

proscenium stage, center is generally the most powerful, eye-drawing position.  On a thrust 

stage, however, this position can actually be one where an actor can get lost, especially if 

there are many other bodies on stage at the same time. 

● Embedded Stage Directions: 

○ If your students have read other plays, they may be used to seeing many explicit stage 

directions.  In Shakespeare, however, most of the directions for action are implied rather 

than spelled out directly.  The clues lie in the text:  

 If one character tells another to rise up, that implies that the other character must 

have knelt or sat down at some point previously.   

 A character who says, “I am hurt” has injured himself in some way, possibly in a 

fight.   

 When Juliet tells Romeo, “You kiss by the book,” this indicates that he has kissed 

her, probably immediately preceding the line.   

 Based on these textual clues, actors have to determine where the actions take place 

and how long they last. 

○ Beware of brackets; if a modern editor has added, changed, or moved a stage direction, that 

direction will appear in brackets.  If your students see a bracketed direction in their texts, ask 

them to question whether or not they think it is necessary or appropriate.  They may also 

wish to examine the text of the play in other editions or in the Folio (available online) to see 

how else that direction might appear.  For more on how modern editions may vary from 

early modern editions of the text, see Textual Variants (page 148). 

○ The text might also indicate the need for a prop, without explicitly stating that a character 

enters with one or receives one from another character. 
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○ Have your students search their Line Assignments for embedded stage directions. 

○ For more on embedded stage directions, see Actors Playing Actors, page 83. 

● Potential for Audience Contact: 

○ You will explore this more thoroughly in Asides and Audience Contact (page 76), but for 

now, have your students notice what opportunities an early modern stage offers for audience 

contact.  The students directly in front of the stage might be those in the pit, or in the 

galleries.  Students sitting stage left or stage right could be the gallants, sitting on stools 

actually on the edge of the stage. 

○ How might it change an actor’s choices to have the audience sitting so close? 

○ How does having gallants sitting on the stage affect things like fight choreography? 

○ Remember that early modern theatres also had tiered seating, so there would be audience 

members available for contact vertically as well as horizontally. 

○ Having the audience so close and physically available means that the actors have places to 

hide themselves, blend in, and otherwise make choices that align them with the audience.  

 

 

FURTHER EXPLORATION 

Ask students to use the language and the available options of the early modern stage to direct the first 20 

lines of any scene, any difficult moment you encounter while working with the play, or your students’ Line 

Assignments.  Ask them to look for and to mark the following: 

 

● Embedded stage directions, including indicated use of props (lanterns, swords, letters, etc) 

● Difficult staging moments (darkness, fights, crowded scenes, use of the trap or the heavens) 

● Opportunities for audience contact (explored further in Asides and Audience Contact) 

 

Cross-Curriculum Studies 

Your mathematically-minded students may find it interesting to try and work out how many ways there are 

to configure a given scene without the actors getting in each others’ way. Learn more about how to calculate 

these permutations on our website: http://americanshakespearecenter.indigofiles.com/studyguides/CCS-

Math-StagePlacementPermutations.pdf  

http://americanshakespearecenter.indigofiles.com/studyguides/CCS-Math-StagePlacementPermutations.pdf
http://americanshakespearecenter.indigofiles.com/studyguides/CCS-Math-StagePlacementPermutations.pdf
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Elizabethan Classroom Diagram 

 

 

 

 
 

Teacher's Desk or Table

(can serve as the balcony, 

discovery space, or the trap)

Stage Left DoorStage Right Door

student desks arranged in horseshoe shape

upstage

downstage

stage right stage left
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Embedded Stage Directions – First 100 Lines 

 

1.1 
 
Enter THESEUS, HIPPOLYTA, PHILOSTRATE,  
and Attendants  
 
THESEUS  

Now, fair Hippolyta, our nuptial hour 

Draws on apace; four happy days bring in 

Another moon: but, O, methinks, how slow 

This old moon wanes; she lingers my desires, 

Like to a step-dame or a dowager                   5 

Long withering out a young man's revenue. 

 

HIPPOLYTA  

Four days will quickly steep themselves in night; 

Four nights will quickly dream away the time; 

And then the moon, like to a silver bow 

New-bent in heaven, shall behold the night         10  

Of our solemnities. 

 

THESEUS  

Go, Philostrate, 

Stir up the Athenian youth to merriments; 

Awake the pert and nimble spirit of mirth; 

Turn melancholy forth to funerals; 

The pale companion is not for our pomp.     15  

Hippolyta, I woo'd thee with my sword, 

And won thy love, doing thee injuries; 

But I will wed thee in another key, 

With pomp, with triumph and with revelling. 

 

Enter EGEUS and his daughter HERMIA, LYSANDER,  
and DEMETRIUS 
 

EGEUS  

Happy be Theseus, our renowned duke.     20  

 From which entrance, and in what order? We 

always suggest trying the entrance order as written in 

the Folio first. Does that make sense, or do your 

students want to try the entrance a different way? Do 

all of the characters come on together, or do some enter 

separately, from another places? 

 How physically close are Theseus and Hippolyta 

during this scene? What in the text might indicate 

nearness or separation? Try it a couple of different 

ways – How does physical proximity change the 

audience's perception of their relationship as happy or 

troubled? How does that, in turn, inform the rest of the 

scene? 

 Is Hippolyta teasing Theseus or genuinely 

rebuffing him with these lines? The imagery of the 

moon as a silver bow (as well as her own history as an 

Amazon) evokes the goddess Diana, patroness of 

virgins – potentially cold language to describe a 

wedding. Is it playful or standoffish? How would an 

actor physically and vocally demonstrate either choice? 

Try it both ways and see how it affects the story. 

 How close to Theseus and Hippolyta is 

Philostrate? How might his proximity inform the story 

of their relationship? 

 Does Philostrate hear this? (Or any of the other 

servants, if the production includes them). Has he 

already exited? If so, when does he leave the stage? If 

not, how might Theseus's delivery of these lines change 

based on of his words are intended to be public vs 

private? Consider Theseus's use of the informal 

pronoun "thee": Is he using that intimately? How might 

that inform the public vs private nature of these lines? 

 From where and in what order? What storytelling 

can occur as they enter? Is Egeus dragging Hermia 

along? Do Lysander and Demetrius jostle each other 

coming in the door? Or do they all remain more formal 

and in control of themselves? What about their 

language later in the scene might help your students 

make a decision?  

 How does Egeus greet Theseus? With a bow? 

Kneel? Nod? Does he acknowledge Hippolyta at all?  
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THESEUS  

Thanks, good Egeus: what's the news with thee? 

 

EGEUS  

Full of vexation come I, with complaint 

Against my child, my daughter Hermia. 

Stand forth, Demetrius. My noble lord, 

This man hath my consent to marry her.     25  

Stand forth, Lysander: and my gracious duke, 

This man hath bewitch'd the bosom of my child; 

Thou, thou, Lysander, thou hast given her rhymes, 

And interchanged love-tokens with my child: 

Thou hast by moonlight at her window sung,     30  

With feigning voice verses of feigning love, 

And stolen the impression of her fantasy 

With bracelets of thy hair, rings, gawds, conceits, 

Knacks, trifles, nosegays, sweetmeats, messengers 

Of strong prevailment in unharden'd youth:     35  

With cunning hast thou filch'd my daughter's heart, 

Turn'd her obedience, which is due to me, 

To stubborn harshness: and, my gracious duke, 

Be it so she will not here before your grace 

Consent to marry with Demetrius,      40  

I beg the ancient privilege of Athens, 

As she is mine, I may dispose of her: 

Which shall be either to this gentleman 

Or to her death, according to our law 

Immediately provided in that case.      45  

 

THESEUS  

What say you, Hermia? be advised fair maid: 

To you your father should be as a god; 

One that composed your beauties, yea, and one 

To whom you are but as a form in wax 

By him imprinted and within his power     50  

 How do Theseus and Hippolyta react to Egeus's 

interruption, physically and vocally? Is Theseus really 

thanking him, or is there something sarcastic about 

that? Does the entrance of others change their 

proximity to each other, either bringing them closer 

together or spurring them to move apart?  

 An embedded stage direction for Demetrius. But 

where does he stand forth to? And where was he 

before? In fact, where are they all standing? 

Experiment with different stage pictures, or tableaux – 

Is Egeus between Hermia and the men? Is Lysander 

trying to get closer to her? Who is visually aligned with 

whom?  

 An embedded stage direction for Lysander. How 

can the two men physically communicate their 

personalities and their rivalry in the way they "stand 

forth"? 

 These might or might not be embedded stage 

directions for props. Does Egeus have these things with 

him to use as evidence? If so, how does he present 

them? What happens to them afterward? 

 This line seems to redirect Egeus's attention on 

Theseus. When in the speech is he talking to Theseus, 

and when might he be talking more to Hermia, 

Lysander, Demetrius, or the audience?  

 This is a harsh and drastic action for a father to 

take. Is it easy for him to ask or does he pause? Did 

Hermia know he was going to request this? How does 

she react? How do the others in the scene respond non-

verbally?  

 Does Theseus intend this conversation to be 

public, or might he take Hermia aside? Try it both 

ways.  
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To leave the figure or disfigure it. 

Demetrius is a worthy gentleman. 

 

HERMIA  

So is Lysander. 

 

THESEUS  

In himself he is; 

But in this kind, wanting your father's voice, 

The other must be held the worthier.      55  

 

HERMIA  

I would my father look'd but with my eyes. 

 

 

THESEUS  

Rather your eyes must with his judgment look. 

 

HERMIA  

I do entreat your grace to pardon me. 

I know not by what power I am made bold, 

Nor how it may concern my modesty,      60  

In such a presence here to plead my thoughts; 

But I beseech your grace that I may know 

The worst that may befall me in this case, 

If I refuse to wed Demetrius. 

 

THESEUS  

Either to die the death or to abjure      65  

For ever the society of men. 

Therefore, fair Hermia, question your desires; 

Know of your youth, examine well your blood, 

Whether, if you yield not to your father's choice, 

You can endure the livery of a nun,      70  

For aye to be in shady cloister mew'd, 

 Does Hippolyta hear this opinion? How can an 

actor show her opinion of it non-verbally?  

 Does Theseus need to look at Lysander to 

consider him, or is his response automatic?  

 Does Hermia say this entirely for Theseus's 

benefit, or is it intended for Egeus as well? How can an 

actor demonstrate that? 

 Is "entreat" an embedded stage direction for 

some kind of action? 

 Notice that Theseus has added a third alternative 

to the ultimatum: that Hermia might, instead of dying, 

take a vow of chastity. How comfortable or confident is 

he in bending the law that way? Does Egeus hear this? 

How does he react? How about the suitors, or 

Hippolyta? 

 Consider that she follows "entreat" with "plead" 

and "beseech" – several similar words used closely 

together. Does she change her action with each one? 

Should she become more vocally or physically intense? 

More desperate? Closer or further from other characters 

on stage? 
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To live a barren sister all your life, 

Chanting faint hymns to the cold fruitless moon. 

Thrice-blessed they that master so their blood, 

To undergo such maiden pilgrimage;      75  

But earthlier happy is the rose distill'd, 

Than that which withering on the virgin thorn 

Grows, lives and dies in single blessedness. 

 

HERMIA  

So will I grow, so live, so die, my lord, 

Ere I will yield my virgin patent up      80  

Unto his lordship, whose unwished yoke 

My soul consents not to give sovereignty. 

 

THESEUS  

Take time to pause; and, by the next new moon-- 

The sealing-day betwixt my love and me, 

For everlasting bond of fellowship--      85  

Upon that day either prepare to die 

For disobedience to your father's will, 

Or else to wed Demetrius, as he would; 

Or on Diana's altar to protest 

For aye austerity and single life.      90  

 

DEMETRIUS  

Relent, sweet Hermia: and, Lysander, yield 

Thy crazed title to my certain right. 

 

LYSANDER  

You have her father's love, Demetrius; 

Let me have Hermia's: do you marry him. 

 

EGEUS  

Scornful Lysander, true, he hath my love,            95  

And what is mine my love shall render him. 

 Theseus uses similar lunar imagery as that which 

Hippolyta used earlier in the scene. Is that an 

opportunity for them to reconnect visually somehow? 

Does Theseus try to use it as such an opportunity and 

get rebuffed? 

 How does Demetrius react to this 

pronouncement? 

 What about Hermia's delivery might cause 

Theseus to urge patience in this way? 

 Another opportunity to bring Hippolyta back into 

the scene, visually if not verbally. Does Theseus take 

some action here? How does Hippolyta react? 

 Should Demetrius and Lysander move as they 

finally begin talking? How can the stage picture shift 

for this next part of the scene? 

 Do Egeus's lines imply any motion? Does he 

physically show his "ownership" of Hermia or his 

desire to give her to Demetrius? 
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And she is mine, and all my right of her 

I do estate unto Demetrius. 

 

LYSANDER  

I am, my lord, as well derived as he, 

As well possess'd; my love is more than his;   100  

 

  

 Who is "my lord" here? Egeus or Theseus? Try it 

both ways. 
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THE BASICS 

 

Paraphrasing 

 

At the American Shakespeare Center, one of the first things the actors do when they receive their scripts is 

paraphrase their lines word for word.  While 98.5% of the words Shakespeare wrote into his plays are still in 

common usage, English is a highly versatile and inventive language, with its multiplicity of word choices for 

a single meaning, as well as its multiplicity of meanings for a single word. As such, word definitions may 

have changed over the last 400 years, leaving students and actors some room for exploration and discovery 

within each one.  Paraphrasing can help ensure that actors (and students) have made the strongest playing 

choice when it comes to the meanings of various words.  

 

The benefits of a word for word paraphrase extend beyond word meaning, however.  Syntax and word 

order inform actors (and students) about character options and choices. If a character always chooses a 3 

syllable word where a 1 syllable will do, or mis-orders her words, or never comes to the end of a sentence, 

paraphrasing can help students to recognize those traits, providing students (and actors) with playing 

choices.   

 

Activity 

Explore Paraphrasing using the First 100 Lines. 

 

● Give your students both the plain text of the lines and the accompanying Wordle (tm). 

● Have your students first look at the Wordle, and then circle or highlight any words they do not 

immediately recognize. How many of them are there?  

○ If fewer than 2%, they are well within the range of common usage words.   

○ You can explain any proper nouns as unusual names or places that would be familiar with in 

the context of play-going in London -- to bring the point home, ask if there are any place 

names in the States that Londoners today would struggle with. 

● Discuss what the Wordle tells you about the first 100 lines of the play.  Who or what appears to be 

important? 

● Have your students refer to the plain text of the lines and find the words they found unfamiliar.  Are 

there any context clues that provide the word’s meaning? 

● If there are any words which your students still find unfamiliar or challenging, have your students 

look up the definitions (if the Oxford English Dictionary is available to your students, have them 

use that, because it will show them the accretion of meaning over the years). 

○ You may also want to have them look up at least one “familiar” word, to examine how its 

meaning may have changed through time.  

● For those challenging words, have your students find a synonym that makes sense in context. 

○ check tense and plurality 

○ examine whether there is an opportunity for a missing pun or image. 

○ “extra points” for keeping the paraphrase in meter.  

● Have your students share their discoveries. 

● Now, give each student 2-3 lines of the First 100 to paraphrase word-for-word. They should replace 

verbs, nouns, adjectives, and adverbs even if the words are familiar to them, but they should not 

change the order of any words (or prepositions, pronouns, conjunctions, or proper nouns).  
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○ See your copy of the First 100 Lines for examples.  The paraphrasing provided in this Study 

Guide does not present the only options, but just one choice.  Your students may and 

should make other suggestions. 

○ The word for word paraphrase doesn’t have to be in iambic pentameter, nor do your 

students need to worry about preserving Shakespeare’s rhymes – though ASC actors 

occasionally challenge themselves to do one, the other, or both. 

● Do a read-around (see page 19) of your class’s paraphrased lines. 

○ If there is repetition of a word, the students following the first speaker of the word must use 

the first paraphrase. 

○ “Extra points” for the most creative solution. 

● Discuss the importance of word-for-word paraphrasing. Often in Shakespeare, it isn’t the words 

themselves that are difficult, but rather the unusual syntax and sentence structure, and the possible 

double- or triple-meanings of the words. Your students will learn more about the purpose and 

impact of disrupted syntax in our R.O.A.D.S. to Rhetoric section (page 57). 

○ Remind your students that Shakespeare’s plays were originally heard, not read. Your students 

may want to identify times when an audience could hear multiple meanings in one word, 

enhancing the aural experience. 

 Examples: reign/rein/rain; where/wear;  

○ Then, go back and see if your students can use words in their paraphrasing which retain or 

create that aural experience. This exercise will demonstrate Shakespeare’s verbal creativity 

and ability to your class. 

 

Some activities throughout this study guide will ask or suggest that your students paraphrase before putting 

a scene on its feet. You may wish to have them follow this process each time they engage with the text. 

 

Follow Up:  

 You may also wish to revisit the Wordle at the end of your unit. How do the prominent words from 

the First 100 Lines reflect on the entire play? Does Shakespeare preface the central conflict or 

important ideas? Or does the first scene present something different? 

 Writing Assignment: In a journal response or short essay, have your students choose one word 

from the Wordle (not necessarily one of the largest) and discuss how that word applies to the entire 

play. Where else does it occur? Who uses it? What kind of a word is it? 

 

Line Assignments 

Your students will paraphrase their Line Assignments as homework.  They should choose their favorite line 

or sentence, copy it down in their Promptbooks, and be prepared to share that line with the class, as well as 

responding to the additional prompts. 

 

You may also wish to have your students create Wordles of their Line Assignments. 
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Word Cloud – First 100 Lines 
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Paraphrasing - First 100 Lines 

 

1.1 
 
Enter THESEUS, HIPPOLYTA, PHILOSTRATE, 
and Attendants  
 
THESEUS  
Presently, beauteous Hippolyta, our marriage time 
Comes in quickly; four joyous suns carry in 
A new month: Yet, O, I feel, how sluggishly 
This ancient month dies; she draws out my wants, 
As step-mother or a widow         5 
Protractedly shriveling up a youthful gentleman’s 

inheritance. 
 
HIPPOLYTA  
Four suns will fast dip themselves in dark; 
Four nighttimes will fast sleep up the hours; 
And then the Luna, as an argent weapon 
Lately-curved in the sky, shall see the time     10 
Of our rituals. 
 
THESEUS  
Depart, Philostrate, 
Incite the Athenian young to celebrations, 
Alert the vigorous and spry soul of joy; 
Push sadness away to burials; 
The wan fellow is not for our ceremony.             15 
Hippolyta, I courted thee with my blade, 
And achieved thy favor, causing thee pain; 
But I will marry thee to a different tune, 
With ceremony, with victory and with celebration. 
 
Enter EGEUS and his daughter HERMIA, 
LYSANDER, and DEMETRIUS 
 
EGEUS  
Contented be Theseus, our honored ruler.     20 
 
THESEUS  
Gratitude, kind Egeus: what’s the gossip with thee? 
 
EGEUS  
Stuffed with exasperation arrive I, with grievance 
About my daughter, my kid Hermia. 
Step forward, Demetrius. My honored Duke, 
This person hath my permission to wed her.        25 
Step forward, Lysander: and my courteous lord, 
This person hath enchanted the heart of my  
     daughter; 
 

Thou, thou, Lysander, thou hast presented her with  
poems, 

And exchanged amorous gifts with my daughter: 
Thou hast by night at her casement crooned,     30 
With pretending notes songs of pretending  
     affection, 
And robbed the thought of her desire 
With ringlets of thy locks, jewels, trinkets, tricks, 
Curois, drops, bouquets, sweets, signs 
Of powerful sway in inexperienced adolescence:  35 
With slyness hast thou stolen my child’s love, 
Twisted her loyalty, which belongs to me, 
To willful unkindness and, my kind lord, 
Be it if she will not presently in front of your  
     lordship 
Agree to wed with Demetrius,                  40 
I ask the old right of Athens, 
Since she is mine, I can deal with her: 
Which shall be either to this man 
Or to her demise, complying with our legal code 
Presently given in that instance.                 45 
 
THESEUS  
What think you, Hermia? be warned pretty girl: 
To you your parent should be like a deity; 
One that created your loveliness, yes, and one 
To whom you are simply like a figure in beeswax 
By him carved and inside his ability                 50 
To spare the statue or destroy it. 
Demetrius is a good man. 
 
HERMIA  
As is Lysander. 
 
THESEUS  
As himself he is; 
Yet in this way, lacking your parent’s support, 
The further should be considered the better.       55 
 
HERMIA  
I wish my parent saw only with my sights. 
 
THESEUS  
Instead your sights should with his decision see. 
 
HERMIA  
I do pray you lordship to forgive me. 
I understand not via which force I am created  
     brave, 
Nor how it could touch my humility,                 60 
In so great an audience now to beg my feelings; 
Yet I pray your lordship that I could understand 
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The bad that could happen to me in this instance, 
Should I deny to marry Demetrius. 
 
THESEUS  
Either to expire the demise or to forego              65 
For eternity the company of males. 
Ergo, beauteous Hermia, consider your wishes; 
Understand of your adolescence, scrutinize  
     extensively your temperament, 
If, assuming you acquiesce not to your parent’s  
     decision, 
You could suffer the habits of a cleric,                 70 
Eternally to be in shadowy abbey locked, 
To breathe a fruitless nun the rest of your days, 
Singing soft songs to the icy barren Diana. 
Three times gifted they that control thus their  
     passion, 
To depart on the like virgin journey;                 75 
Yet more immediately contented is the flower  
Than that which withering on the barren spike 
Matures, survives and perishes in lone sanctity. 
 
HERMIA  
So will I mature, so survive, so perish, my liege, 
Before I will give my untouched right away     80 
To his rule, whose unwanted burden 
My spirit agrees not to grant government. 
 
 
 

THESEUS  
Obtain days to consider; and, by the following  
    fresh month-- 
The binding-time between my fiancé and me, 
For eternal knot of marriage--                   85 
On that morning either brace to perish 
For defiance to your parent’s choice, 
Or otherwise to marry Demetrius, as he wishes; 
Or on Diana’s shrine to vow 
Forever asceticism and lonely existence.     90 
 
DEMETRIUS  
Rethink, lovely Hermia: and, Lysander, surrender 
Thy uncertain claim to my determined deed. 
 
LYSANDER  
You have her parent’s favor, Demetrius; 
Allow me to have Hermia’s: act you wed him. 
 
EGEUS  
Insulting Lysander; correct, he hath my favor,     95 
And what is mine my affection shall give him. 
And she is mine, and the whole of my ownership of  

her 
I do gift to Demetrius. 
 
LYSANDER  
I am, my liege, as finely born as he, 
As finely provided; my affection is greater  
     than his;        100
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THE BASICS  

 

Verse and Prose 

 

VERSE 

Shakespeare wrote most of the verse in his plays in iambic pentameter, a style consisting of ten syllables 

per line – five metrical feet, each consisting of one unstressed and one stressed syllable.  The process of 

marking the stresses in a line is called scansion.  By scanning the lines themselves, your students can 

discover those directions and the opportunities for choice embedded within the text.  Scansion is a valuable 

tool for both scholars and actors, because determining where the stresses go can reveal much not only about 

how the line might be delivered and about character, but also about what words in the line are most 

important.  Scansion can also aid your students with the pronunciation of unfamiliar words. At the ASC, we 

often think of scansion as Shakespeare giving his company acting notes – in a time of limited rehearsals and 

no directors, that is, in fact, what he was doing and still does for those who pay attention to these clues. 

 

In this active physical and vocal demonstration of Iambic Pentameter, students will gain an understanding 

of the placement of the stress, feminine line endings, and the importance meter plays in the performance 

and understanding of early modern plays. 

 

Activity: Iambic Bodies 

● Ask for 10-11 volunteers.  The 11th will be needed if the lines you work with have feminine endings. 

● Ask volunteers to line up in front of the classroom, with a chair behind each one.  You may wish to 

couple up your iambs by placing their chairs close together, then a space, then the next two chairs. 

● Say your chosen line, from the examples below, to the class. 

● Ask the class to repeat the line. 

● Assign one syllable (or beat) of the line to each volunteer from right to left. 

● Have students practice saying the line in order, each contributing his or her own syllable on cue. 

● Ask every other student (your unstressed syllables) to sit down, beginning with the first. 

● Have students say their syllables again, with those standing putting greater emphasis on theirs. 

● Have only the sitting students say their syllables. 

● Discuss the possible meanings derived from the unstressed syllables. Especially note the parts of 

speech that are typically unstressed (pronouns, conjunctions, articles, and prepositions). 

● Have only the standing students say their syllables. 

● Discuss the possible meanings derived from these stresses. Especially note the parts of speech that 

are usually stressed (nouns and active verbs) and the meaning/sense conveyed in them. 

● Ask your students to select lines from the text to try. 

● Discuss the "Terms to Know" from the Student Handout. 
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Lines to Try:   

 

ToMORrow AND toMORrow AND toMORrow  

(more and more and more)--Macbeth 

 

With LOVE’S light WINGS did I o’erPERCH these WALLS 

(Love’s wings I perch walls)-Romeo and Juliet 

 

To BE or NOT to BE that IS the QUESTion 

(be not be is quest….of the whole play)-Hamlet 

 

And THOUGH she BE but LITtle SHE is FIERCE 
(though be lit she fierce) – A Midsummer Night’s Dream 

 

 

PROSE 

Your students may initially fear verse far more than prose; after all, prose is the form that dominates their 

reading elsewhere, in novels, textbooks, magazines, and online. In Shakespeare, however, prose may actually 

be more difficult for your students to work with, since prose is more likely to be heavy with colloquialism, 

and its rhythms are more likely to be idiosyncratic to a particular character’s way of speaking.  When 

working through a prose section of a play, therefore, your students will need to look for different indications 

of rhythm than they do in verse: 

 

● Identifying Prose from Verse: Depending on how your text is laid out, your students may have 

trouble distinguishing verse from prose at first glance – and may end up trying to scan their prose 

lines for iambic meter.  The shortcut is this: in most texts, the first word of each verse line is 

capitalized, while prose lines, written as normal sentences, do not capitalize the first word after a line 

break. 

● Sentence Length: Have your students go through the block of prose and find all of the sentence 

breaks.  Are the sentences short and concise?  Or does the character run on, linking many clauses 

together?  How much variation is there in the length of the sentences? 

● Unfinished Thoughts: Have your students identify the subject of each independent clause, then 

determine where that thought reaches completion -- or if it does. 

● Questions: Does the speaker ask questions?  Does anyone answer them? 

● Interruptions: Does the speaker interrupt himself, or does someone else interrupt him? 

● Shifts in Focus: When does the speaker change the subject?  Does it come as part of an 

interruption? 

 

Working with Verse and Prose 

○ During the Iambic Bodies activity, encourage your students to try their favorite lines out loud. 

○ After working through the Iambic Bodies activity, select a few lines from the First 100 Lines (see 

next page) to mark up as a group. 

 First, discuss breaking a line into feet. This will reveal the first round of choices: namely, if 

any elisions need to occur. A normal line must end its tenth syllable with a stress; a normal 

line including a feminine ending must end with its eleventh syllable unstressed. 
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 If you have a Smart Board or an overhead projector at your disposal, you may wish to 

display the completed lines up on the screen, so that you can mark any questions or changes 

as you go along.  Otherwise, you may wish to write out lines on your chalkboard or 

whiteboard.  This visual will help students feel more confident when it comes time to mark 

scansion on their own. 

○ Divide your students into groups.  How many and how large will depend on your class size. 

○ Assign each group a small section (10-20) lines of the First 100 Lines to scan. 

○ Work through these lines as a class. 

 Discuss “Basics--Choices” with your students. 

 Have each group read their lines, emphasizing their scansion decisions and the choices they 

have made. 

 Did any group find irregularites? 

 Did any group find lines that could be scanned more than one way? 

 

Suggested Homework:  Have your students scan their Line Assignments (page 21) and note any 

irregularities or ambiguities.  They should choose their favorite line or sentence, copy it down in their 

Promptbooks, and be prepared to share that line with the class, as well as responding to the additional 

prompts. 

 

○ For prose heavy plays, or characters, have your students pay particular attention to word order, 

sentence length, and transitions.  In lieu of scanning, have them mark: the beginnings and ends of 

sentences, the beginnings and ends of independent clauses within those sentences, unfinished 

thoughts, interruptions, questions, and shifts in focus. 

○ If a student’s Line Assignment includes both verse and prose, they should identify when the shifts 

occur and who instigates them. 

○ Spend the first few minutes of the next class discussing any exciting discoveries your students 

made in their homework, using the following suggestions for leading discussion: 

 If one student notices a particular character with a lot of irregularities, ask if anyone else in 

the class noticed a similar pattern in that same character elsewhere in the play.  Is it normal 

for the character, or is it unusual? 

 Conversely, is any character completely regular?  Does that change over the course of the 

play, or remain constant? 

 Ask if there anyone has a line they had particular trouble with, or that they think could be 

scanned in multiple ways.  Have the student direct her classmates in different variations of 

the meter, then discuss the possibilities presented by each variation. 

 Did anyone identify shifts from verse to prose, or vise versa?  What seems to instigate the 

change? 

 

Further Exploration: Discuss, in an essay or journal response, the clues that the scansion of a speech 

within your students’ 100 lines provides an actor.  Note regularity, irregularity, and other playing clues the 

text provides.  Have your students draw conclusions about character or make suggestions regarding the 

playing of the scansion. 
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STUDENT HANDOUT #1 - Verse and Prose 

 

Shakespeare wrote most of the verse in his plays in iambic pentameter, a style consisting of ten syllables 
per line – five metrical feet, each consisting of one unstressed and one stressed syllable.  The process of 
marking the stresses in a line is called scansion.  Scansion is a valuable tool for both scholars and actors, 
because determining where the stresses go can reveal much not only about how the line might be delivered 
and about character, but also about what words in the line are most important.  Scansion can also aid your 
students with the pronunciation of unfamiliar words. At the ASC, we often think of scansion as Shakespeare 
giving his company acting notes – in a time of limited rehearsals and no directors, that is, in fact, what he 
was doing and still does for those who pay attention to these clues. 
 
Terms to Know: 

● foot: the basic unit of blank verse, usually two syllables 
● iamb: a metrical foot containing an unstressed beat, then a stressed beat.  

○ As in: expense, before, admit, compare, degree 
● trochee: a metrical foot containing a stressed beat, then an unstressed beat.  Shakespeare’s most 

frequent variant on strict iambic pentameter is to begin a line with a trochee, and most given names 
are trochees.  
○ As in: beauty, error, vanish, lovely, Richard, Henry 

● spondee: a metrical foot containing two stressed beats.  Spondees may occur in hyphenates or with 
exclamations. 
○ As in: O Fool; well-loved; Peace, ho; careworn 

● feminine ending: an additional unstressed syllable at the end of a line. 
○ As in: To be or not to be, that is the question. 

● elision: the merging of two syllables into one 
○ As in: heaven becoming heav’n, never becoming ne’er, the important becoming th’ important, 

do it becoming do’t. 
● expansion: the distinguishing of a syllable typically elided in modern American English. 

○ As in: “banished” into “ban-ish-ed” or “profession” into “pro-fess-ee-un.”  
● caesura: a hard break in the middle of a line. 

○ As in:  But soft! || What light through yonder window breaks? 
○ Or:  Set him before me; || let me see his face. 

● end-stop: a line that ends with a period, a semicolon, a question mark, or an exclamation point, 
concluding the thought or sentence. 
○ As in:    Shall I compare thee to a summer’s day? 

        Thou art more lovely and more temperate. 
● enjambment: a line or series of lines without end-stops, continuing the thought from one line to 

the next. 
○ As in:    How sweet and lovely dost thou make the shame    →  

          Which, like a canker in the fragrant rose,               →  
          Doth spot the budding beauty of thy name. 

● shared line: when two (or more) characters share one line of iambic pentameter between them.  
Depending on the text your class is using, the style of printing may or may not make the shared line 
apparent. 

○ As in: Lady Macbeth: They must lie there; go carry them, and smear 
       The sleepy grooms with blood. 
  Macbeth:        I’ll go no more. 
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STUDENT HANDOUT #1 - Verse and Prose 

 

How to Mark Scansion: 

 

Foot: a vertical line between the feet:        | 

 

Unstressed syllable: a curved u-like shape above the unstressed syllable:     ˘ 

 

Stressed syllable: a small vertical or slanted line above the stressed syllable:   ' 

 

Elision: curved line linking elided syllables       

 

Caesura: two vertical lines:            || 

 

 

Examples:   

 

 ˘    '     ˘      '       ˘         '      ˘     '          ˘            ' 

He is | a dream|er; || let | us leave | him: || pass. 

 

   '   ˘          '   ˘          '     ˘         '   ˘   

Double, | double, | toil and | trouble 

 

   ˘      '      ˘    '        ˘              '        ˘     '          ˘        '   

Shall we| be sun|der’d? || Shall | we part,| sweet girl? 

 

 

Tips and Tricks: 

○ Go regular if at all possible. Mark a line as regular first, then read it aloud and see if the line tells you 

that something needs to be different. (See the flow chart on the next page for assistance). 

○ When in doubt, say it out loud.  Your ear will help you figure out what stresses are most natural.  

Many words must be pronounced a certain way -- for instance, SYLLable, not sylLAble or syllaBLE.  

Longer words may contain more than one stressed syllable.  Use these words to help you test and 

tune your ears:  

● study, accomplish, never, energize, fulfill, interactive, holiday, university, volunteer 

○ Words that have a lot of consonants together and few vowels -- climb, fright, dwell -- have a heavy 

sort of sound to them, and so often "want" to fall into stressed positions. 

○ Similarly, words with long vowels or double-vowels -- shout, need, poor -- also tend to fall in 

stressed positions. 

○ Pronouns, conjunctions, articles, and prepositions rarely fall in stressed positions.  If you find one of 

these parts of speech in a stressed position, that’s telling you something important. 

○ It is sometimes helpful to work from the end of a line backwards, especially if you have a question 

about where the stresses or foot-breaks should fall in the middle of a line.  Once you’ve determined 

if a line has a feminine ending or not, it becomes easier to find the rest of the divides from there. 
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Student Handout #1 – Scansion Flowchart 
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Verse and Prose - First 100 Lines 

 

1.1 
 
Enter THESEUS, HIPPOLYTA, PHILOSTRATE, and Attendants  
 
THESEUS  
  '        ˘         ˘    '    ˘  '      ˘      '       ˘     ' 
Now, fair | Hippo|lyta, | our nupt|ial hour 
    ˘       '      ˘    '            ˘     '      ˘     '          ˘     ' 
Draws on | apace; || four hap|py days | bring in 
 ˘    '     ˘      '            ˘      '        ˘     '            ˘      ' 
Anoth|er moon: || but, O, | methinks, | how slow 
  ˘      '          ˘         '             ˘     '       ˘    '        ˘    ' 
This old | moon wanes; || she ling|ers my | desires, 
  ˘     '      ˘    '         ˘     '      ˘   '      ˘  ' 
Like to | a step|-dame or | a dow|ager   5 
  ˘        '        ˘       '      ˘      '           ˘       '    ˘  ' 
Long with|ering out | a young | man's rev|enue. 
 
 
HIPPOLYTA  
   ˘       '         ˘        '     ˘     '           ˘       '        ˘      ' 
Four days | will quick|ly steep | themselves | in night; 
   ˘       '            ˘       '     ˘      '         ˘   '        ˘     ' 
Four nights | will quick|ly dream | away | the time; 
  ˘       '         ˘       '          ˘     '     ˘  '     ˘     ' 
And then | the moon, | like to | a sil|ver bow 
   '       '        ˘     '      ˘       '      ˘     '         ˘     ' 
New-bent | in heav|en, shall | behold | the night  10 
  ˘    '        ˘   '     ˘   ' 
Of our | solem|nities. 
 
 
THESEUS  
  '       '     ˘     ' 
Go, Phil|ostrate, 
  ˘     '         ˘       '     ˘       '        ˘      '     ˘     ' 
Stir up | the Athen|ian youth | to merr|iments; 
 ˘     '        ˘     '        ˘      '      ˘       '        ˘     ' 
Awake | the pert | and nim|ble spirit | of mirth; 
  ˘       '      ˘     '    ˘    '        ˘     '     ˘   ' 
Turn mel|anchol|y forth | to fun|erals; 
  ˘      '         ˘      '      ˘   '       ˘     '       ˘      ' 
The pale | compan|ion is | not for | our pomp.  15 
  ˘     '   ˘  '     ˘      '          ˘      '         ˘        ' 
Hippo|lyta, | I woo'd | thee with | my sword, 
  ˘       '        ˘      '         '   ˘        ˘     '    ˘   ' 
And won | thy love, | doing | thee in|juries; 
  ˘    '     ˘      '         ˘     '      ˘    '    ˘    ' 
But I | will wed | thee in | anoth|er key, 
 

 Could this line open with a trochee? Try 

it both ways. 

 The stresses in Hippolyta's first three 

lines – days, night, nights, time, then – give an 

acute focus to the passing of time. 

 Hippolyta and Theseus share this line, 

indicating that Theseus's response needs to 

follow quickly after Hippolyta's speech – 

however, this quick reply isn't to her, but rather 

turns his focus to Philostrate. What possible 

reason could there be for that? How many 

different ways of playing this moment can 

your students come up with? 

 The scansion informs the pronunciation 

of Philostrate's name. 

 This line requires two elisions to scan 

properly: "the Athenian" becomes something 

like "th'Ath-en-yan" in pronunciation. Notice 

the other elisions throughout Theseus's speech. 

What could lead Theseus to elide this way? 

 Many scenes (and plays) begin with a 

trochee. Discuss why this might be. What does 

it do to open with that energy instead of an 

iamb? Does it have to be a trochee? Try it both 

ways. 

 Theseus has two elisions in his first six 

lines. Is he rushing? If so, what are some 

possible character reasons to do so? 
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  ˘         '            ˘     '       ˘        '       ˘       '    ˘   ' 
With pomp, | with tri|umph and | with rev|elling. 
 
Enter EGEUS and his daughter HERMIA, LYSANDER, and DEMETRIUS 
 
 
EGEUS  
 '     ˘      ˘        '      ˘      '       ˘     '      ˘      ' 
Happy | be Thes|eus, our | renown|ed duke.   20 
 
 
THESEUS  
     '          ˘         ˘  '    ˘           '           ˘     '           ˘       ' 
Thanks, good | Ege|us: || what's | the news | with thee? 
 
 
EGEUS  
   '    ˘       ˘   '    ˘        '       ˘    '          ˘        ' 
Full of | vexa|tion come | I, with | complaint 
 ˘     '         ˘       '         ˘       '       ˘      '      ˘ ' 
Against | my child, | my daugh|ter Herm|ia. 
   '        '           ˘     '   ˘  '          ˘     '     ˘     ' 
Stand forth, | Deme|trius. || My no|ble lord, 
   ˘      '        ˘       '       ˘      '       ˘     '    ˘    ' 
This man| hath my | consent | to mar|ry her.  25 
    '        '         ˘   '      ˘            '        ˘     '       ˘       ' 
Stand forth, | Lysan|der: || and | my grac|ious duke, 
   ˘       '         '     ˘        '        ˘       '    ˘        ˘    '      ' 
This man | hath be|witch'd the | bosom | of my child; 
   ˘         '         ˘    '      ˘      '         ˘        '         ˘       ' 
Thou, thou, | Lysan|der, thou | hast given | her rhymes, 
   ˘    '    ˘       '             '     '     ˘        '        ˘      ' 
And in|terchanged | love-to|kens with | my child: 
   ˘       '        ˘       '        ˘     '       ˘     '       ˘      ' 
Thou hast | by moon|light at | her win|dow sung,  30 
  ˘        '       ˘       '         '   ˘       ˘     '        ˘    ' 
With feign|ing voice | verses | of feign|ing love, 
  ˘         '            ˘        '       ˘    '      ˘      '    ˘   ' 
And stolen | the impress|ion of | her fan|tasy 
  ˘         '       ˘     '       ˘     '          '         '           ˘      ' 
With brace|lets of | thy hair, | rings, gawds, | conceits, 
    '           '    ˘      '       ˘         '         '          '      ˘     ' 
Knacks, trif|les, nose|gays, sweet|meats, mess|engers 
  ˘      '           ˘    '       ˘      '      ˘    '        ˘       ' 
Of strong | prevail|ment in | unhard|en'd youth:  35 
  ˘         '       ˘    '           ˘       '          ˘        '        ˘        ' 
With cunn|ing hast | thou filch'd | my daught|er's heart, 
     '       ˘       ˘   '       ˘         '         ˘    '      ˘     ' 
Turn'd her | obed|ience, which | is due | to me, 
 ˘      '      ˘         '        ˘             '        ˘      '       ˘      ' 
To stub|born harsh|ness: || and, | my grac|ious duke, 
 

 Could this line open with an iamb? Or a 

spondee? Try it aloud each way. 

 Could Lines 25 and 27 open with 

trochees? What changes if the stress is on "this" 

rather than on "man"? 

 Note the stress on the conjunction "and". 

How can an actor use that to transition from 

one part of the speech to another? 

 Egeus's scansion becomes noticeably 

irregular here through line 37. What could be 

the reasons for this? What performance clues 

does this give an actor?  

 How about Lines 24 and 26? Could those 

spondees be trochees or iambs instead? 

 Like Theseus, Egeus has a line with two 

elisions in it. How do all of these elisions affect 

the pace of the scene?  

 Notice how stress-heavy this line is. 

Does that indicate some change or escalation in 

Egeus's delivery?  
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    ˘     '       ˘     '       ˘      '        ˘    '         ˘        ' 
Be it so | she will | not here | before | your  grace 
  ˘     '        ˘     '     ˘     '         ˘     '   ˘   ' 
Consent | to mar|ry with | Deme|trius,   40 
˘   '       ˘     '       ˘      '     ˘ '       ˘     '    ˘  
I beg | the an|cient priv|ilege | of Athens, 
 ˘     '       ˘     '       ˘    '        ˘    '         ˘    ' 
As she | is mine, | I may | dispose | of her: 
    ˘         '        ˘     '    ˘   '       ˘     '     ˘     ' 
Which shall | be eith|er to | this gen|tleman 
 ˘    '       ˘       '        ˘     '      ˘    '       ˘     ' 
Or to | her death, | accord|ing to | our law 
˘      '      ˘    '       ˘    '    ˘    '      ˘      ' 
Imme|diately | provid|ed in | that case.   45 
 
 
THESEUS  
  ˘        '       ˘         '       ˘         '      ˘     '          ˘       ' 
What say | you, Herm|ia? || be | advised, | fair maid: 
 ˘     '          ˘     '     ˘       '          ˘    '     ˘    ' 
To you | your fa|ther should | be as | a god; 
 ˘        '         ˘      '            ˘       '       ˘      '        ˘      ' 
One that | composed | your beaut|ies, yea, | and one 
 ˘       '           ˘     '       ˘     '     ˘    '        ˘     ' 
To whom | you are | but as | a form | in wax 
 ˘     '        ˘     '      ˘    '         ˘    '      ˘     '   ˘ 
By him | imprint|ed and | within | his power   50 
 ˘      '         ˘     '     ˘    '      ˘    '     ˘   ' 
To leave | the fig|ure or | disfig|ure it. 
 ˘     '      ˘    '     ˘     '      ˘    '     ˘     ' 
Deme|trius is | a worth|y gen|tleman. 
 
 
HERMIA  
 ˘    '     ˘   '      ˘ 
So is | Lysan|der. 
 
 
THESEUS  
 '      ˘      '       ˘   ' 
In | himself | he is; 
 ˘     '       ˘      '          '     ˘         ˘     '      ˘        ' 
But in | this kind, | wanting | your fa|ther's voice, 
 ˘       '    ˘      '        ˘     '        ˘        '      ˘ ' 
The oth|er must | be held | the worth|ier.   55 
 
 
HERMIA  
˘     '          ˘    '     ˘        '         ˘      '         ˘     ' 
I would | my fa|ther look'd | but with | my eyes. 
 
 

 Something has to elide so that "before" 

and "your grace" receive the appropriate 

stresses. One possibility is turning "be it" into 

a "be't" sound. Can your students think of 

alternatives? 

 "Immediately" elides to "im-me-dyet-

ly". 

 "Power" could also elide to "pow'r", to 

eliminate the feminine ending. Try it both 

ways – Which sounds better? 

 Previously, "Demetrius" has been four 

syllables; here it elides to three. 

 Hermia and Theseus share not just a 

line, but a split foot, potentially indicating that 

Theseus's response follows very swiftly on 

Hermia's statement. What are some playable 

character reasons for this? 

 Note Egeus's stressed pronouns in this 

line. What important idea do these stresses 

emphasize? 

 Hermia's name might be three or four 

syllables throughout the play, depending on 

where it falls in the line. 

 Could Hermia's line open with a 

trochee? 
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THESEUS  
  '     ˘        ˘       '         ˘        '       ˘      '       ˘        ' 
Rather | your eyes | must with | his judg|ment look. 
 
 
HERMIA  
˘   '      ˘    '          ˘       '        ˘     '      ˘     ' 
I do | entreat | your grace | to par|don me. 
˘     '         ˘    '         ˘         '        ˘   '        ˘        ' 
I know | not by | what power | I am | made bold, 
 ˘       '        ˘    '         ˘     '        ˘     '      ˘    ' 
Nor how | it may | concern | my mo|desty,   60 
 ˘     '       ˘     '      ˘       '        ˘      '         ˘        ' 
In such | a pres|ence here | to plead | my thoughts; 
 ˘     '    ˘     '           ˘       '          ˘    '      ˘        ' 
But I | beseech | your grace | that I | may know 
 ˘        '           ˘      '       ˘   '        ˘   '        ˘     ' 
The worst | that may | befall | me in | this case, 
 ˘  '    ˘   '        ˘     '          ˘   '    ˘  ' 
If I | refuse | to wed | Deme|trius. 
 
 
THESEUS  
 '     ˘      ˘    '       ˘       '        ˘    '     ˘    ' 
Either | to die | the death | or to | abjure   65 
  ˘     '   ˘     '      ˘   '  ˘ '     ˘     ' 
For ev|er the | soci|ety | of men. 
     '     '          ˘       '      ˘       '      ˘       '         ˘    ' 
Therefore, | fair Herm|ia, quest|ion your | desires; 
    '      ˘         ˘       '         ˘  '      ˘       '         ˘        ' 
Know of | your youth, | exa|mine well | your blood, 
        '       ˘      ˘       '        ˘    '        ˘     '      ˘         ' 
Whether, if | you yield | not to | your fa|ther's choice, 
 ˘       '       ˘     '        ˘     '     ˘    '    ˘    ' 
You can | endure | the liv|ery of | a nun,   70 
 ˘      '       ˘   '      ˘      '    ˘     '     ˘       ' 
For aye | to be | in shad|y cloi|ster mew'd, 
 ˘     '       ˘   '     ˘     '    ˘    '        ˘      ' 
To live | a bar|ren sis|ter all | your life, 
    '      ˘        ˘         '         ˘    ˘        '       '      ˘        ' 
Chanting | faint hymns | to the | cold fruit|less moon. 
     '         '     ˘       '        ˘       '     ˘   '        ˘         ' 
Thrice-bless|ed they | that mast|er so | their blood, 
 ˘    '     ˘    '        ˘       '      ˘     '      ˘    ' 
To un|dergo | such mai|den pil|grimage;   75 
 ˘        '      ˘      '     ˘   '      ˘     '         ˘     ' 
But earth|lier hap|py is | the rose | distill'd, 
  ˘       '           ˘         '       ˘      '       ˘     '     ˘      ' 
Than that | which with|ering on | the virg|in thorn 
     '         '         ˘      '       ˘    '    ˘      '       ˘    ' 
Grows, lives | and dies | in sin|gle bless|edness. 
 

 Here and in line 64, Hermia stresses the 

pronoun "I". What performance clue might this 

give an actor as to her demeanor and emotion 

in this scene? 

 Notice the pyrrhic-spondee combination 

in this line. While spondees may occur on their 

own in a line, pyrrhics rarely appear without 

accompanying spondees. 

 This line must begin with a trochee, 

because of the pronunciation of “Either”.  Why 

might Theseus need a strong start here? 

 This line, however, begins ambiguously. 

Try “Therefore” in all possible options: iamb, 

trochee, spondee, even a pyrrhic (which may 

then force “fair Herm” to become a spondee).  

Which do your students find most appropriate? 

 This entire speech is fairly irregular, 

especially considering that it comes fairly early 

in Shakespeare’s career, before he starts 

breaking regularity as often as he does in the 

late plays.  What character choices does this 

irregularity offer an actor? 

 Notice the comparative regularity of 

Hermia's meter, especially with Theseus and 

Egeus (who do most of the talking in the 

scene) so irregular. What playable character 

information might this give an actor? 
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HERMIA  
 ˘     '      ˘    '          ˘    '        ˘    '        ˘     ' 
So will | I grow, | so live, | so die, | my lord, 
  ˘    '      ˘      '        ˘      '     ˘   '      ˘    ' 
Ere I | will yield | my virg|in pat|ent up   80 
 ˘   '       ˘     '       ˘          '         ˘    '      ˘      ' 
Unto | his lord|ship, whose | unwish|ed yoke 
 ˘      '         ˘     '          ˘    '       ˘      '        ˘     ' 
My soul | consents | not to | give sov|ereignty. 
 
 
THESEUS  
   ˘       '        ˘      '             ˘     '       ˘      '         ˘       ' 
Take time | to pause; || and, by | the next | new moon-- 
  ˘      '     ˘       '      ˘     '         ˘     '         ˘     ' 
The seal|ing-day | betwixt | my love | and me, 
  ˘    '    ˘   '     ˘       '         ˘    '     ˘     ' 
For ev|erlast|ing bond | of fell|owship--   85 
 ˘   '        ˘      '       '    ˘        ˘    '        ˘    ' 
Upon | that day | either | prepare | to die 
 ˘     '     ˘  '        ˘      '       ˘     '      ˘       ' 
For dis|obed|ience to | your fa|ther's will, 
  ˘     '      ˘      '        ˘    '     ˘      '      ˘      ' 
Or else | to wed | Deme|trius, as | he would; 
 ˘     '      ˘   '    ˘    '   ˘    '       ˘     ' 
Or on | Dian|a's al|tar to | protest 
 ˘      '        ˘    '   ˘ '      ˘     '     ˘     ' 
For aye | auster|ity | and sin|gle life.    90 
 
 
DEMETRIUS  
 ˘    '           '        '       ˘          '         ˘  '      ˘       ' 
Relent, | sweet Herm|ia: || and, | Lysan|der, yield 
 ˘       '      ˘   '    ˘   '       ˘     '    ˘       ' 
Thy craz|ed ti|tle to | my cer|tain right. 
 
 
LYSANDER  
 ˘       '         ˘     '       ˘       '         ˘     '   ˘  ' 
You have | her fa|ther's love, | Deme|trius; 
 ˘      '       ˘         '       ˘           '       ˘      '     ˘     ' 
Let me | have Herm|ia's: || do | you mar|ry him. 
 
 
EGEUS  
    '     ˘       ˘   '       ˘           '        ˘     '         ˘     ' 
Scornful | Lysan|der; || true, | he hath | my love,  95 
 ˘         '       ˘     '         ˘     '         ˘      '       ˘    ' 
And what | is mine | my love | shall ren|der him. 
  ˘      '       ˘     '          ˘     '      ˘     '        ˘     '  
And she | is mine, | and all | my right | of her 
 

 Note that the caesura (the mid-line 

break) follows the word "pause." Might this 

give a performance cue to an actor? 

 The mid-foot caesura marks Demetrius's 

change in focus. 

 Note Lysander's stressed "me" and the 

mid-foot caesura. 

 Again, notice Egeus's stressed pronouns. 

 Notice Hermia's stresses on the verbs, as 

well as the monosyllabic nature of the line. 

What happens to the pace of the speech? 
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˘  '      ˘    '       ˘   '       ˘     '   ˘  ' 
I do | estate | unto | Deme|trius. 
 
 
LYSANDER  
˘   '        ˘     '         ˘     '        ˘     '        ˘   ' 
I am, | my lord, | as well | derived | as he, 
 ˘     '         ˘      '            ˘      '      ˘      '          ˘      ' 
As well | possess'd; || my love | is more | than his;   

 

  

 What character information might the 

stresses on "well" and "more" impart? 
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THE BASICS 
 

R.O.A.D.S. to Rhetoric – An Introduction to Rhetorical Figures 

 

William Shakespeare, like most boys of his social status in the early modern period, likely attended a 

grammar school in Stratford-upon-Avon.  From the age of about seven on through his teenage years, 

Shakespeare would have spent much of his time at school studying and conversing in Latin (and possibly 

Greek) translating the works of great classical authors such as Ovid, Virgil, Plautus, Cicero, and Seneca.  

From these authors, Shakespeare would have learned not just grammar, but also the art of rhetoric: the 

composition of words to achieve a desired result.  Shakespeare’s plays demonstrate that he had a keen and 

imaginative grasp of the hundreds of rhetorical devices used by the ancients, devices which helped him craft 

his words for emotional appeal, comic effect, and persuasive power. 

 

Recognizing when characters use rhetoric is more important than identifying the terms each figure goes by 

(though we will introduce some later in this guide that are particularly relevant to the study of A Midsummer 

Night's Dream).  Once actors and students can identify the basic shapes that rhetorical figures take, they can 

proceed to determining the playing choices those shapes provide. This section will provide you and your 

students with the tools to identify those shapes. 

 

To help your students learn the basics of rhetoric, we’ve broken the most common devices down into five 

categories: Repetition, Omission, Addition, Direction, and Substitution.  You can find further explanations 

of these types in our Teacher’s Guide to Rhetoric, which explicates the devices by name.  Whether or not you 

choose to teach the specific terms to your students, it will be helpful for you to know them.  Once you 

know the devices intimately, their patterns will begin to pop off of the page.  Familiarity with the specific 

devices will enable you to recognize them in use and to show them to your students as examples of each 

type.  For the personal insights of the ASC staff as to the value and excitement of rhetorical exploration, 

please visit the ASC Education blog: 

http://americanshakespearecentereducation.blogspot.com/search/label/rhetoric 

 

Notice that these five types of patterns are not mutually exclusive.  They may overlap and intertwine. A 

figure of direction may also have within it repetition.  You may find omission nested within addition.  Some 

devices straddle the line between one type and another, and there isn’t always a “right answer.”  Your 

students should look to rhetoric for suggestions and clues as a way of opening up the text, not to try and pin 

it down to any one interpretation or another. 

 

 

  

http://americanshakespearecentereducation.blogspot.com/search/label/rhetoric
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Repetition 

Repetition gives speech a cadence, a rhythm to follow.  Our brains, which are tuned to appreciate harmony, 

naturally pick up on these patterns, assisting us in synthesizing ideas.  Shakespeare frequently uses devices of 

repetition within the structure of iambic pentameter, which already has a distinct rhythm; layering the 

rhetorical device on top of the scansion augments the brain’s ability to hear patterns.  You may also find 

devices of repetition in prose lines, and you may want to ask your students to consider how, or if, they hear 

the device differently in prose than they do in verse. 

 

Your students will probably be most familiar with repetition in music: both in the melodies themselves and 

in lyrical refrains. How do these repetitions make a song easier to memorize? 

 

 

Of sounds:  

“I thank thee, Moon, for shining now so bright, 

For, by thy gracious, golden, glittering gleams, 

I trust to take of truest Thisbe sight.” – Bottom, 5.1  

An author can use repetition of this kind to create an aural mood.  An excess of the letter “S” 

makes a sibilant sound, evoking the image of a snake, and perhaps of a character who is sneaky, 

surreptitious, or sly.  An excess of “O”s produces a mournful, lugubrious noise, wounded and 

woeful.  Ask your students to consider the tonal quality of the repeated sound.  What might that 

indicate about the character or the situation? 

 

Of words or phrases: 

“We shall go on to the end. We shall fight in France, we shall fight on the seas and oceans, we shall 

fight with growing confidence and growing strength in the air, we shall defend our island, 

whatever the cost may be. We shall fight on the beaches, we shall fight on the landing grounds, we 

shall fight in the fields and in the streets, we shall fight in the hills; we shall never surrender…” – 

Winston Churchill 

“We, Hermia, like two artificial gods, 

Have with our needles created both one flower, 

Both on one sampler, sitting on one cushion, 

Both warbling of one song, both in one key” – Helena, 3.2  

Why do we repeat ourselves?  We repeat ourselves when we want to make a point, when 

something is particularly important.  Have your students look at what words or phrases the 

characters repeat:  Does the character emphasize time-related words (now, soon, then)?  

Location-based?  Conjunctions?  Concrete nouns or abstract concepts?  We may also repeat 

ourselves when we’re trying to get attention, either because our intended audience is ignoring us 

or because circumstances are making it difficult to hear.  Have your students consider:  Why is 

the character repeating the words or phrases?  How strongly do you, as an actor, want to stress 

the repetitions? 
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Of structure: 

“I came, I saw, I conquered.” – Julius Caesar 

“I give him curses, yet he gives me love.” – Hermia, 1.1  

When an author repeats grammatical structure, it links ideas together in the listener’s mind.  For 

a character, it may indicate a highly-functioning intellect with a sense of a plan.  It may also be a 

way of building to a climactic conclusion. 
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Omission 

Omission leaves something out. These devices interrupt the normal flow of speech or ideas in some way, by 

leaving out a component of a sentence or a layer of meaning.  This omission requires the brain to try to fill 

in the gap.  You students should also consider what omission implies about the listener.  Either Shakespeare 

or the character thinks that his audience (within the play or in the theatre) can fill in the blanks, crediting 

them with enough intelligence and reasoning to follow along – or, if the gaps are not easily filled, that may 

be significant. 

 

Of words or phrases: 

“The average person thinks he isn't.” –Father Larry Lorenzoni 

“Lysander – What, removed? Lysander, lord— 

What, out of hearing, gone? No sound, no word?” – Hermia, 2.2  

“Methought I was – there is no man can tell what. Methought I was, and me thought I had – but 

man is but a patched fool if he will offer to say what methought I had.” – Bottom, 4.1 

Leaving out words implies a hurry of some kind.  The character’s mind may be jumping from 

one idea to another, or she may be speaking so quickly that words get left out.  Ask your 

students to consider how omissions affect the rhythm of a speech.  

Alternatively, a character may omit key words deliberately, rather than on accident, forcing the 

listener to make assumptions – which may or may not be correct.  What could a character’s 

motivation for that kind of manipulation be? 

 

In the form of understatement or evasion:  

“It's just a flesh wound.” – Black Knight, Monty Python and the Holy Grail 

“I am amazed and know not what to say.” – Hermia, 3.2  

These devices are less literal forms of omission, but still fall into this category, as the 

author/speaker is leaving something out: in this case, a level of meaning, rather than any word or 

phrase.  Omission of this sort is often coy, humorous, or sarcastic, but may also be evasive or 

deceptive. It may also be a way of avoiding something that is too painful to say out loud or to 

admit. 
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Addition 

Most easily understood as parenthetical statements, these rhetorical devices focus on words which are either 

extraneous or explanatory – they either elaborate unnecessarily on something which is already clear, or they 

make clear what was previously vague.  Many of these devices slow down a speech, drawing out the tempo.  

They may overlap with devices of repetition. 

 

Of grammatically superfluous words or phrases:  

“Four score and seven years ago…” – Abraham Lincoln, Gettysburg Address  

“I did never – no, nor never can” – Helena, 2.2  

Examine what kinds of characters use far more words than are strictly necessary, either 

belaboring a point, employing a number of supplementary adjectives, or trying so hard to speak 

properly that they come out on the other side as ridiculous.  Frequently buffoonish characters 

will use these superfluous devices, elaborating unnecessarily.  These devices may also indicate an 

otherwise sensible character who is now experiencing a moment of emotional turbulence: 

overwrought, hysterical, irate, sorrowful, joyful, exuberant, etc. 

 

In the form of overstatement or exaggeration:  

“Now am I dead, 

Now am I fled, 

My soul is in the sky. 

Tongue, lose thy light; 

Moon, take thy flight. 

Now die, die, die, die, die.” – Bottom, 5.1  

These devices are the opposite of the understatement devices mentioned under Omission; 

devices which overstate or exaggerate add a layer of meaning to the words that is not there to 

begin with.  What is the character overstating, and why?  Is the choice conscious or 

unconscious? 

Ask your students to consider how a person acts when he is exaggerating something verbally.  

What physical exaggerations can accompany the exaggerated speech? 

 

Of description, elaboration, or correction:  

“Here was buried Thomas Jefferson, author of the Declaration of American Independence, of the 

Statute of Virginia for Religious Freedom, and father of the University of Virginia.” – Thomas 

Jefferson's burial monument 

“Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether that nation, or any nation, so conceived 

and so dedicated, can long endure." – Abraham Lincoln, Gettysburg Address  

“And he himself must speak through, saying thus, or to the same defect, ‘Ladies,’ – or, ‘Fair ladies,’ – 

‘I would wish you,’ – or, ‘I would request you,’ – or, ‘I would entreat you’ – not to fear, not to 

tremble, my life for yours.” – Bottom, 3.1 

These devices fall under the “explanation” category of addition, augmenting a sentence which 

would be complete without them.  These descriptions and addresses are “extra” in some way, 

but still provide information not found elsewhere in the sentence, differentiating them from the 

first category of superfluous words and phrases.  Consider why these devices are necessary to 

the sentence or line:  What information does the device provide?  Is it something the theatrical 

audience already knows or does not know?  How about the on-stage audience, if one is present?  
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Does it provide new information, or is it merely a reminder?  Does the addition have either 

positive or negative connotations? 

 

Of address: 

“Play it once, Sam. For old time’s sake.” – Elsa, Casablanca 

“Frankly, my dear, I don’t give a damn.” – Rhett Butler, Gone with the Wind 

“You draw me, you hard-hearted adamant” – Helena, 2.1  

How people address each other can convey a lot of information in a play. Terms like “sir” or 

“my lord” indicate that the speaker addresses someone of higher status, whereas terms like 

“sirrah” or “boy” may indicate the opposite. Does a speaker use someone’s title, family name, or 

first name when addressing someone? Do they use diminutive terms or endearments? What does 

that indicate about their relationship? 
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Direction 

Direction addresses the order in which the words come. This category is why most students think 

Shakespeare is hard, because it addresses the creation of unusual syntactical structures. The first thing to do 

when your students see these devices in use is to have them untangle the sentence – put the words in the 

order that make the most sense to them. Then ask, "Why didn't Shakespeare just do that? What purpose is 

there for putting the words in another order?" 

 

Devices of direction are devices of arrangement and rearrangement, and they can either illuminate or 

obfuscate meaning.  A device which arranges words more neatly, by highlighting contrast or building to a 

climactic point, illuminates meaning.  A device which rearranges words into a less sensible order, altering 

normal English syntax, may obfuscate meaning.  These devices may also more literally change the direction 

of the speech – that is, change to whom a character directs a speech. 

 

 

In the form of inversion or rearrangement:  

“Ask not what your country can do for you - ask what you can do for your country.” – JFK  

“The more I hate, the more he follows me.” 

“The more I love, the more he hateth me.” – Hermia and Helena, 1.1  

When words come in a different order than we would expect them, in normal syntax, something 

is going on in the character’s brain.  Whether it indicates a state of disorder or of hyper-

organization depends on if the rearrangement of words makes the sentence make more or less 

sense.  A character whose thoughts and words are disordered may be in a state of high 

emotionality.  A character who deliberately arranges his words in an unusual pattern, however, 

may be trying to make some kind of a point.  Look at what words the character brings into 

positions of greater importance.  Does she make any kind of juxtaposition?  Or is she 

connecting thoughts together? 

 

By arranging a series, building, or diminishing:  

“All this will not be finished in the first 100 days. Nor will it be finished in the first 1,000 days, nor 

in the life of this Administration, nor even perhaps in our lifetime on this planet. But let us begin.” 

– JFK  

“The spring, the summer, 

The childing autumn, angry winter change 

Their wonted liveries” – Titania, 2.1  

These devices drive a sentence or a line along, often either by building in force and focus to 

some climactic end, or by tightening down to a smaller, narrower focus.  These devices may 

include or may occur along with devices of repetition or addition.  Ask your students to consider 

how they could deliver lines with these devices in them.  Should they increase volume, or 

decrease it?  What movements could they pair to their words to emphasize the building or 

diminishing?  Can they make themselves seem bigger or smaller to mirror the ideas? 
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By arranging contrast:  

“It has been my experience that folks who have no vices have very few virtues.” —Abraham 

Lincoln 

“Who will not change a raven for a dove?” – Lysander, 2.2  

In theatre, characters often think out loud.  These devices examine instances of “either-or”, 

where a character weighs alternatives either for his in-play audience or for the theatrical 

audience, or possibly for both audiences.  Consider if the ideas are harmonious or opposing.  Is 

the comparison a natural one, or does it seem forced, off-kilter, or inappropriate?  Ask your 

students to think of ways to use physical action to emphasize an “either-or” statement, such as 

weighing the ideas on their hands. 

 

By redirecting the focus or object of speech:  

“What, jealous Oberon? Fairies, skip hence. 

I have forsworn his bed and company.” – Titania, 2.1  

These devices are often interruptions of one kind or another.  A character may break off in the 

middle of a sentence, or abruptly begin addressing a different person.  Such redirections may be 

spontaneous – the character discovering something new while speaking – or they may be 

deliberate, planned diversions. 
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Substitution 

Devices of substitution are when, in one way or another, one word or phrase stands in for something else.  

This may be purely grammatical, or it may be more conceptual and abstract.  Metaphors, malapropisms, 

puns, and rhetorical questions all fall into this category. 

 

Grammatically-based: Substitution of parts of words, full words, phrases, or structure:  

“Have fun and keep googling!” – Larry Page, co-founder of Google (1st recorded use of Google as a 

verb) 

“The eye of man hath not heard, the ear of man hath not seen, man’s hand is not able to taste, his 

tongue to conceive, nor his heart to report, what my dream was.” – Bottom, 4.1 

These devices may indicate very high or very low intelligence, depending on what exactly the 

character does with the wordplay.  Intelligent, creatively-thinking characters can substitute one 

part of speech for another, can insert a synonym with multiple meanings, and can create 

elaborate metaphors, demonstrating their skill with language and their ability to use words in 

unique and inventive ways.  Characters of low intelligence bumble; they may exchange one word 

for another, but unintentionally, rather than for deliberate effect.  Their substitutions are slips of 

the tongue, mistakes, evidence of a disordered mind.  

Ask your students to determine whether the substitution indicates high or low intelligence.  How 

can an actor play that?  Ask your students what physical markers they associate with a character 

of high or low intelligence.  Is the character of lower intelligence aware of his slips and gaffs, or 

does he barrel on confidently?  What do you look like when you know you’ve made a mistake?  

What do you look like when you’re bluffing?  Is the character of higher intelligence showing off, 

or is she more sly about her verbal inventions?  What do you look like when you think you’re 

better than the people around you?  What do you look like when you’re playing someone for a 

fool? 

Your students might also consider these devices as status markers that can inform movement 

and the stage picture.  An actor whose character uses a device of substitution intelligently might 

move to take a more powerful position on the stage; an actor whose character uses a device of 

substitution accidentally might move to a less powerful position to underscore the mistake. 

 

Conceptually-based:  

“The tree of liberty must be refreshed from time to time with the blood of patriots and tyrants. It is 

its natural manure.” – Thomas Jefferson 

“I go, I go, look how I go, 

Swifter than arrow from the Tartar’s bow.” – Puck, 3.2  

“The iron tongue of midnight hath told twelve” – Theseus, 5.1  

Your students may most easily recognize these devices as kinds of metaphors, where a concrete 

object stands in for an idea or an emotion, or as puns, where a joke depends on a single word 

standing in for more than one idea.  Like the grammatically-based substitutions, these devices 

can indicate either very high or very low intelligence, depending on whether the substitution is 

apt or inappropriate. 
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Activity: Working With Rhetoric 

 

Step One: Introducing Rhetorical Concepts 

 

Give your students the following Handout #2 and discuss the 5 different kinds of rhetorical 

devices.  See if your students can offer any examples of each type, either from lines they have looked 

at already or from modern speeches, movies, or songs. 

 

Work through your First 100 Lines, or a section of them, as a class.  First, do a read-around of the 

scene, with each student speaking one line before passing to the next student.  This gives your 

students the chance to hear patterns within the speech before they start dissecting it. 

 

Divide the class into five groups, and have each group look for examples from one of the five 

rhetorical types. 

 

In the following examples, the Teacher’s Guides are marked thus: 

  Repetition: double underlined 

Omission: Where something is missing, a circle indicates the gap. 

  Addition: [ extraneous words within ] 

Direction:     ↕ ↔  indicating the movement in the words 

Substitution: ~~ placed over the substituted word 

You may want to encourage your students to use the same marks on their worksheets. 

 

Discuss your findings as a class.  What category of device appears most often?  What character clues 

can your students infer from that? 

 

Step Two: Discovering the Clues 

Have your students work through a passage of text on their own, marking any use of rhetorical 

devices they find, using the key from the example.  

You may use one of the following suggested passages, or you may have your students use their Line 

Assignments, or a section of them, as they have done for scansion and paraphrasing. 

Ask your students to consider the following questions when they see rhetorical devices at use in a 

character’s speech: 

 

1. Who uses the device? 

2. Is the choice deliberate or accidental for the character? 

a. If deliberate, what is the character's goal, and how does the rhetorical device help her 

achieve it? 

b. If accidental, what does that indicate about the character's grasp of language or state 

of mind? 

3. How can the device affect the rhythm or cadence of the line or lines?  Consider: 

a. Speed 

b. Scansion and metrics 

c. Rhyme 
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d. Volume 

4. How does the device affect a listener's ability to comprehend what the character is saying? 

5. Does the device indicate high or low intelligence? 

6. Does the device indicate a heightened emotional state? 

7. Does the device create power for the character or cause the character to lose power? 

8. Is this device usual or unusual for the character? 

a. If usual, what does that indicate about the character on the whole? 

b. If unusual, what does that indicate about the character in this moment? 

9. When working with a longer speech or a conversation, what patterns can you notice 

throughout the passage? 

a. Does any one kind of device dominate a character's speech? 

b. Does the speaker shift devices (and perhaps tactics) mid-stream? 

 

Each device will not necessarily provide an answer for every one of these questions, but it’s 

beneficial for your students to keep them in the back of their minds while reading or while 

staging. 

Discuss your findings.  You may wish to have your students write a short response or analysis as an 

assessment. 

 

Step Three: Rhetoric in Action 

Select a few lines, either from the class example or from the passages your students have worked 

through, and determine how to represent the devices present in the passage physically on stage.  

Use Choices (page 25) to help explore the potential physicality of rhetorical patterns. For more 

on choosing gesture, see Chekov’s theories on “psychological gesture,” summarized in the 

following blog entry: http://rickontheater.blogspot.com/2009/10/psychological-gesture-

leading-center_27.html  

Discuss what assigning action to a rhetorical device does for an actor.  While these broad gestures 

are not likely ones that an actor would use in such a blatant way in an actual performance, they 

approach the idea of taking physical or vocal cues from what the rhetoric tells you about a line. 

Have your students try the passage again, this time acting the devices more naturally: creating 

emphasis with their voices, varying the rhythm of their speech, using meaningful gestures rather 

than arbitrary ones.  How do the devices help with delivery? 

 

http://rickontheater.blogspot.com/2009/10/psychological-gesture-leading-center_27.html
http://rickontheater.blogspot.com/2009/10/psychological-gesture-leading-center_27.html
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R.O.A.D.S. to Rhetoric – An Introduction to Rhetorical Figures 

Student Handout #2 

 

When you work through a passage out of Shakespeare’s plays, look for the following five types of rhetorical 

devices: Repetition, Omission, Addition, Direction, and Substitution.  These devices can provide you with 

character clues, telling you more about the speaker, and they can provide acting cues, indicates on how to 

behave physically or vocally when delivering the lines. 

 

Repetition 

Repetition gives speech a cadence, a rhythm to follow.  Our brains, which are tuned to appreciate harmony, 

naturally pick up on these patterns, assisting us in synthesizing ideas.  Shakespeare frequently uses devices of 

repetition within the structure of iambic pentameter, which already has a distinct rhythm; layering the 

rhetorical device on top of the scansion augments the brain’s ability to hear patterns. 

 

Omission 

Omission interrupts the normal flow of speech or ideas in some way, by leaving out a component of a 

sentence or a layer of meaning.  This omission requires the brain to try to fill in the gap.  You should also 

consider what omission implies about the listener.  Either Shakespeare or the character thinks that his 

audience (within the play or in the theatre) can fill in the blanks, crediting them with enough intelligence and 

reasoning to follow along – or, if the gaps are not easily filled, that may be significant; a character may be 

counting on poor comprehension. 

 

Addition 

These rhetorical devices focus on words which are either extraneous or explanatory – they either elaborate 

unnecessarily on something which is already clear, or they make clear what was previously vague.  Many of 

these devices slow down a speech, drawing out the tempo.  They may overlap with devices of repetition. 

 

Direction 

Devices of direction change the order in which the words come; they are devices of arrangement and 

rearrangement, and they can either illuminate or confuse meaning.  A device which arranges words more 

neatly, by highlighting contrast or building to a climactic point, illuminates meaning.  A device which 

rearranges words into a less sensible order, altering normal English syntax, may obfuscate meaning.  These 

devices may also more literally change the direction of the speech – that is, change to whom a character 

directs a speech. 

 

Substitution 

Devices of substitution are when, in one way or another, one word or phrase stands in for something else.  

This may be purely grammatical, or it may be more conceptual and abstract.  Metaphors, malapropisms, and 

puns all fall into this category. 

 

Notice that these five types of forms are not mutually exclusive.  They may overlap and intertwine.  A figure 

of direction may also have repetition within it.  You may find omission nested within addition. Some devices 

straddle the line between one type and another, and there isn’t always a “right answer.”  Look to rhetoric for 

suggestions and clues as a way of opening up the text, not to try and pin it down to any one interpretation 

or another. 
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When working through a passage, use the following key to mark rhetorical devices: 

 

  Repetition: double underlined 

Omission: where something is missing, circle where it should be 

  Addition: [ place brackets around the addition ] 

Direction:   ↕ ↔  use arrows to show the movement in the words 

Substitution: ~ ~  place squiggles overtop of the substituted word 

 

When examining rhetoric within a character’s speech, it’s important to consider both what the author 

(Shakespeare) is doing and what the character is doing.  Examining Shakespeare’s craft is important for 

appreciation of his skill as a writer, and examining the character is important for performance purposes. 

 

Consider the following questions when you see rhetorical devices at use in a passage: 

 

1. Who uses the device? 

2. Is the choice deliberate or accidental for the character? 

a. If deliberate, what is the character's goal, and how does the rhetorical device help her 

achieve it? 

b. If accidental, what does that indicate about the character's grasp of language or state 

of mind? 

3. How can the device affect the rhythm or cadence of the line or lines?  Consider: 

a. Speed 

b. Scansion and metrics 

c. Rhyme 

d. Volume 

4. How does the device affect a listener's ability to comprehend what the character is saying? 

5. Does the device indicate high or low intelligence? 

6. Does the device indicate a heightened emotional state? 

7. Does the device create power for the character or cause the character to lose power? 

8. Is this device usual or unusual for the character? 

a. If usual, what does that indicate about the character on the whole? 

b. If unusual, what does that indicate about the character in this moment? 

9. When working with a longer speech or a conversation, what patterns can you notice 

throughout the passage? 

a. Does any one kind of device dominate a character's speech? 

b. Does the speaker shift devices (and perhaps tactics) mid-stream? 

 

 

Not every device will prompt you to answer each of these questions, but it will be helpful to you to 

keep them all in mind as you work through a passage. 
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R.O.A.D.S. to Rhetoric -- First 100 Lines 

 

1.1 
 
Enter THESEUS, HIPPOLYTA, PHILOSTRATE, and Attendants  
 
THESEUS  
         ~~~~~~    A - address 
Now, [fair Hippolyta], our nuptial hour   S – for “wedding”  
 
Draws on apace; four happy days bring in 
 
Another moon: but, [O], [methinks], how slow  A – exclamatory; superfluous 
 ↕            ~~  ~~~~    R – “moon” / D – arranging contrast  
This old moon wanes; she lingers my desires,   S – verb form (intransitive to transitive) 
 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~    S – personification of moon  
Like to a step-dame or a dowager    S – simile       
          ~~~~~       S – verb form 
Long withering out a young man's revenue. 
 
 
HIPPOLYTA  
   ~~~~~~~~~   S – personification of days and nights 
Four days will quickly steep themselves in night; 
 ↕  ~~~~~~~~~   D – arranging contrast (day/night) 
Four nights will quickly dream away the time;   R – “will quickly” 
           ~~~~~~~~~~    A – descriptive  
And then the moon, [like to a silver bow   S – simile 
 
New-bent in heaven], shall behold the night           
 
Of our solemnities. 
 
 
THESEUS  

        D – shift in focus  
Go, [Philostrate],      A - address 

---------------------------------------------- 
Stir up the Athenian youth to merriments;   A – arranging a series  

---------------------------------------------- 
Awake the pert and nimble spirit of mirth; 

-------------------------------------- 
Turn melancholy forth to funerals;    R – structure (imperatives) 
       ~~~~~~~~~      S – personification of melancholy 
The pale companion is not for our pomp.   R – “p”       

        D – shift in object of speech 
[Hippolyta], I woo'd thee with my sword,   A – address  
        O – “I” 
And won thy love, doing thee injuries;    O – “by” 
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But I will wed thee in another key, 

--------------------------------------------   D – arranging a series  
With pomp, with triumph and with revelling.   R – structure ("with" prepositional phrases) 
 
 
Enter EGEUS and his daughter HERMIA, LYSANDER, and DEMETRIUS 
 
 
EGEUS  
 
Happy be Theseus, [our renowned duke].   A – descriptive     20  
 
 
THESEUS  
 
Thanks, [good Egeus]: what's the news with thee?  A – address  
 
 
EGEUS  

   ------------------      D – unusual syntax 
Full of vexation come I, with complaint 
 
Against my child, [my daughter] Hermia.   A – extra descriptor 

 -----------------------      ------------   D – shifts in object of speech 
Stand forth, [Demetrius]. My noble lord,   A – address 
 
This man hath my consent to marry her.           
 
Stand forth, [Lysander]: and [my gracious duke],  R – “stand forth” 
        A – address  
This man hath bewitch'd the bosom of my child; 
        A – address  
Thou, thou, [Lysander], thou hast given her rhymes,  R – “thou” 
 
And interchanged love-tokens with my child:   R – “my child” 

      --------------------------------   D – unusual syntax 
Thou hast by moonlight at her window sung,           
 
With feigning voice verses of feigning love,   R – “feigning” 
 
And stolen the impression of her fantasy   O – “thou hast” 
 
With bracelets of thy hair, [rings, gawds, conceits, 
        O – missing conjunctions 
Knacks, trifles, nosegays, sweetmeats, messengers]  A – excessive listing 

       --------------------------------------   D – arranging contrast 
Of strong prevailment in unharden'd youth:            

 --------------------------------------------------  D – unusual syntax 
With cunning hast thou filch'd my daughter's heart, 
        O – “And”  
Turn'd her obedience, [which is due to me],   A – parenthetical  
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      -----------------------  D – shift in focus  
To stubborn harshness: and, [my [gracious] duke],  A – address  / A – descriptive  
      ~~~~~~   S – in place of name or title  
Be it so she will not here before your grace   R – “gracious/grace”  
 
Consent to marry with Demetrius,        
 
I beg the ancient privilege of Athens,    O – “which is that”  

      ----------------------------    D – words repeated in inverted order  
As she is mine, I may dispose of her: 

  --------------------------   D – arranging contrast  
Which shall be either to this gentleman   S – description in place of name  

----------------- 
Or to her death, [according to our law 
 
Immediately provided in that case].    A – explanatory      
 
 
THESEUS  
     ~~~~   S – instead of her name 
What say you, [Hermia]? be advised, [fair maid]:  A – address  

 --------------------------     D – unusual syntax 
To you your father should be as a god; 
        A – elaboration  
[One that composed your beauties, [yea], and one  A – extraneous  
 
To whom you are but as a form in wax, 

----------------      D – unusual syntax  
By him imprinted and within his power           

      -----------------------------    O – “to”  / D – arranging contrast  
To leave the figure or disfigure it.    R – “figure”  
 
Demetrius is a worthy gentleman. 
 
 
HERMIA  
 ↕       D – arranging contrast  
So is Lysander. 
 
 
THESEUS  

------------       D – unusual syntax  
In himself he is;      O – “a worthy gentleman”  
 
But in this kind, [wanting your father's voice],   A – explanatory  
 
The other must be held the worthier.    R – worthy/worthier      
 
 
HERMIA  

       ---------------------- 
I would my father look'd but with my eyes.   O – “that”  
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THESEUS  

 -------------------------------------   D – words repeated in reverse order 
Rather your eyes must with his judgment look. 
 
 
HERMIA  
        ~~~~~~      S – in place of name  
I do entreat your grace to pardon me. 
        ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~   S – passive voice  
I know not by what power I am made bold, 
 
Nor how it may concern my modesty,    O – “do I know”   

------------------------------------------------   D – unusual syntax  
In such a presence here to plead my thoughts; 
            ~~~~~~     S – in place of name 
But I beseech your grace that I may know   R – “your grace”  
 
The worst that may befall me in this case, 
 
If I refuse to wed Demetrius. 
 
 
THESEUS  

 --------------------------     D – arranging contrast 
Either to die the death or to abjure            
 
For ever the society of men. 

      -----------------------  A – address 
Therefore, [fair Hermia], question your desires;  D – arranging a series  

------------------------------------------------ 
Know of your youth, examine well your blood,  R – structure  
 
Whether, [if you yield not to your father's choice],  A – explanatory parenthetical  
 
You can endure the livery of a nun,  

        -----------------------    D – unusual syntax 
For aye to be in shady cloister mew'd, 
 ~~~~~~~~      S – for “nun” 
To live a barren sister all your life, 
 
Chanting faint hymns to the [cold fruitless] moon.  A – descriptive  

----------------------------------------------   D – unusual syntax 
Thrice-blessed they that master so their blood,   O – “are”  / R – “blood”  
 
To undergo such maiden pilgrimage;  
 ↕  ~~~~~~~~    D – arranging contrast   
But earthlier happy is the rose distill'd,    S – metaphor 
    ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~   S – metaphor  
Than that which withering on the virgin thorn 

------------------      D – arranging a series 
Grows, lives and dies in single blessedness.   R – “blessed”  
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HERMIA  

--------------------------  ~~~    R – verbs; structure  / D – arranging series 
So will I grow, so live, so die, [my lord],   A – address / S – in place of name  
 
Ere I will yield my virgin patent up           

         ~~~~~~~  -----~~~~~~~--   S – in place of (Demetrius’s) name 
Unto his lordship, whose unwished yoke   O – “to”  / D- unusual syntax  

----------------------------------------------   S – metaphor  
My soul consents not to give sovereignty. 
 
 
THESEUS  
 
Take time to pause; and, [by the next new moon]--  A – descriptive 
         ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~   S – for “wedding day” 
[The sealing-day betwixt my love and me, 
 
For everlasting bond of fellowship]--    A – descriptive parenthetical     

  ----------------------    D – arranging a series  
Upon that day either prepare to die 
------------------------------------------↕    D – arranging contrast 
For disobedience to your father's will, 

--------------------------------------------- 
Or else to wed Demetrius, [as he would];   A – explanatory  / O – “have you do” 

-↕------------------------------     D – arranging contrast  
Or on Diana's altar to protest 
 
For aye austerity and single life.            
 
 
DEMETRIUS  

     ---------------   D – shift in focus  
Relent, [sweet Hermia]: and, [Lysander], yield   A – address  

        ----------------------------    D – arranging contrast 
Thy crazed title to my certain right.           
 
 
LYSANDER  
 
You have her father's love, [Demetrius];   A – address  
  ↕      D – arranging contrast  
Let me have Hermia's: do you marry him.   O – “love”  
 
 
EGEUS  
 
Scornful [Lysander]; true, he hath my love,   A – address       

         ----------------------------------------   D – unusual syntax  
[And] what is mine my love shall render him.   O – “to”  
        A – excessive conjunctions 
[And] she is mine, [and] all my right of her   R – “is mine” 
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I do estate unto Demetrius. 
 
 
LYSANDER  

----------~~~-      D – possible shift in focus 
I am, [my lord], as well derived as he,    A – address  / S – in place of name  

       ----------------------   R – structure, “as well” / O – “is”  
As well possess'd; my love is more than his;   O – “as he is” / D – arranging contrast  
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THE BASICS 

 

Asides and Audience Contact 

 

Shakespeare often leaves characters onstage by themselves.  Sometimes these characters are working 

through an issue, sometimes they are letting the audience see what they are thinking (but aren’t able to talk 

about in front of other characters); sometimes they are letting the audience in on a secret.  These moments 

in which characters have “no one else to talk to” (except the audience in an early modern theatre) have been 

interpreted throughout their performance histories in various ways.  In modern, proscenium productions, 

actors and directors bring them to life as an explication of the character’s inner thoughts—sort of “thinking 

aloud” or “to oneself” moments.  In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, some of the speeches were 

simply cut or re-arranged or staged differently.  In Shakespeare’s lifetime, though, the speeches would have 

had a different life.  They would have been opportunities for the characters to engage with the audience, to 

bring them into the story, to ask questions (and possibly, receive answers).   

 

With the audience on three or four sides of the playing space in universal lighting, actors have the 

opportunity to engage them, whether in monologues or during group scenes. This contact can have several 

effects, drawing the audience in, enhancing a character's appeal, and making the audience part of the world 

of the play. Audience contact thus offers actors in a lights-on theatre opportunities that proscenium stagings 

in the dark don't have. 

 

In this activity, your students will examine asides and audience contact, two conventions of Shakespeare’s 

plays that allow the soliloquys in the dramas to become conversations rather than internal musings, and 

which allow actors to bring the audience in on the action of the play. 

 

Asides 

Every student of Shakespeare who has read a modern edition of his plays will recognize the word “aside,” 

but not every student will necessarily recognize its meaning.  

  

Brainstorm: 

Ask your students: How would you define the word aside? 

  

The Oxford English Dictionary shows that it wasn’t until 1727 (more than 100 years past Shakespeare’s 

death) that the word took on these meanings: 

● “Words spoken aside or in an undertone, so as to be inaudible to some person present; 

● words spoken by an actor, which the other performers, on the stage are supposed not to hear.” 

  

Notice that it doesn’t say who is supposed to hear.  We assume the audience will be the “auditors” but in 

many playhouses the audience, who is sitting in the dark, in front of the stage, may not be the obvious 

choice.  

  

While there are over 550 instances of the word “aside” used as a stage direction in early modern drama, only 

six times (and only twice in Shakespeare — in Pericles and in the Quarto version of The Merry Wives of 

Windsor) does it seem to indicate the delivery of speech, in which the writer (or the prompter) marks that an 
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actor should deliver a speech to the audience as opposed to the other characters onstage.  This discrepancy 

suggests that playwrights assumed that actors did not require specific instruction in order to address the 

audience.  The editions that you and your students use today try to “correct” the missing stage directions in 

order to help the reader “see the stage;” even with so many [Aside]s inserted, however, you and your 

students can find many more opportunities for contact.    

 

At the ASC, in the setting of the Blackfriars Playhouse, we have found that almost anything a character says 

can become an opportunity for a character engage the audience in these ways.  In this activity, your students 

will explore how the space makes this possible. 

 

Activity 

● Review the Elizabethan Classroom (page 31) and consider the configuration of the playhouses for 

which Shakespeare wrote. 

● Choose one of the following lines: 

○ “I love nothing in the world so much as you, is not that strange?” From Much Ado About 

Nothing. You will need a Beatrice (auditor) and a Benedick (speaker).  

○ “You told a lie, an odious, damned lie.” From Othello.  You will need an Emilia (speaker) and 

an Iago (auditor). 

○ “By all the vows that every men have broke, in number more than ever women spoke” – 

Hermia, 1.1  

● First, decide which part of this line could be an aside (the correct answer is all of it except for 

“you”). 

● Now, have your students decide how to stage this line in a proscenium.  How does “A” speak so 

that “B” doesn’t hear when there is no one else there (because of the fourth wall)? 

○ For the first example, the audience is all in front of the stage.  How does the actor deliver 

the aside? (Let participants try it; eventually, the arrow should point downstage) And how 

does the other actor “not hear it”? (arrow points at “A”) 

● Now, consider the alternative.  At the Blackfriars, where can an actor take an aside? 

○ The arrow can go everywhere -- the audience is potentially on all four sides of the stage. 

● There are a couple of variations on “asides” you can discuss.  

○ In a “Normal,” the other character (our B) clearly doesn’t notice that the speaker is talking to 

the audience.   

○ In a “sophisticated aside” the other character actually comments on the speaker’s “absence” 

or distraction.  This happens in several plays we’ve done at the ASC including The Changeling, 

Revenger’s Tragedy, and Henry VI, Part 1. Note the following example, where Margaret notices 

that Suffolk is talking, but not to her. 

SUFFOLK  

Fond man, remember that thou hast a wife; 

Then how can Margaret be thy paramour? 

 

MARGARET  

I were best to leave him, for he will not hear. 

 

SUFFOLK  

There all is marr'd; there lies a cooling card. 
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MARGARET  

He talks at random; sure, the man is mad. 

 

SUFFOLK  

And yet a dispensation may be had. 

 

MARGARET  

And yet I would that you would answer me. 

   --- Henry VI, Part 1, 5.3 

 

 

Audience Contact 

If a character is engaging the audience often and in “privileging” ways, then the audience can become an ally 

-- which means the audience can also become a conspirator of sorts, complicit in a villain’s crimes or a 

lover’s schemes.  You will want to look at several scenes to determine when a character is talking to the 

audience and when s/he might be forging those connections. 

  

Using the First 100 Lines 

● Place students in groups (as many as there are characters). Students should not work together to 

make determinations as a group, however – If each student works individually, you will have more 

playing options available when you put the scene on its feet. 

● Give your students the First 100 Lines of A Midsummer Night’s Dream. 

● Ask them to go through the scene (or a section of it) and, with each student looking only at his or 

her assigned character, mark up the text according to what kinds of asides and audience contact they 

think are most appropriate, according to the following key: 

○ Fill in the brackets:  

■1=casting the audience 

● Making the audience members into characters who have an implied 

involvement in the scene or in the greater world of the play.  They may be 

named or unnamed, but must be specific identities. 

● Examples: Henry V casting the audience as his army, Portia and Nerissa (in 

The Merchant of Venice) picking out specific audience members to represent 

suitors 

● Example in A Midsummer Night’s Dream: The people in the city of Athens that 

might observe the Mechanicals’ rehearsals in 1.2. 

■2= making the audience member the object of the line 

● Often, though not always, making the audience member the butt of a joke.  

Unlike casting the audience, this type of contact does not make the audience 

member part of the world of the play; they simply become a helpful 

illustration for the benefit of another character and/or the rest of the 

audience. 

● Examples: Benedick (in Much Ado about Nothing) finding fair, wise, or virtuous 

women, Dromio (in The Comedy of Errors) making jokes about bald men 
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● Example in A Midsummer Night’s Dream: Bottom can find the ladies in the 

audience who might be “afeard of the lion” in 3.1. 

■3=allying with the audience 

● Making audience members colleagues or co-conspirators, looking to the 

audience for support or affirmation 

● Examples: Iago explaining his schemes to the audience, any character sharing 

a joke with an audience member rather than with another character (often at 

the other character’s expense) 

● Example in A Midsummer Night’s Dream: Oberon and Titania can vie for 

support in 2.1; the lovers can try to do the same in 3.2.  

■4=seeking information from the audience 

● Questions that can be taken to the audience instead of, in addition to, or in 

the absence of other characters on stage 

● Examples: Hamlet asking if he should kill his uncle while Claudius is at 

prayer, any character asking what time it is or where someone else is could 

potentially take the question to the audience 

● Example in A Midsummer Night’s Dream: Puck can seek help in charming the 

correct eyes at the end of 3.2. 

■5=to the other character 

● As regular conversation, intended for the other character to hear 

● Select one student from each group to act out the scene. 

● Have your representatives act out the scene, directing their lines according to their own 

determinations.  Have the other members of their groups call out “Stop!” if they disagree with the 

representative’s choice and want to see it tried another way. 

● Discuss: 

○ How many lines could be taken to the audience in multiple ways? 

 Are there any lines which must be directed to another character? 

 Are there any lines which must be delivered as asides, so that the other character 

cannot hear? 

○ Which aside most surprised you when it worked? 

○ What was the aside that seemed the most natural?  

○ Which aside most endears the character to the audience?  

○ What do asides/audience contact do for the character? 

○ Is it better if only one character or all characters use audience contact? 

○ Are there instances of sophisticated asides? 

  

Line Assignments 

Your students will mark their Line Assignments according to the method in this activity as homework.  

They should copy one moment for discussion into their Promptbook, as well as answering the additional 

questions.  On your next class meeting, stage some of your students’ favorite discoveries, or ask who had 

trouble deciding where a line should be directed, and try to find the best choice through active exploration, 

as you did with the First 100 Lines. 
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Guide for Teachers: Asides and Audience Contact 

 

Placing the object of the aside 

 

           

         

A  B      Proscenium 

       (one option -  

          straight out) 
   

 

 

    

 

A          B      Thrust Stage 

       (anywhere!)   

          

 

 

 

Variations on an aside 

   

        

A     B         Normal Aside 

 

 
 

 

 

      

   A        B     Sophisticated Aside 
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Handout #3: Asides and Audience Contact – First 100 Lines 

[1] = casting the audience; [2] = making the audience the object; [3] = allying; 

[4] = seeking information; [5] = speaking to another character 

 
1.1 

 

Enter THESEUS, HIPPOLYTA, PHILOSTRATE, 

and Attendants  

 

THESEUS  

[  ]Now, fair Hippolyta, our nuptial hour 

Draws on apace; [  ]four happy days bring in 

Another moon: [  ]but, O, methinks, how slow 

This old moon wanes; [  ]she lingers my desires, 

Like to a step-dame or a dowager        5  

[  ]Long withering out a young man's revenue. 

 

HIPPOLYTA  

[  ]Four days will quickly steep themselves in night; 

[  ]Four nights will quickly dream away the time; 

[  ]And then the moon, [  ]like to a silver bow 

New-bent in heaven, [  ]shall behold the night     10  

Of our solemnities. 

 

THESEUS  

[  ]Go, Philostrate, 

[  ]Stir up the Athenian youth to merriments; 

[  ]Awake the pert and nimble spirit of mirth; 

[  ]Turn melancholy forth to funerals; 

[  ]The pale companion is not for our pomp.       15  

[  ]Hippolyta, [  ]I woo'd thee with my sword, 

And won thy love, doing thee injuries; 

[  ]But I will wed thee in another key, 

[  ]With pomp, with triumph and with revelling. 

 

Enter EGEUS and his daughter HERMIA, 

LYSANDER, and DEMETRIUS 

 

EGEUS  

[  ]Happy be Theseus, [  ]our renowned duke.      20  

 

THESEUS  

[  ]Thanks, good Egeus:[  ]what's the news with 

thee? 

 

EGEUS  

[  ]Full of vexation come I, with complaint 

Against my child, [  ]my daughter Hermia. 

[  ]Stand forth, Demetrius. [  ]My noble lord, 

[  ]This man hath my consent to marry her.         25  

[  ]Stand forth, Lysander: [  ]and my gracious duke, 

This man hath bewitch'd the bosom of my child; 

[  ]Thou, thou, Lysander, thou hast given her  

     rhymes, 

And interchanged love-tokens with my child: 

[  ]Thou hast by moonlight at her window sung,  30  

[  ]With feigning voice verses of feigning love, 

[  ]And stolen the impression of her fantasy 

[  ]With bracelets of thy hair, rings, gawds, conceits, 

Knacks, trifles, nosegays, sweetmeats, messengers 

Of strong prevailment in unharden'd youth:     35  

[  ]With cunning hast thou filch'd my daughter's  

     heart, 

Turn'd her obedience, [  ]which is due to me, 

[  ]To stubborn harshness: and, [  ] my gracious  

     duke, 

[  ]Be it so she will not here before your grace 

Consent to marry with Demetrius,             40  

I beg the ancient privilege of Athens, 

As she is mine, I may dispose of her: 

[  ]Which shall be either to this gentleman 

[  ]Or to her death, [  ]according to our law 

Immediately provided in that case.      45  

 

THESEUS  

[  ]What say you, Hermia? [  ]be advised fair maid: 

To you your father should be as a god; 

[  ]One that composed your beauties, [  ]yea, [  ]and  

     one 

To whom you are but as a form in wax 

[  ]By him imprinted and within his power           50  

To leave the figure or disfigure it. 

[  ]Demetrius is a worthy gentleman. 

 

HERMIA  

[  ]So is Lysander. 
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THESEUS  

[  ]In himself he is; 

[  ]But in this kind, [  ]wanting your father's voice, 

[  ]The other must be held the worthier.               55  

 

HERMIA  

[  ]I would my father look'd but with my eyes. 

 

THESEUS  

[  ]Rather your eyes must with his judgment look. 

 

HERMIA  

[  ]I do entreat your grace to pardon me. 

[  ]I know not by what power I am made bold, 

Nor how it may concern my modesty,                 60  

[  ]In such a presence here to plead my thoughts; 

[  ]But I beseech your grace that I may know 

The worst that may befall me in this case, 

[  ]If I refuse to wed Demetrius. 

 

THESEUS  

[  ]Either to die the death [  ]or to abjure              65  

For ever the society of men. 

[  ]Therefore, fair Hermia, question your desires; 

Know of your youth, examine well your blood, 

Whether, if you yield not to your father's choice, 

You can endure the livery of a nun,                 70  

[  ]For aye to be in shady cloister mew'd, 

To live a barren sister all your life, 

Chanting faint hymns to the cold fruitless moon. 

[  ]Thrice-blessed they that master so their blood, 

To undergo such maiden pilgrimage;                 75  

[  ]But earthlier happy is the rose distill'd, 

[  ]Than that which withering on the virgin thorn 

Grows, lives and dies in single blessedness. 

 

HERMIA  

[  ]So will I grow, so live, so die, my lord, 

Ere I will yield my virgin patent up                 80  

[  ]Unto his lordship, whose unwished yoke 

My soul consents not to give sovereignty. 

 

 

 

 

THESEUS  

[  ]Take time to pause; [  ]and, by the next new  

     moon-- 

[  ]The sealing-day betwixt my love and me, 

For everlasting bond of fellowship--                 85  

[  ]Upon that day either prepare to die 

For disobedience to your father's will, 

[  ]Or else to wed Demetrius, as he would; 

[  ]Or on Diana's altar to protest 

For aye austerity and single life.      90  

 

DEMETRIUS  

[  ]Relent, sweet Hermia: [  ]and, Lysander, yield 

Thy crazed title to my certain right. 

 

LYSANDER  

[  ]You have her father's love, Demetrius; 

Let me have Hermia's: [  ]do you marry him. 

 

EGEUS  

[  ]Scornful Lysander; [  ]true, he hath my love,    95  

[  ]And what is mine my love shall render him. 

[  ]And she is mine, [  ]and all my right of her 

I do estate unto Demetrius. 

 

LYSANDER  

[  ]I am, my lord, as well derived as he, 

[  ]As well possess'd; [  ]my love is more  

      than his;                  100  
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STAGING CHALLENGES 
 

Actors Playing Actors 
 
In A Midsummer Night's Dream, Shakespeare presents the audience not only with the play-within-the-play of 

‘Pyramus and Thisbe,’ as a comic example of homegrown theatrics, but also with imitations of the early 

modern rehearsal process.  Through this extra lens, the audience gets to see multiple layers of performance: 

an actor plays Nick Bottom, who in turn plays Pyramus; another actor plays Snug the Joiner, who also plays 

the lion, and so forth.  That the Mechanicals are amateurs, well-meaning but under-rehearsed and ill-

prepared (what with Puck's interruption of their artistic process), allows Shakespeare to engage in some self-

deprecating satire, poking fun both at the acting practices of early modern theatre and at popular 

perceptions of what it meant to be an actor. 

 

In these activities, your students will explore how Shakespeare portrays the conventions of acting on the 

early modern stage. 

 

Warm-Up 

 Brainstorm what it looks like when someone “consciously” performs. 

o What are the physical and vocal indications? 

 You may want to ask your students to consider how they carry themselves differently 

or speak differently when they are making a public presentation or a speech. How 

does the awareness of an audience change how they present themselves? 

o Think specifically about what certain moods or emotions look like.  

 For example, someone displaying confidence will likely: hold his chin high, have a 

straight back, look you in the eye, speak in a clear and strong voice.  

 Someone feeling vulnerable, on the other hand, might: look down at the floor, have 

hunched shoulders, speak in a small or trembling voice. 

o Have your students volunteer different emotions or moods and describe the physical and 

vocal markers of those emotions. 

 As a class, “try on” these different concepts. 

o Have your class stand up at their desks. 

o Choose one of the emotions or moods you discussed and have everyone simultaneously 

portray that concept. 

 

Activity 1: Rehearsal 

 Give your students Handouts #4A-B, the two “rehearsal” scenes from A Midsummer Night's Dream. 

o Note that Puck’s interjections have been omitted from 3.1. 

 Have your students examine each scene for what it has to say about how the Mechanicals produce 

theatre. Look for evidence of the following:  

o What components are there to putting on a play? (Casting, scripts, costumes, etc) 

o How much does each character seem to know about putting on a play? 

o Who seems to be in charge?  Does that person actually have the most power to make 

decisions or influence the others? 
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 Come up with a list on your blackboard, whiteboard, or Smartboard of the advice for actors given 

by the characters in these scenes: 

o What should an actor do or not do while rehearsing or performing? 

o Are there any accepted modes of performance for certain character types? 

o How important do the Mechanicals consider their costumes to be? 

o Do any of the pieces of advice contradict each other? 

 Stage these two scenes.  Use the Teacher's Guide (page 94) to help your students find 

opportunities to make different performance choices and possibly tell different stories using the 

same words. 

o You may wish either to stage these scenes as a full class, with the observing students serving 

as directors for the students who are acting, or you may wish to divide the class into groups 

and have each group stage a scene on their own, then discuss the different choices each 

group makes. 

 Discuss: 

o What is the view of theatrical practice presented in these scenes? 

o Do your students think this is an accurate portrayal of early modern rehearsal practices?  Is it 

possibly satirical (based in truth but overblown)? 

 

 

Activity 2: Very Tragical Mirth 

 Divide your class into 4 groups. 

 Assign each group one of the 4 sections of ‘Pyramus and Thisbe,’ Handouts #4A-D. 

o 1: Quince/Prologue, Wall; Theseus, Lysander, Hippolyta, Demetrius; dumb-show only: 

Pyramus, Thisbe, Moonshine, Lion 

o 2: Pyramus, Thisbe, Wall; Theseus, Hippolyta, Demetrius 

o 3: Lion, Moonshine, Thisbe; Theseus, Demetrius, Lysander, Hippolyta 

o 4: Pyramus, Thisbe, Moonshine; Hippolyta, Demetrius, Lysander, Theseus 

o Depending on the size of your class, some groups may have more students than actors. 

Make sure that all of the non-acting students are involved as directors. Assigning them a 

partner who is acting can help to focus them on making specific choices. 

 Have your students examine their sections according to some of our Basics: They should:   

o Scan lines, and look for regularity and irregularity in meter.  Where do the changes occur? 

o Mark instances of rhetoric.  What devices are most often used? 

o Find embedded stage directions.  How obvious or obscure are they? 

o Determine opportunities to take lines to the audience.  What extra opportunities do the pairs 

of lovers, acting as the on-stage audience, present? 

 Stage your four parts of ‘Pyramus and Thisbe.’ Use the Teacher's Guide (page 100) to help them 

make discoveries within the scene. 

o You may want to make some component of this assignment take-home, so that your 

students will have the opportunity to gather costumes and props for their performance. 

o Make sure your students consider where they will place their on-stage audience.  In chairs?  

Above, in the balcony?  Off to the side?  Mixed in with the rest of the audience? 

o Each group – and each character in each group – will need to make performance choices.   

 How confident or frightened are the Mechanical actors?   
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 How seriously are they taking themselves?  Do any of them actually have some 

surprising talent? 

 How do they react to the heckling from Theseus, Hippolyta, Demetrius, and 

Lysander? 

 In what spirit are Theseus, Hippolyta, Demetrius, and Lysander heckling?  Genuinely 

cruel or more lighthearted?  Do they intend for the Mechanicals to hear them or not? 

o Each group can make different staging choices; the four pieces of 'Pyramus and Thisbe' need 

not be congruent for the purposes of this activity. 

 Discuss: 

o What different choices did the four groups make?  Did any of the groups choose similar 

stagings or character interpretations? 

o How does the language of ‘Pyramus and Thisbe’ relate to the language of the rest of the 

play? 

 Is the poetry a poor attempt at imitating the language of drama, or might it be 

Shakespeare's self-mockery? (Or both?) 

 What might it indicate that, in this section, the speaking forms of the high-class and 

low-class characters are reversed, with the high-class characters speaking in prose 

and the low-class characters in verse? 

 See Magical Meter, page 126, for more about the forms of verse in A Midsummer 

Night’s Dream. 

o What does Shakespeare reveal about the art and mechanics of acting in 'Pyramus and 

Thisbe'?  What does he reveal about audiences? 

 

 

FURTHER EXPLORATION 

Scholars sometimes see ‘Pyramus and Thisbe’ as Shakespeare's response to his own tragic romance, Romeo 

and Juliet, which he probably wrote just before A Midsummer Night's Dream.  If your students are also studying 

or have studied Romeo and Juliet in the past, have them respond to this idea in a journal entry or short essay.  

Where might he be poking fun at himself? What language in 'Pyramus and Thisbe' seems to imitate that in 

Romeo and Juliet?  See Tiffany Stern’s Making Shakespeare for more information on early modern rehearsal 

practices. 
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Student Handout #4A – A Play Fitted 
A Midsummer Night's Dream, 1.2 
 
Enter QUINCE the Carpenter, SNUG the Joiner, 
BOTTOM the Weaver, FLUTE the Bellows-Mender, 
SNOUT the Tinker, and STARVELING the Tailor.  
 
QUINCE  
Is all our company here? 
 
BOTTOM  
You were best to call them generally, man by man, 
according to the scrip. 
 
QUINCE  
Here is the scroll of every man’s name, which is 
thought fit, through all Athens, to play in our        5 
interlude before the duke and the duchess, on his 
wedding-day at night. 
 
BOTTOM  
First, good Peter Quince, say what the play treats 
on, then read the names of the actors, and so grow 
to a point.         10      
 
QUINCE  
Marry, our play is the most lamentable comedy, and 
most cruel death of Pyramus and Thisbe. 
 
BOTTOM  
A very good piece of work, I assure you, and a 
merry. Now, good Peter Quince, call forth your 
actors by the scroll. Masters, spread yourselves.   15 
 
QUINCE  
Answer as I call you. Nick Bottom, the weaver. 
 
BOTTOM  
Ready. Name what part I am for, and proceed. 
 
QUINCE  
You, Nick Bottom, are set down for Pyramus. 
 
BOTTOM  
What is Pyramus, a lover, or a tyrant? 
 
QUINCE  
A lover, that kills himself most gallant for love.   20 
 
BOTTOM  
That will ask some tears in the true performing of 
it: if I do it, let the audience look to their eyes; I will 

move storms, I will condole in some measure. To 
the rest: yet my chief humour is for a tyrant: I could 
play Ercles rarely, or a part to tear a cat in, to       25 
make all split. 
 
The raging rocks 
And shivering shocks 
Shall break the locks 
Of prison gates;         30 
And Phibbus car                          
Shall shine from far 
And make and mar 
The foolish Fates. 
 
This was lofty.  Now name the rest of the      35 
players. This is Ercles’ vein, a tyrant’s vein; a  
lover is more condoling. 
 
QUINCE  
Francis Flute, the bellows-mender. 
 
FLUTE  
Here, Peter Quince. 
 
QUINCE  
Flute, you must take Thisbe on you.       40 
 
FLUTE  
What is Thisbe, a wandering knight?             
 
QUINCE  
It is the lady that Pyramus must love. 
 
FLUTE  
Nay, faith, let me not play a woman; I have a  
beard coming. 
 
QUINCE  
That's all one: you shall play it in a mask, and      45 
you may speak as small as you will.              
 
BOTTOM  
An I may hide my face, let me play Thisbe too, I'll 
speak in a monstrous little voice. ‘Thisne, Thisne;’ 
‘Ah, Pyramus, lover dear, thy Thisbe dear, and  
lady dear.’          50 
 
QUINCE  
No, no; you must play Pyramus: and, Flute, you 
Thisbe. 
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BOTTOM  
Well, proceed.                 
 
QUINCE  
Robin Starveling, the tailor. 
 
STARVELING  
Here, Peter Quince.        55 
 
QUINCE  
Robin Starveling, you must play Thisbe's mother. 
Tom Snout, the tinker. 
 
SNOUT  
Here, Peter Quince.                
 
QUINCE  
You, Pyramus’s father: myself, Thisbe’s father: 
Snug, the joiner; you, the lion's part: and, I hope, 60 
here is a play fitted. 
 
SNUG  
Have you the lion's part written? pray you if it be, 
give it me, for I am slow of study.    
 
QUINCE  
You may do it extempore, for it is nothing but 
roaring.          65 
 
BOTTOM  
Let me play the lion too: I will roar, that I will do 
any man's heart good to hear me; I will roar, that I 
will make the duke say ‘Let him roar again, let him 
roar again.’    
 
QUINCE  
An you should do it too terribly, you would      70 
fright the duchess and the ladies, that they would 
shriek; and that were enough to hang us all. 
 
ALL  
That would hang us, every mother’s son. 
 
BOTTOM  
I grant you, friends, if that you should fright the         
ladies out of their wits, they would have no      75 
more discretion but to hang us: but I will  
aggravate my voice so that I will roar you as  
gently as any sucking dove; I will roar you an  
‘twere any nightingale. 
 
 

QUINCE  
You can play no part but Pyramus; for Pyramus  80 
is a sweet-faced man; a proper man, as one shall  
see in a summer’s day; a most lovely gentleman- 
like man: therefore you must needs play Pyramus. 
 
BOTTOM  
Well, I will undertake it. What beard were I best  
to play it in?          85 
 
QUINCE  
Why, what you will. 
 
BOTTOM  
I will discharge it in either your straw-colour beard, 
your orange-tawny beard, your purple-in-grain 
beard, or your French-crown-colour beard, your 
perfect yellow.          90 
 
QUINCE  
Some of your French crowns have no hair at all, 
and then you will play bare-faced. But, masters, 
here are your parts: and I am to entreat you, request 
you and desire you, to con them by to-morrow 
night; and meet me in the palace wood, a mile     95 
without the town, by moonlight; there will we 
rehearse, for if we meet in the city, we shall be 
dogged with company, and our devices known.  
In the meantime I will draw a bill of properties, 
such as our play wants. I pray you, fail me not.  100 
 
BOTTOM  
We will meet; and there we may rehearse most          
obscenely and courageously. Take pains; be  
perfect: adieu. 
 
QUINCE  
At the duke’s oak we meet. 
 
BOTTOM  
Enough; hold or cut bow-strings.     105 

Exeunt 
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Student Handout #4B – Marvelous Convenient 
A Midsummer Night's Dream, 3.1 
 
Enter the Clowns. 
 
BOTTOM  
Are we all met? 
 
QUINCE  
Pat, pat; and here’s a marvelous convenient  
place for our rehearsal. This green plot shall be  
our stage, this hawthorn-brake our tiring-house; 
and we will do it in action as we will do it        5  
before the duke.  
 
BOTTOM  
Peter Quince? 
 
QUINCE  
What sayest thou, bully Bottom? 
 
BOTTOM  
There are things in this comedy of Pyramus  
and Thisbe that will never please. First, Pyramus 10 
must draw a sword to kill himself; which the  
ladies cannot abide. How answer you that? 
 
SNOUT  
By'r lakin, a parlous fear. 
 
STARVELING  
I believe we must leave the killing out, when  
all is done.         15 
 
BOTTOM  
Not a whit: I have a device to make all well.  
Write me a prologue; and let the prologue seem  
to say, we will do no harm with our swords, and 
that Pyramus is not killed indeed; and, for the  
more better assurance, tell them that I, Pyramus, 20 
am not Pyramus, but Bottom the weaver: this  
will put them out of fear. 
 
QUINCE  
Well, we will have such a prologue; and it shall be     
written in eight and six. 
 
BOTTOM  
No, make it two more; let it be written in eight    25 
and eight. 
 
SNOUT  

Will not the ladies be afeard of the lion? 
 
STARVELING  
I fear it, I promise you.               
 
BOTTOM  
Masters, you ought to consider with yourselves:  
to bring in (God shield us) a lion among ladies,   30 
is a most dreadful thing; for there is not a more 
fearful wild-fowl than your lion living; and we 
ought to look to 't. 
 
SNOUT  
Therefore another prologue must tell he is not          
a lion.           35 
 
BOTTOM  
Nay, you must name his name, and half his face 
must be seen through the lion's neck: and he 
himself must speak through, saying thus, or to  
the same defect, ‘Ladies,’ or ‘Fair ladies, I would 
wish you,’ or ‘I would request you,’ or ‘I would    40 
entreat you, not to fear, not to tremble: my life for 
yours. If you think I come hither as a lion, it were 
pity of my life: no I am no such thing; I am a man 
as other men are;’ and there indeed let him name 
his name, and tell them plainly he is Snug the      45 
joiner. 
 
QUINCE  
Well it shall be so. But there is two hard things;  
that is, to bring the moonlight into a chamber;  
for, you know, Pyramus and Thisbe meet  
by moonlight.          50 
 
SNOUT  
Doth the moon shine that night we play our play?      
 
BOTTOM  
A calendar, a calendar, look in the almanac; find 
out moonshine, find out moonshine. 
 
QUINCE  
Yes, it doth shine that night. 
 
BOTTOM  
Why, then may you leave a casement of the         55 
great chamber window, where we play, open,  
and the moon may shine in at the casement. 
 
 
QUINCE  
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Ay; or else one must come in with a bush of thorns  
and a lanthorn, and say he comes to disfigure,  
or to present, the person of Moonshine. Then,    60 
there is another thing: we must have a wall in the 
great chamber; for Pyramus and Thisbe, says the 
story, did talk through the chink of a wall. 
 
SNOUT  
You can never bring in a wall. What say you, 
Bottom?          65 
 
BOTTOM  
Some man or other must present Wall: and let  
him have some plaster, or some loam, or some            
rough-cast about him, to signify wall; and let  
him hold his fingers thus, and through that  
cranny shall Pyramus and Thisbe whisper.     70 
 
QUINCE  
If that may be, then all is well. Come, sit down, 
every mother's son, and rehearse your parts. 
Pyramus, you begin: when you have spoken your 
speech, enter into that brake: and so every one 
according to his cue. Speak, Pyramus. Thisbe,      75  
stand forth. 
 
BOTTOM  
Thisbe, the flowers of odious savours sweet,-- 
 
QUINCE  
Odours, odours.                
 
BOTTOM  
--odours savours sweet: 
So hath thy breath, my dearest Thisbe dear.     80 
But hark, a voice: stay thou but here awhile, 
And by and by I will to thee appear. 

Exit 

FLUTE  
Must I speak now?                
 
QUINCE  
Ay, marry, must you; for you must understand  
he goes but to see a noise that he heard, and is    85 
to come again. 
 
FLUTE  
Most radiant Pyramus, most lily-white of hue, 
Of colour like the red rose on triumphant brier, 
Most brisky juvenal and eke most lovely Jew,             

As true as truest horse that yet would never tire,  90 
I'll meet thee, Pyramus, at Ninny’s tomb. 
 
QUINCE  
‘Ninus tomb,’ man: why, you must not speak that 
yet; that you answer to Pyramus: you speak all your 
part at once, cues and all. Pyramus enter: your cue    
is past; it is, ‘never tire.’        95 
 
FLUTE  
O, as true as truest horse, that yet would 
never tire. 
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Student Handout #5A - Pyramus and Thisbe, 
Pt 1 

Enter QUINCE for the Prologue 

PROLOGUE  
If we offend, it is with our good will. 
That you should think, we come not to offend, 
But with good will. To show our simple skill, 
That is the true beginning of our end. 
Consider then we come but in despite.        5 
We do not come as minding to contest you, 
Our true intent is. All for your delight 
We are not here. That you should here repent you, 
The actors are at hand and by their show 
You shall know all that you are like to know.      10 
 
THESEUS  
This fellow doth not stand upon points. 
 
LYSANDER  
He hath rid his prologue like a rough colt; he 
knows not the stop. A good moral, my lord: it is 
not enough to speak, but to speak true. 
 
HIPPOLYTA  
Indeed he hath played on his prologue like a        15 
child on a recorder; a sound, but not in government. 
 
THESEUS  
His speech, was like a tangled chain; nothing 
impaired, but all disordered. Who is next? 

Enter Pyramus and Thisbe, Wall, Moonshine, and Lion 

PROLOGUE  
Gentles, perchance you wonder at this show; 
But wonder on, till truth make all things plain.     20 
This man is Pyramus, if you would know; 
This beauteous lady Thisbe is certain. 
This man, with lime and rough-cast, doth present 
Wall, that vile Wall which did these lovers sunder; 
And through Wall's chink, poor souls, they are  

content                    25 
To whisper. At the which let no man wonder. 
This man, with lanthorn, dog, and bush of thorn, 
Presenteth Moonshine; for, if you will know, 
By moonshine did these lovers think no scorn 
To meet at Ninus tomb, there, there to woo.     30 
This grisly beast, which Lion hight by name, 
The trusty Thisbe, coming first by night, 
Did scare away, or rather did affright; 

And, as she fled, her mantle she did fall, 
Which Lion vile with bloody mouth did stain.     35 
Anon comes Pyramus, sweet youth and tall, 
And finds his trusty Thisbe's mantle slain: 
Whereat, with blade, with bloody blameful blade, 
He bravely broach’d is boiling bloody breast; 
And Thisbe, tarrying in mulberry shade,      40 
His dagger drew, and died. For all the rest, 
Let Lion, Moonshine, Wall, and lovers twain 
At large discourse, while here they do remain. 

Exeunt Prologue, Thisbe, Lion, and Moonshine 

THESEUS  
I wonder if the lion be to speak. 
 
DEMETRIUS  
No wonder, my lord: one lion may, when many   45 
asses do. 
 
WALL 
In this same interlude it doth befall 
That I, one Snout by name, present a wall; 
And such a wall, as I would have you think, 
That had in it a crannied hole or chink,                50 
Through which the lovers, Pyramus and Thisbe, 
Did whisper often very secretly. 
This loam, this rough-cast and this stone doth  
     show 
That I am that same wall; the truth is so: 
And this the cranny is, right and sinister,      55 
Through which the fearful lovers are to whisper. 
 
THESEUS  
Would you desire lime and hair to speak better? 
 
DEMETRIUS  
It is the wittiest partition that ever I heard 
discourse, my lord. 
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Student Handout #5B - Pyramus and Thisbe, 
Pt 2 

Enter Pyramus 

THESEUS  
Pyramus draws near the wall: silence.                 60 
 
PYRAMUS 
O grim-look'd night, O night with hue so black, 
O night, which ever art when day is not: 
O night, O night, alack, alack, alack, 
I fear my Thisbe's promise is forgot. 
And thou, O wall, O sweet, O lovely wall,           65 
That stand'st between her father's ground and mine, 
Thou wall, O wall, O sweet and lovely wall, 
Show me thy chink, to blink through with mine eyne. 
Thanks, courteous wall: Jove shield thee well for this. 
But what see I? No Thisbe do I see.                  70 
O wicked wall, through whom I see no bliss, 
Cursed be thy stones for thus deceiving me. 
 
THESEUS  
The wall, methinks, being sensible, should curse 
again. 
 
PYRAMUS 
No, in truth, sir, he should not. ‘Deceiving me’ 
is Thisbe's cue: she is to enter now, and I am to   75 
spy her through the wall. You shall see, it will 
fall pat as I told you. Yonder she comes. 

Enter Thisbe 

THISBE 
O wall, full often hast thou heard my moans, 
For parting my fair Pyramus and me. 
My cherry lips have often kiss'd thy stones,          80 
Thy stones with lime and hair knit up in thee. 
 
PYRAMUS  
I see a voice: now will I to the chink, 
To spy an I can hear my Thisbe's face. Thisbe? 
 
THISBE 
My love thou art, my love I think. 
 
PYRAMUS  
Think what thou wilt, I am thy lover's grace;      85 
And, like Limander, am I trusty still. 
 
 

THISBE 
And I like Helen, till the Fates me kill. 
 
PYRAMUS  
Not Shafalus to Procrus was so true. 
 
THISBE 
As Shafalus to Procrus, I to you. 
 
PYRAMUS 
O kiss me through the hole of this vile wall.        90 
 
THISBE 
I kiss the wall's hole, not your lips at all. 
 
PYRAMUS 
Wilt thou at Ninny’s tomb meet me straightway? 
 
THISBE 
‘Tide life, ‘tide death, I come without delay. 

Exeunt Pyramus and Thisbe 

WALL 
Thus have I, Wall, my part discharged so; 
And, being done, thus Wall away doth go.           95 

Exit 

THESEUS  
Now is the mural down between the two 
neighbours. 
 
DEMETRIUS  
No remedy, my lord, when walls are so wilful to 
hear without warning. 
 
HIPPOLYTA  
This is the silliest stuff that ever I heard. 
 
THESEUS  
The best in this kind are but shadows; and the   100 
worst are no worse, if imagination amend them. 
 
HIPPOLYTA  
It must be your imagination then, and not theirs. 
 
THESEUS  
If we imagine no worse of them than they of 
themselves, they may pass for excellent men. Here 
come two noble beasts in, a man and a lion. 
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Student Handout #5C - Pyramus and Thisbe, 
Pt 3 
 
Enter Lion and Moonshine 
 
LION  
You, ladies, you, whose gentle hearts do fear    105 
The smallest monstrous mouse that creeps on  
     floor, 
May now perchance both quake and tremble here, 
When lion rough in wildest rage doth roar. 
Then know that I, one Snug the joiner, am 
A lion-fell, nor else no lion's dam;     110 
For, if I should as lion come in strife 
Into this place, 'twere pity on my life. 
 
THESEUS  
A very gentle beast, of a good conscience. 
 
DEMETRIUS  
The very best at a beast, my lord, that e'er I saw. 
 
LYSANDER  
This lion is a very fox for his valour.                115 
 
THESEUS  
True; and a goose for his discretion. 
 
DEMETRIUS  
Not so, my lord; for his valour cannot carry his 
discretion; and the fox carries the goose. 
 
THESEUS  
His discretion, I am sure, cannot carry his valour; 
for the goose carries not the fox. It is well:    120 
leave it to his discretion, and let us listen to the 
moon. 
 
MOONSHINE  
This lanthorn doth the horned moon present;-- 
 
DEMETRIUS  
He should have worn the horns on his head. 
 
THESEUS  
He is no crescent, and his horns are invisible  
within the circumference.                 125 
 
MOONSHINE 
This lanthorn doth the horned moon present; 
Myself the man i’ the moon do seem to be. 
 

THESEUS  
This is the greatest error of all the rest: the man 
should be put into the lanthorn. How is it else the 
man i’ the moon?                  130 
 
DEMETRIUS  
He dares not come there for the candle; for, you 
see, it is already in snuff. 
 
HIPPOLYTA  
I am aweary of this moon: would he would change. 
 
THESEUS  
It appears, by his small light of discretion, that 
he is in the wane; but yet, in courtesy, in all        135 
reason, we must stay the time. 
 
LYSANDER  
Proceed, Moon. 
 
MOONSHINE 
All that I have to say, is, to tell you that the lanthorn 
is the moon; I, the man in the moon; this thorn- 
bush, my thorn-bush; and this dog, my dog.      140 
 
DEMETRIUS  
Why, all these should be in the lanthorn; for all 
these are in the moon. But silence, here comes 
Thisbe. 

Enter Thisbe 

THISBE  
This is old Ninny's tomb. Where is my love? 
 
LION  
Oh.                      145 

The lion roars; Thisbe runs off 

DEMETRIUS  
Well roared, Lion.     
 
THESEUS  
Well run, Thisbe. 
 
HIPPOLYTA  
Well shone, Moon. Truly, the moon shines with a 
good grace. 
 
THESEUS  
Well moused, Lion.       150 
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Student Handout #5D - Pyramus & Thisbe,  
Pt 4 
 
LYSANDER  
And so the lion vanished.              
 
DEMETRIUS  
And then came Pyramus. 

Enter Pyramus 

PYRAMUS 
Sweet Moon, I thank thee for thy sunny beams; 
I thank thee, Moon, for shining now so bright; 
For, by thy gracious, golden, glittering gleams,   155 
I trust to take of truest Thisbe sight.          
But stay, O spite! But mark, poor knight, 
What dreadful dole is here? 
Eyes, do you see? How can it be? 
O dainty duck: O dear!      160 
Thy mantle good; what, stain'd with blood!          
Approach, ye Furies fell: 
O Fates, come, come, Cut thread and thrum; 
Quail, crush, conclude, and quell. 
 
THESEUS  
This passion, and the death of a dear friend,      165 
would go near to make a man look sad.           
 
HIPPOLYTA  
Beshrew my heart, but I pity the man. 
 
PYRAMUS 
O wherefore, Nature, didst thou lions frame? 
Since lion vile hath here deflower’d my dear: 
Which is: no, no, which was the fairest dame    170 
That liv’d, that lov’d, that lik’d, that look'd  

with cheer.             
Come, tears, confound; Out, sword, and wound 
The pap of Pyramus; 
Ay, that left pap, where heart doth hop: 
Thus die I, thus, thus, thus.      180 
Now am I dead, now am I fled; my soul is in  
     the sky;                  
Tongue, lose thy light; Moon, take thy flight: 
Now die, die, die, die, die. 
 
DEMETRIUS  
No die, but an ace, for him; for he is but one. 
 
LYSANDER  
Less than an ace, man; for he is dead; he is nothing. 

THESEUS  
With the help of a surgeon he might yet recover,     
and prove an ass. 
 
HIPPOLYTA  
How chance Moonshine is gone before Thisbe 
comes back and finds her lover? 
 
THESEUS  
She will find him by starlight. Here she comes;  190 
and her passion ends the play.             

Re-enter Thisbe 

HIPPOLYTA  
Methinks she should not use a long one for such a 
Pyramus: I hope she will be brief. 
 
THISBE  
Asleep, my love? What, dead, my dove? 
O Pyramus, arise:       195 
Speak, speak. Quite dumb? Dead, dead? A tomb     
Must cover thy sweet eyes. 
These lily lips, this cherry nose, 
These yellow cowslip cheeks, 
Are gone, are gone: Lovers, make moan:    200 
His eyes were green as leeks.            
O Sisters Three, come, come to me, 
With hands as pale as milk; 
Lay them in gore, since you have shore 
With shears his thread of silk.     205 
Tongue, not a word: Come, trusty sword;          
Come, blade, my breast imbrue: 
And, farewell, friends; Thus Thisbe ends: 
Adieu, adieu, adieu. 
 
THESEUS  
Moonshine and Lion are left to bury the dead.   210 
 
DEMETRIUS  
Ay, and Wall too.              
 
BOTTOM  
No assure you; the wall is down that parted their 
fathers. Will it please you to see the epilogue, or to 
hear a Bergomask dance between two of our 
company?        215 
 
THESEUS  
No epilogue, I pray you; for your play needs no       
excuse. Never excuse; for when the players are all 
dead, there needs none to be blamed.
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Teacher’s Guide – A Play Fitted 
A Midsummer Night's Dream, 1.2 
 
Enter QUINCE the Carpenter, SNUG the Joiner,  
BOTTOM the Weaver, FLUTE the Bellows-Mender,  
SNOUT the Tinker, and STARVELING the Tailor.  
 
QUINCE  
Is all our company here? 
 
BOTTOM  
You were best to call them generally, man by man,  
according to the scrip. 
 
QUINCE  
Here is the scroll of every man’s name, which is  
thought fit, through all Athens, to play in our        5  
interlude before the duke and the duchess, on his  
wedding-day at night. 
 
BOTTOM  
First, good Peter Quince, say what the play treats  
on, then read the names of the actors, and so grow  
to a point.         10      
 
QUINCE  
Marry, our play is the most lamentable comedy,  
and most cruel death of Pyramus and Thisbe. 
 
BOTTOM  
A very good piece of work, I assure you, and a  
merry. Now, good Peter Quince, call forth your  
actors by the scroll. Masters, spread yourselves.   15 
 
QUINCE  
Answer as I call you. Nick Bottom, the weaver. 
 
BOTTOM  
Ready. Name what part I am for, and proceed. 
 
QUINCE  
You, Nick Bottom, are set down for Pyramus. 
 
BOTTOM  
What is Pyramus, a lover, or a tyrant? 
 
QUINCE  
A lover, that kills himself most gallant for love.   20 
 
BOTTOM  
That will ask some tears in the true performing  
of it: if I do it, let the audience look to their eyes;  

 Somewhat unusually, the Folio stage 

direction details these characters’ professions. 

Why might that be? Does it suggest something 

about their costumes? Their physicality? 

 Where do they enter? Together or 

separately? 

 Why does Quince ask this? Does he ask 

it before everyone has made it on-stage? Can 

he not see everyone from where he is? 

 Does Quince already know all of the 

people who will be acting in the play, or has he 

never met them before? Does he only know 

some of them? How can the actor playing 

Quince physically show familiarity or 

unfamiliarity with the others? 

 Is Bottom giving these instructions 

loudly, to show off his own expertise, or 

quietly, to “help” Quince do things “the right 

way”? Try it both ways. 

 What kind of an embedded stage 

direction is this? What have the other actors 

been doing to prompt this statement from 

Bottom? How do they respond to it? 

 Notice that Bottom has no idea who the 

main character is, despite having pronounced 

the play “a very good piece of work” just a few 

lines earlier. What sort of character clue might 

this be? Did the initial statement come out of 

unbridled enthusiasm? From a desire to show 

off? How openly does he admit that he does 

not know who Pyramus is – to everyone or just 

to Quince? Discuss how these choices will 

affect the kind of Bottom that you get in 

performance. 

 To whom does Bottom deliver this 

information? To Quince? The other actors? 

The audience? Explore opportunities to change 

his focus. 
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I will move storms, I will condole in some measure.  
To the rest: yet my chief humour is for a tyrant: I could  
play Ercles rarely, or a part to tear a cat in, to       25 
make all split. 
 
The raging rocks 
And shivering shocks 
Shall break the locks 
Of prison gates;         30 
And Phibbus car                           
Shall shine from far 
And make and mar 
The foolish Fates. 
 
This was lofty.  Now name the rest of the      35 
players. This is Ercles’ vein, a tyrant’s vein; a  
lover is more condoling. 
 
QUINCE  
Francis Flute, the bellows-mender. 
 
FLUTE  
Here, Peter Quince. 
 
QUINCE  
Flute, you must take Thisbe on you.       40 
 
FLUTE  
What is Thisbe, a wandering knight?             
 
QUINCE  
It is the lady that Pyramus must love. 
 
FLUTE  
Nay, faith, let me not play a woman; I have a  
beard coming. 
 
QUINCE  
That's all one: you shall play it in a mask, and      45 
you may speak as small as you will.              
 
BOTTOM  
An I may hide my face, let me play Thisbe too, I'll 
speak in a monstrous little voice. ‘Thisne, Thisne;’  
‘Ah, Pyramus, lover dear, thy Thisbe dear, and  
lady dear.’          50 
 
QUINCE  
No, no; you must play Pyramus: and, Flute,  
you Thisbe. 
 
 

 How can an actor use this “yet”? To 

whom does Bottom direct it? Does it change 

his focus? 

 This is an actor playing a character who 

is consciously performing. How can your 

student-actor demonstrate that? Does Bottom 

signal the beginning and end of his 

performance in some way? 

 An error for Phoebus, god of the sun. 

 How pleased is Bottom with himself? 

How pleased is everyone else on stage? Point 

out to your students that Bottom’s impromptu 

performance is riddled with bad poetry and 

errors. Is anyone on stage aware of that? (See 

Metrical Magic, page 126, for more on the 

poetry in this scene). 

 Bottom tells Quince to continue, then 

immediately interrupts again. Is the 

interruption intended to be audible to Quince, 

or is it for someone else? 

 Is this what Flute is hoping for? How 

can your actor show his eagerness or lack of it? 

 This embedded stage direction lets us 

know something about Flute’s age – he does 

not have a full beard. He may have none at all, 

or just a few wisps. This fits with the early 

modern practice of casting boys and very 

young men to play female roles. What playable 

choice does it suggest for the actor? Is he 

defensive of his youth? Uneasy about it? 

 Potentially an embedded stage direction 

for later in the play. Do they perform in 

masks? (Many productions cut this line to 

avoid doing so). 

 How does Flute feel about this 

suggestion? How can he demonstrate that? 

 Bottom is demonstrating how he can 

play both parts of the conversation. How does 

he change his conscious performance for each 

character? Different voice? Different 

physicality? 
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BOTTOM  
Well, proceed.                 
 
QUINCE  
Robin Starveling, the tailor. 
 
STARVELING  
Here, Peter Quince.        55 
 
QUINCE  
Robin Starveling, you must play Thisbe's mother.  
Tom Snout, the tinker. 
 
SNOUT  
Here, Peter Quince.                
 
QUINCE  
You, Pyramus’s father: myself, Thisbe’s father:  
Snug, the joiner; you, the lion's part: and, I hope, 60  
here is a play fitted. 
 
SNUG  
Have you the lion's part written? pray you if it be,  
give it me, for I am slow of study.    
 
QUINCE  
You may do it extempore, for it is nothing  
but roaring.          65 
 
BOTTOM  
Let me play the lion too: I will roar, that I will do  
any man's heart good to hear me; I will roar, that I  
will make the duke say ‘Let him roar again, let  
him roar again.’    
 
QUINCE  
An you should do it too terribly, you would      70 
fright the duchess and the ladies, that they would  
shriek; and that were enough to hang us all. 
 
ALL  
That would hang us, every mother’s son. 
 
BOTTOM  
I grant you, friends, if that you should fright the          
ladies out of their wits, they would have no      75 
more discretion but to hang us: but I will  
aggravate my voice so that I will roar you as  
gently as any sucking dove; I will roar you an  
‘twere any nightingale. 
 
 

 How can Bottom deliver this? Is he 

agreeable? Aggravated? Disappointed? 

Nonplussed? Try as many different deliveries 

as your class can think of. How many different 

stories can you tell with just two words? 

 How do the other actors react to 

receiving their roles? Make sure each of your 

students is making distinct non-verbal choices. 

 What can the actors do as they receive 

their parts? Read their scrolls? Look at each 

others’? What keeps Bottom occupied so that 

Quince manages to get through a few lines 

without interruption? 

 This line is an embedded stage direction 

for props, indicating that the other actors 

probably received written copies of their parts 

in the rolled-up cue scripts which theatres of 

the time used. See Production Choices, page 

171, for more on cue scripts. 

 How does Snug feel about this 

suggestion? How can he show that non-

verbally? 

 Is Bottom also “playing” the role of the 

Duke here? 

 Does Quince really think this is a 

danger, or is he using it as an excuse to keep 

Bottom from attempting to usurp another role? 

How can his physical and vocal choices 

indicate either option? 

 Does Bottom do anything to 

demonstrate this kind of a roar? Or how he 

intends to change his voice? 
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QUINCE  
You can play no part but Pyramus; for Pyramus  80 
is a sweet-faced man; a proper man, as one shall  
see in a summer’s day; a most lovely gentleman- 
like man: therefore you must needs play Pyramus. 
 
BOTTOM  
Well, I will undertake it. What beard were I best  
to play it in?          85 
 
QUINCE  
Why, what you will. 
 
BOTTOM  
I will discharge it in either your straw-colour beard,  
your orange-tawny beard, your purple-in-grain beard,  
or your French-crown-colour beard, your  
perfect yellow.          90 
 
QUINCE  
Some of your French crowns have no hair at all,  
and then you will play bare-faced. But, masters,  
here are your parts: and I am to entreat you, request  
you and desire you, to con them by to-morrow  
night; and meet me in the palace wood, a mile     95  
without the town, by moonlight; there will we  
rehearse, for if we meet in the city, we shall be  
dogged with company, and our devices known.  
In the meantime I will draw a bill of properties,  
such as our play wants. I pray you, fail me not.  100 
 
BOTTOM  
We will meet; and there we may rehearse most           
obscenely and courageously. Take pains; be  
perfect: adieu. 
 
QUINCE  
At the duke’s oak we meet. 
 
BOTTOM  
Enough; hold or cut bow-strings.     105 

Exeunt 

Teacher’s Guide #4B – Marvelous Convenient 
A Midsummer Night's Dream, 3.1 
 
Enter the Clowns. 
 
BOTTOM  
Are we all met? 
 

 Why does Quince give such an elaborate 

(and flattering) description of Pyramus? Is he 

having to ameliorate Bottom? “Talk him into 

it”? 

 This section likely plays off of the idea 

of a company having a stock set of costume 

pieces, which they would use over and over 

again. 

 This is probably a joke about syphilis, 

which the English called “the French disease.” 

The common cure was a mercury treatment, 

which caused one’s hair to fall out. 

 Quince speaks to one of the necessary 

components of putting on a play: a props list. 

 How does Quince feel about Bottom 

assuming the right to give this direction? 

 Actors of the time were referred to as 

being perfect in their lines; Bottom is telling 

them to come back for their first rehearsal 

“off-book”, with their roles completely 

memorized. 

 Notice that the stage direction has 

changed. Rather than their names and 

occupations, the group are now simply known 

as “the Clowns.” 

 As with the earlier scene, why does 

Bottom have to ask this? Are some still 

arriving on-stage? Is he somewhere on stage 

where he can’t see them all? 
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QUINCE  
Pat, pat; and here’s a marvelous convenient  
place for our rehearsal. This green plot shall be  
our stage, this hawthorn-brake our tiring-house;  
and we will do it in action as we will do it        5  
before the duke.  
 
BOTTOM  
Peter Quince? 
 
QUINCE  
What sayest thou, bully Bottom? 
 
BOTTOM  
There are things in this comedy of Pyramus  
and Thisbe that will never please. First, Pyramus 10  
must draw a sword to kill himself; which the  
ladies cannot abide. How answer you that? 
 
SNOUT  
By'r lakin, a parlous fear. 
 
STARVELING  
I believe we must leave the killing out, when  
all is done.         15 
 
BOTTOM  
Not a whit: I have a device to make all well.  
Write me a prologue; and let the prologue seem  
to say, we will do no harm with our swords, and  
that Pyramus is not killed indeed; and, for the  
more better assurance, tell them that I, Pyramus, 20  
am not Pyramus, but Bottom the weaver: this  
will put them out of fear. 
 
QUINCE  
Well, we will have such a prologue; and it shall be      
written in eight and six. 
 
BOTTOM  
No, make it two more; let it be written in eight    25 
and eight. 
 
SNOUT  
Will not the ladies be afeard of the lion? 
 
STARVELING  
I fear it, I promise you.               
 
BOTTOM  
Masters, you ought to consider with yourselves:  
to bring in (God shield us) a lion among ladies,   30 

 The use of “here” and “this” indicate 

proximity to the things under discussion: the 

components of an early modern playhouse. 

The “tiring-house” is what we would now call 

“backstage”.  Where should Quince gesture, or 

what should he touch? 

 How does Quince feel about this 

interruption? How can he vocally and 

physically indicate his reaction? 

 A potential moment for audience 

contact. 

 What might the rapid responses from 

Snout and Starveling indicate about their 

relationship to Bottom? Are they close to him? 

In awe of him? 

 To whom does Bottom direct this 

instruction? Quince? Someone else? 

 While this kind of a prologue may sound 

silly to your students, it was actually not far off 

from what many early modern plays included 

as part of their performance. Look at the 

prologue to Romeo and Juliet, and if you have 

access to Early English Books Online 

(eebo.chadwyck.com), look at some others 

through that resource. 

 “Eight and six” and “eight and eight” 

refer to the syllable counts of the lines. Both 

were common formats in English ballads. 

 To whom does Snout take his concern? 

Quince? Bottom? Another actor? The 

audience? How could different choices affect 

the power dynamics in the scene? 
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is a most dreadful thing; for there is not a more  
fearful wild-fowl than your lion living; and we  
ought to look to 't. 
 
SNOUT  
Therefore another prologue must tell he is not           
a lion.           35 
 
BOTTOM  
Nay, you must name his name, and half his face  
must be seen through the lion's neck: and he  
himself must speak through, saying thus, or to  
the same defect, ‘Ladies,’ or ‘Fair ladies, I would  
wish you,’ or ‘I would request you,’ or ‘I would    40  
entreat you, not to fear, not to tremble: my life  
for yours. If you think I come hither as a lion, it  
were pity of my life: no I am no such thing; I am a  
man as other men are;’ and there indeed let him name  
his name, and tell them plainly he is Snug the      45  
joiner. 
 
QUINCE  
Well it shall be so. But there is two hard things;  
that is, to bring the moonlight into a chamber;  
for, you know, Pyramus and Thisbe meet  
by moonlight.          50 
 
SNOUT  
Doth the moon shine that night we play our play?      
 
BOTTOM  
A calendar, a calendar, look in the almanac; find  
out moonshine, find out moonshine. 
 
QUINCE  
Yes, it doth shine that night. 
 
BOTTOM  
Why, then may you leave a casement of the         55 
great chamber window, where we play, open,  
and the moon may shine in at the casement. 
 
 
QUINCE  
Ay; or else one must come in with a bush of thorns  
and a lanthorn, and say he comes to disfigure,  
or to present, the person of Moonshine. Then,    60  
there is another thing: we must have a wall in the  
great chamber; for Pyramus and Thisbe, says the  
story, did talk through the chink of a wall. 
 
 

 How confident is Snout in making this 

suggestion? How can your actor show that 

confidence or lack of it? 

 How can Bottom react to Snout’s 

suggestion? Mocking? With disappointment? 

Instructive? Dismissing it immediately in favor 

of an idea that excites him more? 

 Bottom is using a rhetorical device 

called epanorthosis – addition by correction. 

Why does he amend these statements? Is he 

discovering each new word in the moment? Is 

he showing off? Is he looking for reassurance 

that he is making the right choice? 

 Who is Bottom telling to do this? Or is 

he doing it himself? How urgent is the 

instruction? 

 How does Quince know this? Does he 

look in a book, or does he already have that 

information in his head? 

 How does Bottom feel about the 

rejection of his idea? Notice that Quince’s 

suggestion is similar to his own about the lion 

(including one instance of epanorthosis). Is 

that done with eagerness, because Quince 

appreciated the earlier suggestion? Or is it 

mocking? How can your students tell either 

story with physical and vocal choices? 
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SNOUT  
You can never bring in a wall. What say  
you, Bottom?          65 
 
BOTTOM  
Some man or other must present Wall: and let  
him have some plaster, or some loam, or some            
rough-cast about him, to signify wall; and let  
him hold his fingers thus, and through that  
cranny shall Pyramus and Thisbe whisper.     70 
 
QUINCE  
If that may be, then all is well. Come, sit down,  
every mother's son, and rehearse your parts.  
Pyramus, you begin: when you have spoken your  
speech, enter into that brake: and so every one  
according to his cue. Speak, Pyramus. Thisbe,      75  
stand forth. 
 
BOTTOM  
Thisbe, the flowers of odious savours sweet,-- 
 
QUINCE  
Odours, odours.                
 
BOTTOM  
--odours savours sweet: 
So hath thy breath, my dearest Thisbe dear.     80 
But hark, a voice: stay thou but here awhile, 
And by and by I will to thee appear. 

Exit 

FLUTE  
Must I speak now?                
 
QUINCE  
Ay, marry, must you; for you must understand  
he goes but to see a noise that he heard, and is    85 
to come again. 
 
FLUTE  
Most radiant Pyramus, most lily-white of hue, 
Of colour like the red rose on triumphant brier, 
Most brisky juvenal and eke most lovely Jew,              
As true as truest horse that yet would never tire,  90 
I'll meet thee, Pyramus, at Ninny’s tomb. 
 
QUINCE  
‘Ninus tomb,’ man: why, you must not speak that 
yet; that you answer to Pyramus: you speak all your 

 Why does Snout ask Bottom and not 

Quince? How does each man feel about this? 

 Bottom must demonstrate how the wall 

is to hold his fingers. Your students may 

discover that there are some suggestive 

possibilities here. 

 Does Quince have to tell Bottom this 

because he also sat down? 

 Another commentary on early modern 

theatrical practice, particularly related to cue 

scripts. 

 Here, and throughout many of his 

speeches, Bottom is prone to a rhetorical 

device called acyrologia, the substitution of a 

similar-sounding word for the word he actually 

means. How confident is he in the word that 

comes out of his mouth? How does he respond 

to being corrected? 

 Where? Does he go where Quince 

earlier indicated? Or somewhere else? 

 How does Flute’s performance compare 

to Bottom’s? How can your student actor show 

Flute’s confidence or lack of it? 
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part at once, cues and all. Pyramus enter: your cue    
is past; it is, ‘never tire.’        95 
 
FLUTE  
O, as true as truest horse, that yet would 
never tire. 
 
 
Teacher’s Guide – Pyramus and Thisbe 

Enter QUINCE for the Prologue 

PROLOGUE  
If we offend, it is with our good will. 
That you should think, we come not to offend, 
But with good will. To show our simple skill, 
That is the true beginning of our end. 
Consider then we come but in despite.        5 
We do not come as minding to contest you, 
Our true intent is. All for your delight 
We are not here. That you should here repent you, 
The actors are at hand and by their show 
You shall know all that you are like to know.      10 
 
THESEUS  
This fellow doth not stand upon points. 
 
LYSANDER  
He hath rid his prologue like a rough colt; he knows  
not the stop. A good moral, my lord: it is not enough  
to speak, but to speak true. 
 
HIPPOLYTA  
Indeed he hath played on his prologue like a        15 
child on a recorder; a sound, but not in government. 
 
THESEUS  
His speech, was like a tangled chain; nothing 
impaired, but all disordered. Who is next? 

Enter Pyramus and Thisbe, Wall, Moonshine, and Lion 

PROLOGUE  
Gentles, perchance you wonder at this show; 
But wonder on, till truth make all things plain.     20 
This man is Pyramus, if you would know; 
This beauteous lady Thisbe is certain. 
This man, with lime and rough-cast, doth present 
Wall, that vile Wall which did these lovers sunder; 
And through Wall's chink, poor souls, they are  

content                    25 
To whisper. At the which let no man wonder. 

 Another reference to the use of cue 

scripts. 

 Quince's speech is patently ridiculous, 

but more because of how he says it than 

because of what he says. As Lysander points 

out, "He knows not the stop" – a reflection that 

his vocal pauses come in all the wrong places.  

Have your student actor try reading the speech 

again with the following repunctuation: 

 

If we offend, it is with our good will 

That you should think we come not to offend, 

But with good will to show our simple skill: 

That is the true beginning of our end. 

Consider, then, we come but in despite. 

We do not come as minding to contest you. 

Our true intent is all for your delight. 

We are not here that you should here repent  

     you. 

The actors are at hand, and by their show,  

You shall know all that you are like to know. 

 

What information does this change give you?  

What might be the character reasons for 

Quince's poor vocal control? 

 

 Theseus, Lysander, and Hippolyta all 

recognize Quince’s punctuative difficulties and 

comment upon them. Does Quince hear them? 

If so, how does he react? If not, what else is 

going on “on-stage”? 

 From where? Consider your stage 

picture. Where are Theseus and the other 

observers? Consider that in early modern 

playhouses, the wealthiest and most important 

audience members would have sat on stage. 

How can you position everyone so that the 

play-within-a-play has enough space, but the 

observers are also visible and audible? 

 The pronoun “this” indicates close 

proximity. Does Quince point to or otherwise 

indicate each character in turn? How do they 

acknowledge? With bows, poses, etc?  
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This man, with lanthorn, dog, and bush of thorn, 
Presenteth Moonshine; for, if you will know, 
By moonshine did these lovers think no scorn 
To meet at Ninus tomb, there, there to woo.     30 
This grisly beast, which Lion hight by name, 
The trusty Thisbe, coming first by night, 
Did scare away, or rather did affright; 
And, as she fled, her mantle she did fall, 
Which Lion vile with bloody mouth did stain.     35 
Anon comes Pyramus, sweet youth and tall, 
And finds his trusty Thisbe's mantle slain: 
Whereat, with blade, with bloody blameful blade, 
He bravely broach’d is boiling bloody breast; 
And Thisbe, tarrying in mulberry shade,      40 
His dagger drew, and died. For all the rest, 
Let Lion, Moonshine, Wall, and lovers twain 
At large discourse, while here they do remain. 

Exeunt Prologue, Thisbe, Lion, and Moonshine 

THESEUS  
I wonder if the lion be to speak. 
 
DEMETRIUS  
No wonder, my lord: one lion may, when many   45 
asses do. 
 
WALL 
In this same interlude it doth befall 
That I, one Snout by name, present a wall; 
And such a wall, as I would have you think, 
That had in it a crannied hole or chink,                50 
Through which the lovers, Pyramus and Thisbe, 
Did whisper often very secretly. 
This loam, this rough-cast and this stone doth show 
That I am that same wall; the truth is so: 
And this the cranny is, right and sinister,      55 
Through which the fearful lovers are to whisper. 
 
THESEUS  
Would you desire lime and hair to speak better? 
 
DEMETRIUS  
It is the wittiest partition that ever I heard 
discourse, my lord. 

Enter Pyramus 

THESEUS  
Pyramus draws near the wall: silence.                 60 
 
 

 Quince’s descriptions of both Wall and 

Moonshine include calls for props. 

 Compare this prologue to the opening of 

Romeo and Juliet: 

 

Two households, both alike in dignity, 

In fair Verona, where we lay our scene, 

From ancient grudge break to new mutiny, 

Where civil blood makes civil hands unclean. 

From forth the fatal loins of these two foes 

A pair of star-cross'd lovers take their life; 

Whose misadventured piteous overthrows 

Do with their death bury their parents' strife. 

The fearful passage of their death-mark'd  

     love, 

And the continuance of their parents' rage, 

Which, but their children's end, nought could  

     remove, 

Is now the two hours' traffic of our stage; 

The which if you with patient ears attend, 

What here shall miss, our toil shall strive to  

     mend. 

 

Note that, in both instances, Shakespeare 

removes all suspense about what will happen 

in the plot.  Is the plot really what's important? 
 

 How does the Wall command attention? 

How well does it work? 
 

 Does each “this” indicate a separate 

piece of costume or prop that the Wall 

displays? Or is it cumulative? 
 

 Theseus and Demetrius seem to have 

more praise for the Wall than they had for 

Quince. Does this provide character 

information for the actor playing Snout/Wall? 

Is his conscious performance better than 

Quince’s? 
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PYRAMUS 
O grim-look'd night, O night with hue so black, 
O night, which ever art when day is not: 
O night, O night, alack, alack, alack, 
I fear my Thisbe's promise is forgot. 
And thou, O wall, O sweet, O lovely wall,           65 
That stand'st between her father's ground and mine, 
Thou wall, O wall, O sweet and lovely wall, 
Show me thy chink, to blink through with mine eyne. 
Thanks, courteous wall: Jove shield thee well for this. 
But what see I? No Thisbe do I see.                  70 
O wicked wall, through whom I see no bliss, 
Cursed be thy stones for thus deceiving me. 
 
THESEUS  
The wall, methinks, being sensible, should curse again. 
 
PYRAMUS 
No, in truth, sir, he should not. ‘Deceiving me’ 
is Thisbe's cue: she is to enter now, and I am to   75 
spy her through the wall. You shall see, it will 
fall pat as I told you. Yonder she comes. 

Enter Thisbe 

THISBE 
O wall, full often hast thou heard my moans, 
For parting my fair Pyramus and me. 
My cherry lips have often kiss'd thy stones,          80 
Thy stones with lime and hair knit up in thee. 
 
PYRAMUS  
I see a voice: now will I to the chink, 
To spy an I can hear my Thisbe's face. Thisbe? 
 
THISBE 
My love thou art, my love I think. 
 
PYRAMUS  
Think what thou wilt, I am thy lover's grace;      85 
And, like Limander, am I trusty still. 
 
THISBE 
And I like Helen, till the Fates me kill. 
 
PYRAMUS  
Not Shafalus to Procrus was so true. 
 
THISBE 
As Shafalus to Procrus, I to you. 
 
 

 These lines are in technically near-

perfect iambic pentameter… but they lack the 

elegance of most of Shakespeare's verse.  What 

makes them different?  What conventions 

might Shakespeare be satirizing here? (See 

Metrical Magic, page 126, for more). 

 

Again, there is a particularly apt comparison in 

Romeo and Juliet, 3.2, when Juliet is waiting 

for Romeo to visit her in her bedchamber: 

 

Come, night; come, Romeo; come, thou day  

     in night; 

For thou wilt lie upon the wings of night 

Whiter than new snow on a raven's back. 

Come, gentle night, come, loving, black- 

     brow'd night, 

Give me my Romeo; and, when he shall die, 

Take him and cut him out in little stars, 

And he will make the face of heaven so fine 
That all the world will be in love with night 

And pay no worship to the garish sun. 
 

 Though the speech prefix is “Pyramus”, 

this is clearly Bottom breaking in, dropping 

character, and speaking to the Duke directly. 

How does everyone else on stage react to this 

breach of theatrical convention? 
 

 An embedded stage direction for the 

Wall to present Pyramus with the chink, and 

then for Pyramus to look through. 
 

 Then as now, “stones” was a euphemism 

for “testicles,” creating opportunity for bawdy 

humor throughout this scene. 
 

 Bottom mixes up “see” and “hear”. Do 

your students think this is the fault of the script 

of Pyramus and Thisbe, or is it Bottom’s error? 
 

 Why “I think”? Can Thisbe still not see 

Pyramus through the chink? What might a 

staging reason for that be? 
 

 All of these mythological references to 

famous lovers are incorrect. It ought to be 

Leander, Hero, Cephalus, and Procris. It is also 

worth noting that all of those famous lovers 

came to unfortunate ends. 
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PYRAMUS 
O kiss me through the hole of this vile wall.        90 
 
THISBE 
I kiss the wall's hole, not your lips at all. 
 
PYRAMUS 
Wilt thou at Ninny’s tomb meet me straightway? 
 
THISBE 
‘Tide life, ‘tide death, I come without delay. 

Exeunt Pyramus and Thisbe 

WALL 
Thus have I, Wall, my part discharged so; 
And, being done, thus Wall away doth go.           95 

Exit 

THESEUS  
Now is the mural down between the two neighbours. 
 
DEMETRIUS  
No remedy, my lord, when walls are so wilful  
to hear without warning. 
 
HIPPOLYTA  
This is the silliest stuff that ever I heard. 
 
THESEUS  
The best in this kind are but shadows; and the   100 
worst are no worse, if imagination amend them. 
 
HIPPOLYTA  
It must be your imagination then, and not theirs. 
 
THESEUS  
If we imagine no worse of them than they of 
themselves, they may pass for excellent men. Here 
come two noble beasts in, a man and a lion. 
 
Enter Lion and Moonshine 
 
LION  
You, ladies, you, whose gentle hearts do fear    105 
The smallest monstrous mouse that creeps on floor, 
May now perchance both quake and tremble here, 
When lion rough in wildest rage doth roar. 
Then know that I, one Snug the joiner, am 
A lion-fell, nor else no lion's dam;     110 

 An embedded stage direction indicating 

an attempt and a miss. How can your students 

stage this moment? Which of the three parties 

involved are responsible for the miss? Or, what 

is obstructing access to the kiss? 

 Why do the observers have so much 

opportunity to chat? Is there some difficult in 

getting the next portion of the play-within-a-

play on stage and moving? 
 

 Theseus, despite his mockery, does seem 

to have the right sense of the theatre of the 

imagination. Is he enjoying himself despite the 

oddities? 
 

 What sort of a statement is Theseus 

making about actors, acting, and playing in 

general? 
 

 Think about what we know about 

Hippolyta, Helena, and Hermia, the three 

ladies present. How does each react to the idea 

that she might faint from seeing a mouse? How 

much of this speech can the Lion take to the 

women in the actual audience? 
 

 How do they exit? Same door or 

different doors? Do they fully leave the stage 

or just "exit" the playing space established for 

the play-within-the-play? 
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For, if I should as lion come in strife 
Into this place, 'twere pity on my life. 
 
THESEUS  
A very gentle beast, of a good conscience. 
 
DEMETRIUS  
The very best at a beast, my lord, that e'er I saw. 
 
LYSANDER  
This lion is a very fox for his valour.                115 
 
THESEUS  
True; and a goose for his discretion. 
 
DEMETRIUS  
Not so, my lord; for his valour cannot carry his 
discretion; and the fox carries the goose. 
 
THESEUS  
His discretion, I am sure, cannot carry his valour; 
for the goose carries not the fox. It is well:    120 
leave it to his discretion, and let us listen to the moon. 
 
MOONSHINE  
This lanthorn doth the horned moon present;-- 
 
DEMETRIUS  
He should have worn the horns on his head. 
 
THESEUS  
He is no crescent, and his horns are invisible  
within the circumference.                 125 
 
MOONSHINE 
This lanthorn doth the horned moon present; 
Myself the man i’ the moon do seem to be. 
 
THESEUS  
This is the greatest error of all the rest: the man 
should be put into the lanthorn. How is it else the 
man i’ the moon?                  130 
 
DEMETRIUS  
He dares not come there for the candle; for, you 
see, it is already in snuff. 
 
HIPPOLYTA  
I am aweary of this moon: would he would change. 
 
 
 

 How does this speech relate to the ideas 

about it from their rehearsal scene? 
 

 How much of this back and forth does 

the Lion hear? Does it affect his performance? 
 

 Moonshine came on earlier but is only 

now speaking. Did he wait patiently for a lull 

in conversation? Did he wait impatiently? Was 

something else going on that delayed his 

speech? 
 

 What emotions can this actor be 

displaying as he tries again? Determined? 

Frustrated? Oblivious? What does each of 

those look and sound like 
 

 A clue for the prop required. 
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THESEUS  
It appears, by his small light of discretion, that 
he is in the wane; but yet, in courtesy, in all        135 
reason, we must stay the time. 
 
LYSANDER  
Proceed, Moon. 
 
MOONSHINE 
All that I have to say, is, to tell you that the lanthorn  
is the moon; I, the man in the moon; this thorn- 
bush, my thorn-bush; and this dog, my dog.      140 
 
DEMETRIUS  
Why, all these should be in the lanthorn; for all 
these are in the moon. But silence, here comes  
Thisbe. 

Enter Thisbe 

THISBE  
This is old Ninny's tomb. Where is my love? 
 
LION  
Oh.                      145 

The lion roars; Thisbe runs off 

DEMETRIUS  
Well roared, Lion.     
 
THESEUS  
Well run, Thisbe. 
 
HIPPOLYTA  
Well shone, Moon. Truly, the moon shines with a 
good grace. 
 
THESEUS  
Well moused, Lion.       150 
 
LYSANDER  
And so the lion vanished.              
 
DEMETRIUS  
And then came Pyramus. 

Enter Pyramus 

PYRAMUS 
Sweet Moon, I thank thee for thy sunny beams; 
I thank thee, Moon, for shining now so bright; 

 Why does Lysander assume the 

authority to tell Moonshine to go on with the 

show? Why do the others (finally) stop 

talking? 
 

 Has Moonshine’s emotional expression 

changed by now? 
 

 Why does Demetrius say “But, silence” 

when he is the only one talking? Does he 

anticipate someone’s response? Does he take 

that out to the audience? Is it a concession to 

himself that he needs to be quiet? 
 

 Does this “Oh” indicate the roar? Or is it 

something coming out of Snug, out of 

character? 
 

 The Lion has no scripted exit, but this 

embedded direction seems to imply it. 
 

 Is this with a note of apology for their 

earlier rudeness? 
 

 Some productions will find a way to 

make this comment more appropriate by 

having the Moon shine the lantern directly into 

Bottom’s eyes. How does this choice change 

the interpretation of the line? What does it say 

about Bottom’s character if the misuse of 

sunny is a reaction to actual blinding light? 

What does it say about him if his use of 

“sunny” does not have an appropriate 

antecedent in staging? 
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For, by thy gracious, golden, glittering gleams,   155 
I trust to take of truest Thisbe sight.           
But stay, O spite! But mark, poor knight, 
What dreadful dole is here? 
Eyes, do you see? How can it be? 
O dainty duck: O dear!      160 
Thy mantle good; what, stain'd with blood!           
Approach, ye Furies fell: 
O Fates, come, come, Cut thread and thrum; 
Quail, crush, conclude, and quell. 
 
THESEUS  
This passion, and the death of a dear friend,      165 
would go near to make a man look sad.           
 
HIPPOLYTA  
Beshrew my heart, but I pity the man. 
 
PYRAMUS 
O wherefore, Nature, didst thou lions frame? 
Since lion vile hath here deflower’d my dear: 
Which is: no, no, which was the fairest dame    170 
That liv’d, that lov’d, that lik’d, that look'd  

with cheer.              
Come, tears, confound; Out, sword, and wound 
The pap of Pyramus; 
Ay, that left pap, where heart doth hop: 
Thus die I, thus, thus, thus.      180 
Now am I dead, now am I fled; my soul is in  
     the sky;                   
Tongue, lose thy light; Moon, take thy flight: 
Now die, die, die, die, die. 
 
DEMETRIUS  
No die, but an ace, for him; for he is but one. 
 
LYSANDER  
Less than an ace, man; for he is dead; he is nothing. 
THESEUS  
With the help of a surgeon he might yet recover,      
and prove an ass. 
 
HIPPOLYTA  
How chance Moonshine is gone before Thisbe comes  
back and finds her lover? 
 
THESEUS  
She will find him by starlight. Here she comes;  190 
and her passion ends the play.             

Re-enter Thisbe 

 Notice that Pyramus's meter changes 

here and becomes highly irregular.  Might this 

be an indication that he has gone "off-book" 

and is ad-libbing?  What lines might ostensibly 

be "correct" as per the assumed script of 

'Pyramus and Thisbe'? 

 

 Is this genuine? Ironic? Sarcastic? 

 

 Again, determine where the meter 

changes, and if that might indicate that Bottom 

is ad-libbing. 

 

 Each “thus” might be its own embedded 

stage direction for a separate stab. 

 

 Perhaps an embedded stage direction for 

Moonshine to exit. 

 

 Supports the embedded stage direction 

for Moonshine’s exit. 
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HIPPOLYTA  
Methinks she should not use a long one for such a 
Pyramus: I hope she will be brief. 
 
THISBE  
Asleep, my love? What, dead, my dove? 
O Pyramus, arise:       195 
Speak, speak. Quite dumb? Dead, dead? A tomb      
Must cover thy sweet eyes. 
These lily lips, this cherry nose, 
These yellow cowslip cheeks, 
Are gone, are gone: Lovers, make moan:    200 
His eyes were green as leeks.             
O Sisters Three, come, come to me, 
With hands as pale as milk; 
Lay them in gore, since you have shore 
With shears his thread of silk.     205 
Tongue, not a word: Come, trusty sword;           
Come, blade, my breast imbrue: 
And, farewell, friends; Thus Thisbe ends: 
Adieu, adieu, adieu. 
 
THESEUS  
Moonshine and Lion are left to bury the dead.   210 
 
DEMETRIUS  
Ay, and Wall too.              
 
BOTTOM  
No assure you; the wall is down that parted their  
fathers. Will it please you to see the epilogue, or  
to hear a Bergomask dance between two of our  
company?        215 
 
THESEUS  
No epilogue, I pray you; for your play needs no        
excuse. Never excuse; for when the players are all 
dead, there needs none to be blamed.  

 Compare Flute's meter to Bottom's. Are 

the errors similar or of a different kind? 

 

Most of Thisbe's lines here fall into the same 

catalectic trochaic tetrameter used 

throughout A Midsummer Night's Dream when 

magic occurs.  What relation between the two 

concepts does this metrical similarity create? 

(See Metrical Magic, page 126, for more on 

the use of trochaic tetrameter in the play). 
 

 Where does Thisbe stab herself? And 

when? Which word seems to be the key 

embedded stage direction? 
 

 Bottom again breaks character (and rises 

from the dead) to address the Duke. How do 

the other characters respond? 
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PERSPECTIVES 
 

Courtship and Match-Making 

 

The plot of A Midsummer Night’s Dream is, like most of Shakespeare’s comedies, focused on tangling and 

untangling romantic relationships. While your students probably do not have to deal either with arranged 

marriages or with fairies troubling their social dynamics, they will nonetheless be familiar with many of the 

experiences the lovers have: parental disapproval, competing with a friend for a desired partner’s attention, 

feeling hurt and stung by another’s changing emotions. In these activities, your students will explore the 

early modern social context of courtship and marriage and will apply those concepts to their own lives. 

 

 

Activity 1: Consent and Contracts 

In the first scene of A Midsummer Night's Dream, Egeus comes to Duke Theseus with the complaint that his 

daughter Hermia refuses to marry the man he has chosen for her, Demetrius. Hermia prefers Lysander, 

another young man of Athens, who claims to be “as well derived” and as wealthy as Demetrius. Since 

Hermia stubbornly refuses to relent, Egeus seeks Theseus’s permission either to force her to wed Demetrius 

or to put her to her death according to “the ancient privilege of Athens.” Theseus quickly offers Hermia a 

third alternative, that of going into a convent and taking an eternal vow of chastity. 

 

Though the story is set in mythical Greece, the courtship rituals, like most of the social customs depicted in 

Shakespeare’s plays, more nearly resemble those of early modern England. After all, Shakespeare's plays 

were all staged in what was then modern clothing, portrayed as “now” no matter when they were historically 

set. His audience would have interpreted circumstances based on their own experience of marriage-making, 

not based on the historical realities of ancient Athens. (The exception is probably the death threat, though 

Theseus's hasty amendment undercuts its power almost immediately and may imply that Egeus has 

demonstrated insupportable extremity in invoking an obsolete law). 

 

Much in early modern marriage depended on social status. Pamphlets advised men and women to match 

within their station, not above or below it, and those of the middling and lower orders seemed to have more 

say in their own marriages than those of the aristocracy. Marriages among the peerage had greater wealth at 

stake, in addition to political considerations, and it was more common in the higher ranks for the parents to 

arrange matches without taking their children’s feelings much into account. Still, it was illegal to conduct a 

marriage without the consent of both parties. At any level, marriage-making had both practical and 

emotional concerns. A couple needed to consider financial matters, the merging of property, and various 

social and legal concerns, but most sources also stress compatibility of temperament and genuine affection 

as critical for a successful marriage. 

 

So where do Egeus, Hermia, Lysander, Demetrius, and Helena fit in? Their status is hazy, perhaps befitting 

the dream-like quality of the play. That the play is set in ancient Athens means little, since most early 

modern plays attached contemporary views of society to any ostensible historical context. So, from that 

early modern mindset, Egeus is clearly of a high enough station to bring his familial discord before the 

Duke, but no one addresses him as “lord” or by a title. As such, they most nearly fit the definition of 

“gentry,” the class just below the aristocratic peerage (to which Theseus belongs). This class of people 

would have balanced political and financial concerns with genuine affection. They also could have appealed 
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to their local lord or a friend higher up the chain, like Duke Theseus, for assistance in match-making or to 

settle disputes. 

 

In this activity, your students will explore how both historical and modern perspectives on relationships and 

family dynamics can inform performance. 

 

Parental Consent, Then and Now 

 First, give your students Handout #6: Historical Perspectives on Courtship 

 Discuss the making of marriage in early modern England. 

o What were the factors taken into consideration? 

o How much say did the parents seem to have in the choice? 

 Ask your students if their parents have ever objected to someone they were dating.   

o What consequences were there? Grounding, loss of car keys or cell phone, withholding of 

allowance money?   

o Did your students concede to their parents’ wishes or defy them? 

o How did it turn out? Has anyone had the experience of realizing in retrospect that their 

parents were right all along? 

 

Lysander vs Demetrius 

 Give your students Handout #7: Lysander vs Demetrius 

 Stage the opening scene in two different ways: 

o First, with a Lysander who is respectful towards Egeus despite the disagreement, keeping 

his anger under control. 

 What effect does this have on the other characters in the scene? Does Egeus seem 

less rational? How should Demetrius respond? 

o Second, with a Lysander who is losing his temper, exasperated with Egeus, aggressive 

towards Demetrius. 

 Again, how does this choice affect the other characters? Should Demetrius respond 

with equal aggression or attempt to show Lysander up by not rising to the bait? 

Does Egeus’s objection to Lysander seem more valid, or do your students think the 

audience will see Lysander’s temper as a natural response to Egeus's stubborn 

refusal to allow his courtship? 

 Discuss: 

o What different stories do each of your staging choices tell?  Which choices make Demetrius 

most sympathetic to the audience?  Lysander?  Hermia?  Egeus? 

 

Debate Hermia's Fate 

 Divide your class in two, and assign one half to take Egeus and Demetrius's side and the other half 

to take Lysander and Hermia's side.   

o Each group should come up with a list of "evidence," taken from the play and from the 

historical sources in Handout #6 (or any others they may know of or that you might have 

them research), to argue to Duke Theseus why Hermia should have to marry either 

Demetrius or Lysander. 

o Hold a debate in your classroom.  By early modern standards, who is in the right?  
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 See http://debate.uvm.edu/learndebate.html for guidelines on different forms of 

debate. 

o Consider such factors as:  

 What are Egeus’s objections to Lysander? 

 What does Demetrius have to recommend him? 

 Is it possible that Lysander and Hermia were pre-contracted to each other, 

regardless of Egeus’s consent?  How about Demetrius and Helena? 

 

 

FURTHER EXPLORATION 

Have your students respond, in a journal entry or a short essay, to the idea of parental involvement in 

children’s love lives.  Ideally, this exploration should link their personal experiences with the examples from 

history.  What practices and ideologies have fallen out of practice?  Which are still in use today?  How has 

technology affected a parent’s ability to control children's behavior and social interactions?  Your students 

may also wish to consider match-making in other cultures, particularly those where arranged marriages 

remain common. 

 

 

Activity 2: Courtship Rituals 

Historian David Cressy refers to the making of marriage as “an extended social dance involving go-

betweens and private moments, courtship and gift-giving.” In this activity, your students will explore the 

portrayals of courtship rituals and gender roles in A Midsummer Night's Dream. 

 

Doves and Griffins 

 Give your students Handout #8: Doves and Griffins 

 Select volunteers to stage each scene. 

o Each scene presents opportunities for alternate stagings, if you desire to explore them: 

Helena can be comically pathetic or genuinely heart-rending; Demetrius can be merely 

exasperated or truly threatening; Lysander can be completely sincere and innocent in his 

desires or he can be a slick seducer; Hermia can be tempted but sticking to her guns or she 

can be offended and tart. 

 Discuss: 

o What do these scenes, along with the information from 1.1, suggest about the rituals of early 

modern courtship?   

o What are the appropriate gender roles?   

o How much weight do gifts and promises carry? 

o Consider the other couples in the play: Theseus and Hippolyta, Oberon and Titania.  What 

does the text inform the audience about their courtships?  Were they regular or irregular by 

early modern standards? 

 Try the Helena/Demetrius scene a second time – but this time switch your genders around, and 

have a boy play "Helenus" and a girl play "Demetria." Start at line 8 and stop at 42. 

o How do your students’ perceptions of the characters change when you swap their genders?  

Is "Helenus" any more or less pathetic than Helena? 

 

 

http://debate.uvm.edu/learndebate.html
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Courtship, Then and Now 

 Ask your students what “courtship” consists of in their lives. 

o Are there any formalized rules? What about informal customs? Consider things like being 

“Facebook official,” how long to wait before texting back, or social negotiations on group 

dates. 

o Are boys still expected to take the leading role? Are girls who ask boys out ever seen as too 

forward or too desperate? 

o What sorts of gifts do modern couples exchange? Is there a hierarchy of importance to 

them? 

o Do couples still use go-betweens to communicate, or has modern technology made that 

concept obsolete? 

 How could modern ideas of dating be integrated into a performance of A Midsummer Night's Dream 

set (as it would have been for Shakespeare’s original audience) in the present day? 

 

 

FURTHER EXPLORATION 

For further reading on early modern courtship, betrothals, and marriage, we suggest David Cressy’s Birth, 

Marriage, and Death: Ritual, Religion, and the Life-Cycle in Tudor and Stuart England. Chapters 10 and 11 (pages 

233-284) focus on the making of marriages and the surrounding rituals of espousal. 
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Student Handout #6: Historical Perspectives 
on Courtship, Betrothals, and Marriage 

 
Primary Sources 

1 Corinthians 7 (1599 Geneva Bible) 

Now concerning the things whereof ye wrote unto 

me, it were good for a man not to touch a woman. 

Nevertheless, to avoid fornication, let every man 

have his wife, and let every woman have her own 

husband. ... The wife hath not the power of her 

own body, but the husband; and likewise also the 

husband hath not the power of his own body, but 

the wife. ... But I speak this by permission, not by 

commandment. For I would that all men were even 

as I myself am. But every man hath his proper gift 

of god, one after this manner, and another after 

that. Therefore I say unto the unmarried, and unto 

the widows, It is good for them if they abide even 

as I do. But if they cannot abstain, let them marry; 

for it is better to marry than to burn. ... There is 

difference also between a virgin and a wife. The 

unmarried woman careth for the things of the 

Lord, that she may be holy, both in body and spirit; 

but she that is married, careth for the things of the 

world, how she may please her husband.  

 

Erasmus, "The Institution of Marriage", c. 1512 

Much depends on the judgment of both sides, 

parents and children… If in choosing a son- or 

daughter-in-law the principal consideration is 

beauty, youth, wealth, nobility, or political 

influence, you will usually end by arranging an 

unfortunate match, not a happy one, since the chief 

source of happiness lies in an appropriate choice of 

partners, whose virtue and compatibility will ensure 

lasting harmony. … If the young man is rather 

lethargic by nature, he will need a bride with a more 

active disposition; if the husband is inclined to 

extravagance, he will need a thrifty wife who is 

better at looking after the pennies. If he is a hot-

tempered young man, he will be best suited by a 

more restrained wife… However, the most 

important of all the moral qualities to be observed 

in a partner are the amount of their respect for 

their parents and the extent of their devotion to 

God. … In this area, as I have said, the assessment 

of parents or elders will be more reliable than the 

children's; it is better to trust them, since they have 

learned from their own and others' misfortunes 

what to look for and what to avoid, rather than to 

give youthful inexperience the chance to learn 

wisdom from its own mistakes. Secondly, reasoned 

advice must prevail over mere whim: here again, it 

is preferable that children should defer to their 

parents' judgment, as the latter are beyond the 

reach of Cupid's darts, which all too often afflict 

the young. 

 

Robert Cleaver, "A godly forme of household government for 

the ordering of priuate families", c. 1600 

Young folks ought not to be too rash and hasty in 

their choice, but to have the good advice and 

direction of their parents and trusty friends in this 

behalf, who have better judgment, and are more 

free from the motions of all affections than they 

are. And they must take heed, lest following the 

light and corrupt judgment of their own affections 

and minds, they change not a short declaration and 

pleasure into a continual sorrow and repentance. …  

Society, and to live together, is the most surest and 

strongest knot to knit, and join amity and love 

among men, and bests themselves. There can be no 

greater society or company than is between a man 

and his wife. 

 

Of Domestical Duties, William Gouge, 1622 

There are in Scripture three steps or degrees 

commended unto us, by which marriageable parties 

are in order to proceed unto marriage. 1. A mutual 

liking; 2. An actual contract; 3. A public 

solemnization of marriage. … If at first there be a 

good liking mutually and thoroughly settled in both 

their hearts of one another, love is like to continue 

in them forever. … 

Contrary are clandestine marriages, such as are 

made in private houses, or other secret places, or in 

Churches without a sufficient number of witnesses, 

or in the night time, or without a lawful Minster of 

the word, with the like. As such seeking of secrecy 

taketh much from the honour and dignity of 

marriage, so it implieth some evil cleaving thereto. 
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Student Handout #6: Historical Perspectives 
on Courtship, Betrothals, and Marriage 

 
Secondary Sources 

"Courtship and the Making of Marriage," David Cressy 

The father's role was to facilitate, not to impose. 

Though sometimes conceived as alliances between 

families, gentry marriages were not all heartlessly 

commercial or mere dynastic arrangements. Their 

success turned on 'good will' and 'good liking', and 

the maid herself had to be courted and won. … 

The young man's responsibility was to make visits, 

offer gifts, and to bring his prospective bride to 

agreement. … The woman's role was passive, but 

not entirely powerless. Agreement and contract 

between the couple opened the way for legal and 

financial agreements between their families. … 

 

The rules were flexible and contradictory. Parents 

had an interest in their offspring and were 

supported by godly sermonists who brandished the 

fifth commandment. Yet parents who bullied their 

children into matrimony were judged to be 

'unnatural and cruel. … Conventionally, out of love 

and duty, in deference to age and authority, and no 

doubt with an eye to their inheritance prospects, 

many young people took note of their elders' 

opinions. But they were not strictly beholden to 

their parents for matrimonial consent. No man or 

woman could lawfully be forced to a wedding, nor 

could they be prevented from marrying where they 

list so long as they were free from the impediments 

of affinity and consanguinity, precontract, or 

insufficient age. It was a fundamental tenet of the 

church that 'marriage ought to be free and 

uncompelled', and a marriage contract could be 

invalidated if there was evidence of compulsion. 

Though surrounded by interested kinsfolk and 

friends, English men and women were free in 

principle to choose their marriage partners 

themselves. 

 

It remains an open question whether all those 

gloves, girdles, garters, and ribbons, those bent or 

broken coins and rings, that bitten root of ginger, 

were simply commodities to mark the progress of 

courtship, or whether they were construed to bind 

or coerce the party to whom they were given. For 

courtship gifts carried connotations of sexual and 

domestic intimacy, and may have been intended to 

enhance or to quicken the condition to which they 

referred.  

 

 

Courtship and Constraint: Rethinking the Making of 

Marriage in Tudor England, by Diana O'Hara 

In the nature of relationships, or the criteria of 

marriage choice (especially lower down the social 

scale but even among the elite) what was also 

stressed was 'flexibility', 'ambivalence', 'complexity', 

'variation' and 'lack of uniformity'. … Within this 

variable framework, the freedom and initiative in 

courtship taken by young people appeared to 

characterise the pattern of matchmaking among the 

middling and, particularly, the ordinary ranks. … It 

was recognised that the actual realisation of 

individual marriage plans and romantic inclinations 

was subject to financial prospects, filial obligation, 

conventional requirements, practical considerations, 

and the influence of parents, kin, friends, peers, 

masters, neighbours and even of parish authorities. 

But although that freedom was tempered and 

'variable', the established conclusion would appear 

to be 'that in the final analysis agreement to marry 

was very much a matter for the couple themselves, 

for the match had little direct bearing on anyone 

else.' 

 

It would seem that there was no absolute 

unanimous agreement among canonists touching 

the evidential status of gifts and tokens. … The law 

allegedly regarded the giving and receiving of the 

ring as 'a sign above all others, and most usual in 

spousals and matrimonial contracts', to betoken or 

confirm marriage. … It would appear that the 

solemnity of ring-giving alone might signify the 

mutual consent and contract of parties, where 

endorsed by local custom. 
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Student Handout #7 - Lysander vs Demetrius 
A Midsummer Night's Dream, 1.1 
 
EGEUS  

Happy be Theseus, our renowned duke.       

 

THESEUS  

Thanks, good Egeus: what's the news with thee? 

 

EGEUS  

Full of vexation come I, with complaint 

Against my child, my daughter Hermia. 

Stand forth, Demetrius. My noble lord,       5 

This man hath my consent to marry her.       

Stand forth, Lysander: and my gracious duke, 

This man hath bewitch'd the bosom of my child; 

Thou, thou, Lysander, thou hast given her rhymes, 

And interchanged love-tokens with my child:     10 

Thou hast by moonlight at her window sung,       

With feigning voice verses of feigning love, 

And stolen the impression of her fantasy 

With bracelets of thy hair, rings, gawds, conceits, 

Knacks, trifles, nosegays, sweetmeats,  

      messengers         15 

Of strong prevailment in unharden'd youth:       

With cunning hast thou filch'd my daughter's heart, 

Turn'd her obedience, which is due to me, 

To stubborn harshness: and, my gracious duke, 

Be it so she will not here before your grace      20 

Consent to marry with Demetrius,        

I beg the ancient privilege of Athens, 

As she is mine, I may dispose of her: 

Which shall be either to this gentleman 

Or to her death, according to our law       25 

Immediately provided in that case.        

 

THESEUS  

What say you, Hermia? be advised fair maid: 

To you your father should be as a god; 

One that composed your beauties, yea, and one 

To whom you are but as a form in wax      30 

By him imprinted and within his power       

To leave the figure or disfigure it. 

Demetrius is a worthy gentleman. 

 

 

HERMIA  

So is Lysander. 

 

THESEUS  

In himself he is; 

But in this kind, wanting your father's voice,        35 

The other must be held the worthier.        

 

HERMIA  

I would my father look'd but with my eyes. 

 

THESEUS  

Rather your eyes must with his judgment look. 

 

HERMIA  

I do entreat your grace to pardon me. 

I know not by what power I am made bold,      40 

Nor how it may concern my modesty,       

In such a presence here to plead my thoughts; 

But I beseech your grace that I may know 

The worst that may befall me in this case, 

If I refuse to wed Demetrius.        45 

 

THESEUS  

Either to die the death or to abjure        

For ever the society of men. 

Therefore, fair Hermia, question your desires; 

Know of your youth, examine well your blood, 

Whether, if you yield not to your father's choice, 50 

You can endure the livery of a nun,        

For aye to be in shady cloister mew'd, 

To live a barren sister all your life, 

Chanting faint hymns to the cold fruitless moon. 

Thrice-blessed they that master so their blood,    55 

To undergo such maiden pilgrimage;        

But earthlier happy is the rose distill'd, 

Than that which withering on the virgin thorn 

Grows, lives and dies in single blessedness. 

 

HERMIA  

So will I grow, so live, so die, my lord,      60 

Ere I will yield my virgin patent up        

Unto his lordship, whose unwished yoke 

My soul consents not to give sovereignty. 

THESEUS  
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Take time to pause; and, by the next new moon-- 

The sealing-day betwixt my love and me,      65 

For everlasting bond of fellowship--        

Upon that day either prepare to die 

For disobedience to your father's will, 

Or else to wed Demetrius, as he would; 

Or on Diana's altar to protest        70 

For aye austerity and single life.       

 

DEMETRIUS  

Relent, sweet Hermia: and, Lysander, yield 

Thy crazed title to my certain right. 

 

LYSANDER  

You have her father's love, Demetrius; 

Let me have Hermia's: do you marry him.      75 

 

EGEUS  

Scornful Lysander, true, he hath my love,           

And what is mine my love shall render him. 

And she is mine, and all my right of her 

I do estate unto Demetrius. 

 

LYSANDER  

I am, my lord, as well derived as he,       80 

As well possess'd; my love is more than his;    

My fortunes every way as fairly rank'd, 

If not with vantage, as Demetrius'; 

And, which is more than all these boasts can be, 

I am beloved of beauteous Hermia:       85 

Why should not I then prosecute my right?            

Demetrius, I'll avouch it to his head, 

Made love to Nedar's daughter, Helena, 

And won her soul; and she, sweet lady, dotes, 

Devoutly dotes, dotes in idolatry,       90 

Upon this spotted and inconstant man.            

 

THESEUS  

I must confess that I have heard so much, 

And with Demetrius thought to have spoke  

     thereof; 

But, being over-full of self-affairs, 

My mind did lose it. But, Demetrius, come;      95 

And come, Egeus; you shall go with me,           

I have some private schooling for you both. 

For you, fair Hermia, look you arm yourself 

To fit your fancies to your father's will; 

Or else the law of Athens yields you up--    100 

Which by no means we may extenuate--           

To death, or to a vow of single life. 

Come, my Hippolyta: what cheer, my love? 

Demetrius and Egeus, go along: 

I must employ you in some business     105 

Against our nuptial and confer with you           

Of something nearly that concerns yourselves. 

 

EGEUS  

With duty and desire we follow you. 
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Student Handout #8 - Doves and Griffins 
A Midsummer Night's Dream, 2.1 
 
DEMETRIUS  

I love thee not, therefore pursue me not.            

Where is Lysander and fair Hermia? 

The one I'll slay, the other slayeth me. 

Thou told'st me they were stolen unto this wood; 

And here am I, and wode within this wood,           5 

Because I cannot meet my Hermia. 

Hence, get thee gone, and follow me no more. 

 

HELENA  

You draw me, you hard-hearted adamant; 

But yet you draw not iron, for my heart 

Is true as steel: leave you your power to draw,     10 

And I shall have no power to follow you. 

 

DEMETRIUS  

Do I entice you? do I speak you fair? 

Or, rather, do I not in plainest truth 

Tell you, I do not, nor I cannot love you? 

 

HELENA  

And even for that do I love you the more.     15 

I am your spaniel; and, Demetrius, 

The more you beat me, I will fawn on you: 

Use me but as your spaniel, spurn me, strike me, 

Neglect me, lose me; only give me leave, 

Unworthy as I am, to follow you.      20 

What worser place can I beg in your love, 

And yet a place of high respect with me, 

Than to be used as you use your dog? 

 

DEMETRIUS  

Tempt not too much the hatred of my spirit; 

For I am sick when I do look on thee.      25 

 

HELENA  

And I am sick when I look not on you. 

 

DEMETRIUS  

You do impeach your modesty too much, 

To leave the city and commit yourself 

Into the hands of one that loves you not; 

To trust the opportunity of night               30 

And the ill counsel of a desert place 

With the rich worth of your virginity. 

 

HELENA  

Your virtue is my privilege: for that 

It is not night when I do see your face, 

Therefore I think I am not in the night;               35 

Nor doth this wood lack worlds of company, 

For you in my respect are all the world: 

Then how can it be said I am alone, 

When all the world is here to look on me? 

 

DEMETRIUS  

I'll run from thee and hide me in the brakes,        40 

And leave thee to the mercy of wild beasts. 

 

HELENA  

The wildest hath not such a heart as you. 

Run when you will, the story shall be changed: 

Apollo flies, and Daphne holds the chase; 

The dove pursues the griffin; the mild hind     45 

Makes speed to catch the tiger; bootless speed, 

When cowardice pursues and valour flies. 

 

DEMETRIUS  

I will not stay thy questions; let me go: 

Or, if thou follow me, do not believe 

But I shall do thee mischief in the wood.     50 

 

HELENA  

Ay, in the temple, in the town, the field, 

You do me mischief. Fie, Demetrius, 

Your wrongs do set a scandal on my sex: 

We cannot fight for love, as men may do; 

We should be woo'd and were not made to woo. 55 

I'll follow thee and make a heaven of hell, 

To die upon the hand I love so well. 

Exit 
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Student Handout #8 - Doves and Griffins 
A Midsummer Night's Dream, 2.2 
 

LYSANDER  

Fair love, you faint with wandering in the wood; 

And to speak troth, I have forgot our way: 

We'll rest us, Hermia, if you think it good, 

And tarry for the comfort of the day. 

 

HERMIA  

Be it so, Lysander: find you out a bed;        5 

For I upon this bank will rest my head. 

 

LYSANDER  

One turf shall serve as pillow for us both; 

One heart, one bed, two bosoms and one troth. 

 

HERMIA  

Nay, good Lysander; for my sake, my dear, 

Lie further off yet, do not lie so near.      10 

 

LYSANDER  

O, take the sense, sweet, of my innocence; 

Love takes the meaning, in love's conference. 

I mean that my heart unto yours is knit 

So that but one heart we can make of it; 

Two bosoms interchained with an oath;    15 

So then two bosoms and a single troth. 

Then by your side no bed-room me deny; 

For lying so, Hermia, I do not lie. 

 

HERMIA  

Lysander riddles very prettily: 

Now much beshrew my manners and my pride,  20 

If Hermia meant to say Lysander lied. 

But, gentle friend, for love and courtesy 

Lie further off; in human modesty, 

Such separation as may well be said 

Becomes a virtuous bachelor and a maid,     25 

So far be distant; and, good night, sweet friend: 

Thy love ne'er alter till thy sweet life end. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LYSANDER  

Amen, amen, to that fair prayer, say I; 

And then end life when I end loyalty: 

Here is my bed: sleep give thee all his rest.      30 

 

HERMIA  

With half that wish the wisher's eyes be press'd. 
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Teacher’s Guide - Lysander vs Demetrius 
A Midsummer Night's Dream, 1.1 
 
EGEUS  

Happy be Theseus, our renowned duke.       

 

THESEUS  

Thanks, good Egeus: what's the news with thee? 

 

EGEUS  

Full of vexation come I, with complaint 

Against my child, my daughter Hermia. 

Stand forth, Demetrius. My noble lord,       5 

This man hath my consent to marry her.       

Stand forth, Lysander: and my gracious duke, 

This man hath bewitch'd the bosom of my child; 

Thou, thou, Lysander, thou hast given her rhymes, 

And interchanged love-tokens with my child:     10 

Thou hast by moonlight at her window sung,       

With feigning voice verses of feigning love, 

And stolen the impression of her fantasy 

With bracelets of thy hair, rings, gawds, conceits, 

Knacks, trifles, nosegays, sweetmeats,  

      messengers         15 

Of strong prevailment in unharden'd youth:       

With cunning hast thou filch'd my daughter's heart, 

Turn'd her obedience, which is due to me, 

To stubborn harshness: and, my gracious duke, 

Be it so she will not here before your grace      20 

Consent to marry with Demetrius,        

I beg the ancient privilege of Athens, 

As she is mine, I may dispose of her: 

Which shall be either to this gentleman 

Or to her death, according to our law       25 

Immediately provided in that case.        

 

THESEUS  

What say you, Hermia? be advised fair maid: 

To you your father should be as a god; 

One that composed your beauties, yea, and one 

To whom you are but as a form in wax      30 

By him imprinted and within his power       

To leave the figure or disfigure it. 

Demetrius is a worthy gentleman. 

 

 

 Remember that Hippolyta is also on 

stage during this scene, though she has no lines 

after Egeus’s entrance. How should she react 

to the proceedings? 

 How might questions of social status 

inform Egeus’s entrance and address of 

Theseus? How confidently or obsequiously 

might he present himself? What does each of 

those choices look and sound like? 

 See page 35 for notes on the embedded 

stage directions in this scene. 

 Egeus notes that Lysander has written 

(apparently poetry) to Hermia and that they 

have exchanged gifts. How might this relate to 

the idea of a pre-contract, with or without 

Egeus’s consent? 

 The jewelry would probably be the most 

concerning gifts to Egeus, as those imply a 

greater degree of intimacy. Rings, then as now, 

often tokened an engagement. How might an 

actor use that information to inform his 

performance of these lines? 

 How ancient is this ancient privilege? 

How can the reactions of the other characters 

on stage clue the audience in as to whether this 

rule is obsolete (and therefore an extreme and 

possibly inappropriate threat on Egeus’s part) 

or still a regular part of the law? 

 Notice that Theseus both seeks Hermia’s 

consent *and* reminds her that she is still 

subject to her father’s patriarchal control. 

 How might Demetrius attempt to show 

his worth? Puffing up importantly? With an 

ingratiating bow? Elbowing Lysander? How 

might Lysander react? 
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HERMIA  

So is Lysander. 

 

THESEUS  

In himself he is; 

But in this kind, wanting your father's voice,        35 

The other must be held the worthier.        

 

HERMIA  

I would my father look'd but with my eyes. 

 

THESEUS  

Rather your eyes must with his judgment look. 

 

HERMIA  

I do entreat your grace to pardon me. 

I know not by what power I am made bold,      40 

Nor how it may concern my modesty,       

In such a presence here to plead my thoughts; 

But I beseech your grace that I may know 

The worst that may befall me in this case, 

If I refuse to wed Demetrius.        45 

 

THESEUS  

Either to die the death or to abjure        

For ever the society of men. 

Therefore, fair Hermia, question your desires; 

Know of your youth, examine well your blood, 

Whether, if you yield not to your father's choice, 50 

You can endure the livery of a nun,        

For aye to be in shady cloister mew'd, 

To live a barren sister all your life, 

Chanting faint hymns to the cold fruitless moon. 

Thrice-blessed they that master so their blood,    55 

To undergo such maiden pilgrimage;        

But earthlier happy is the rose distill'd, 

Than that which withering on the virgin thorn 

Grows, lives and dies in single blessedness. 

 

HERMIA  

So will I grow, so live, so die, my lord,      60 

Ere I will yield my virgin patent up        

Unto his lordship, whose unwished yoke 

My soul consents not to give sovereignty. 

 

 Does Theseus intend Lysander to hear 

this? If so, does he react to being talked about 

as though he isn’t there? 

 How does this speak to concerns of 

parental consent in the making of marriage? 

 What precedents do Theseus’s words 

draw on? How much might an early modern 

audience agree with this wisdom? 

 How does Hermia show her boldness? 

By some vocal or physical change? 

 Considering that her own father has 

already threatened to have her put to death if 

she defies him, what prompts Hermia to ask 

this? 

 Theseus adjusts the sentence, adding an 

extra stipulation to the law. How does Egeus 

react to this? How does Hermia? Consider that 

there were no longer any convents in England 

by the time Shakespeare was writing, as Henry 

VIII had dissolved them all decades earlier, but 

the memory of them was not far out of mind. 

 The Catholic Church prized celibacy and 

virginity as more holy and sacred than 

marriage, but the Protestant Reformation 

reversed those priorities, considering the 

mandate to “go forth and be fruitful” more 

important and more natural. Though Theseus 

is, within the context of ancient Athens, 

supposedly suggesting Hermia become a 

devotee of the goddess Diana, his views still 

reflect the changing viewpoints of early 

modern Christians. 

 Hermia uses the language of consent, 

important in the early modern period as it is 

today. 
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THESEUS  

Take time to pause; and, by the next new moon-- 

The sealing-day betwixt my love and me,      65 

For everlasting bond of fellowship--        

Upon that day either prepare to die 

For disobedience to your father's will, 

Or else to wed Demetrius, as he would; 

Or on Diana's altar to protest        70 

For aye austerity and single life.       

 

DEMETRIUS  

Relent, sweet Hermia: and, Lysander, yield 

Thy crazed title to my certain right. 

 

LYSANDER  

You have her father's love, Demetrius; 

Let me have Hermia's: do you marry him.      75 

 

EGEUS  

Scornful Lysander, true, he hath my love,           

And what is mine my love shall render him. 

And she is mine, and all my right of her 

I do estate unto Demetrius. 

 

LYSANDER  

I am, my lord, as well derived as he,       80 

As well possess'd; my love is more than his;    

My fortunes every way as fairly rank'd, 

If not with vantage, as Demetrius'; 

And, which is more than all these boasts can be, 

I am beloved of beauteous Hermia:       85 

Why should not I then prosecute my right?             

Demetrius, I'll avouch it to his head, 

Made love to Nedar's daughter, Helena, 

And won her soul; and she, sweet lady, dotes, 

Devoutly dotes, dotes in idolatry,       90 

Upon this spotted and inconstant man.            

 

THESEUS  

I must confess that I have heard so much, 

And with Demetrius thought to have spoke thereof; 

But, being over-full of self-affairs, 

My mind did lose it. But, Demetrius, come;      95 

And come, Egeus; you shall go with me,            

 Is Theseus perhaps using his own 

impending nuptials to hint at the preferability 

of that option to the others? 

 How certain does Demetrius feel his 

right is? How can an actor show that 

confidence or lack of it? 

 See page 51 for notes on the scansion of 

this speech, particularly the stressed pronouns. 

What do those imply about the view of a 

daughter as her father’s property? 

 Lysander argues that there is no reason 

Egeus should prefer Demetrius to him. What 

reasons might Egeus have? 

 “Made love” did not have the same 

sexual sense in the 1590s as it does today, but 

Lysander’s words carry a strong connotation of 

promises made and not kept. Is it possibly that 

Demetrius was pre-contracted to Helena? 

Would that invalidate his engagement to 

Hermia? 

 Is this an insult taken directly to 

Demetrius? Is it for Theseus’s benefit? Is it 

intended as a warning to Egeus? 

 If even Theseus has heard about 

Demetrius and Helena, what does that imply 

about the public nature, and thus perhaps the 

seriousness, of their relationship? 
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I have some private schooling for you both. 

For you, fair Hermia, look you arm yourself 

To fit your fancies to your father's will; 

Or else the law of Athens yields you up--    100 

Which by no means we may extenuate--            

To death, or to a vow of single life. 

Come, my Hippolyta: what cheer, my love? 

Demetrius and Egeus, go along: 

I must employ you in some business     105 

Against our nuptial and confer with you            

Of something nearly that concerns yourselves. 

 

EGEUS  

With duty and desire we follow you. 

 

 

Teacher’s Guide – Doves and Griffins 
A Midsummer Night's Dream, 2.1 
 
DEMETRIUS  

I love thee not, therefore pursue me not.            

Where is Lysander and fair Hermia? 

The one I'll slay, the other slayeth me. 

Thou told'st me they were stolen unto this wood; 

And here am I, and wode within this wood,           5 

Because I cannot meet my Hermia. 

Hence, get thee gone, and follow me no more. 

 

HELENA  

You draw me, you hard-hearted adamant; 

But yet you draw not iron, for my heart 

Is true as steel: leave you your power to draw,     10 

And I shall have no power to follow you. 

 

DEMETRIUS  

Do I entice you? do I speak you fair? 

Or, rather, do I not in plainest truth 

Tell you, I do not, nor I cannot love you? 

 

HELENA  

And even for that do I love you the more.     15 

I am your spaniel; and, Demetrius, 

The more you beat me, I will fawn on you: 

Use me but as your spaniel, spurn me, strike me, 

Neglect me, lose me; only give me leave, 

Unworthy as I am, to follow you.      20 

 What sort of “private schooling” might 

Theseus have in mind? How can his tone 

indicate how concerned Egeus and Demetrius 

should be? 

 This is an embedded stage direction for 

Hippolyta. How has she been responding to 

this scene? Is there any non-verbal way she 

can express sympathy for Hermia? Annoyance 

at the ultimatum? 

 How pleased is Egeus about leaving 

Hermia behind with Lysander? How willingly 

does Demetrius depart? 

 Is Demetrius asking Helena, or is he 

actively searching for them? 

 Notice the use of the informal pronoun, 

which can imply either intimacy or insult. 

Which do your students think Demetrius is 

using? Try it both ways – exasperated affection 

or total disgust. How might a different choice 

set a different tone for the rest of the scene?  

 Does the magnetic metaphor suggest 

movement from either Helena or Demetrius? 

Where in this scene might she try to get closer 

to him? How does he respond?  

 Demetrius switches to the formal 

pronoun. What might the reason for this be? 

Try using informal pronouns as a cue to move 

closer, formal pronouns as a cue to move 

farther apart. How does that affect the story?  

 Is this passage comic or disturbing? 

How can an actor’s choices swing it one way 

or the other? Ask your students what story they 

want to tell: Do they want the audience to 

sympathize with Helena? Feel sorry for her? 

Laugh at her? A little of all? 
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What worser place can I beg in your love, 

And yet a place of high respect with me, 

Than to be used as you use your dog? 

 

DEMETRIUS  

Tempt not too much the hatred of my spirit; 

For I am sick when I do look on thee.      25 

 

HELENA  

And I am sick when I look not on you. 

 

DEMETRIUS  

You do impeach your modesty too much, 

To leave the city and commit yourself 

Into the hands of one that loves you not; 

To trust the opportunity of night               30 

And the ill counsel of a desert place 

With the rich worth of your virginity. 

 

HELENA  

Your virtue is my privilege: for that 

It is not night when I do see your face, 

Therefore I think I am not in the night;               35 

Nor doth this wood lack worlds of company, 

For you in my respect are all the world: 

Then how can it be said I am alone, 

When all the world is here to look on me? 

 

DEMETRIUS  

I'll run from thee and hide me in the brakes,        40 

And leave thee to the mercy of wild beasts. 

 

HELENA  

The wildest hath not such a heart as you. 

Run when you will, the story shall be changed: 

Apollo flies, and Daphne holds the chase;  

The dove pursues the griffin; the mild hind     45 

Makes speed to catch the tiger; bootless speed, 

When cowardice pursues and valour flies. 

 

DEMETRIUS  

I will not stay thy questions; let me go: 

Or, if thou follow me, do not believe 

But I shall do thee mischief in the wood.     50 

 

 This parenthetical provides a great 

opportunity for Helena to ally herself with the 

audience. See Asides and Audience Contact, 

page 76, for more. 

 Demetrius has switched back to the 

informal pronoun. Why? What can an actor do 

with that? Is it the same kind of informal 

address as earlier in the scene? 

 What is the purpose of this threat? Is 

Demetrius just trying to scare her into leaving? 

Or is he finding himself in some way tempted 

by her? How can an actor show that choice? 

 How should Helena respond? Frightened 

but determined? Excited? Eager to grab an 

opportunity? 

 Another opportunity to include the 

audience, this time rather ironically. 

 What prompts Demetrius’s decision to 

run? Does Helena take some motion or cross 

some boundary that she had not up to this point 

in the scene? 

 Does all of this chase imagery provide 

the actors with physical clues for their motion 

and blocking? Note that, though Demetrius 

stated his intent to leave, he has not yet done 

so. Why might that be? 

 An embedded stage direction. Helena is 

either holding on to him or blocking his 

passage at this point. 

 Demetrius does not have an exit line for 

this scene in any early modern edition of the 

play. When does he leave? Before Helena’s 

speech? Sometime during? Is it possible for 

him to not leave until the end of the scene? 
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HELENA  

Ay, in the temple, in the town, the field, 

You do me mischief. Fie, Demetrius, 

Your wrongs do set a scandal on my sex: 

We cannot fight for love, as men may do; 

We should be woo'd and were not made to woo. 55 

I'll follow thee and make a heaven of hell, 

To die upon the hand I love so well. 

Exit 

 
Teacher’s Guide – Doves and Griffins 
A Midsummer Night's Dream, 2.2 
 

LYSANDER  

Fair love, you faint with wandering in the wood; 

And to speak troth, I have forgot our way: 

We'll rest us, Hermia, if you think it good, 

And tarry for the comfort of the day. 

 

HERMIA  

Be it so, Lysander: find you out a bed;        5 

For I upon this bank will rest my head. 

 

LYSANDER  

One turf shall serve as pillow for us both; 

One heart, one bed, two bosoms and one troth. 

 

HERMIA  

Nay, good Lysander; for my sake, my dear, 

Lie further off yet, do not lie so near.      10 

 

LYSANDER  

O, take the sense, sweet, of my innocence; 

Love takes the meaning, in love's conference. 

I mean that my heart unto yours is knit 

So that but one heart we can make of it; 

Two bosoms interchained with an oath;    15 

So then two bosoms and a single troth. 

Then by your side no bed-room me deny; 

For lying so, Hermia, I do not lie. 

 

HERMIA  

Lysander riddles very prettily: 

Now much beshrew my manners and my pride,  20 

 These lines sum up Helena’s view of the 

woman’s role in courtship. How accurate to 

early modern standards do your students think 

it is? How does it relate to modern standards? 

 Notice the embedded stage direction for 

Hermia – or is it? Could Lysander be tired and 

claiming that Hermia is when she isn’t? Try 

playing it both ways. 

 How can Hermia non-verbally react to 

the news that they’re lost in the woods? 

 “This” is an embedded stage direction 

indicating nearness. Where on stage is 

Hermia? 

 Is this a casual declaration? Or is 

Lysander pressing an advantage? 

 Just how close is Lysander at this point? 

Is he actually making physical contact with 

her? How might an audience perceive 

Hermia’s objection differently if he’s just near 

her as opposed to actually touching her? 

 There is some evidence that a betrothed 

couple could have enjoyed sexual liberties and 

possibly even set up house together before 

their official, legal, and religious marriage – 

though this would have been less common in 

the upper classes than the middling and lower 

orders. Another custom, common in the 17th 

and 18th centuries but possibly practiced in the 

16th as well, allowed courting couples to 

“bundle” together – spending the night in the 

same bed, fully clothed, in order to “acquaint” 

themselves better while still (ostensibly) 

preserving chastity. How do your students feel 

about Lysander’s statements and Hermia’s 

insistence on preserving her virtue in light of 

these traditions? 
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If Hermia meant to say Lysander lied. 

But, gentle friend, for love and courtesy 

Lie further off; in human modesty, 

Such separation as may well be said 

Becomes a virtuous bachelor and a maid,     25 

So far be distant; and, good night, sweet friend: 

Thy love ne'er alter till thy sweet life end. 

 

LYSANDER  

Amen, amen, to that fair prayer, say I; 

And then end life when I end loyalty: 

Here is my bed: sleep give thee all his rest.      30 

 

HERMIA  

With half that wish the wisher's eyes be press'd. 

 How far does she indicate? Consider, 

too, the next scene, where Helena finds 

Lysander but apparently does not see Hermia. 

How close can they be to each other and still 

preserve that plausibility? 

 How graciously does Lysander give in? 
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METRICAL EXPLORATION 
 

Magical Meter 
 

As Verse and Prose (page 45) showed you, Shakespeare primarily wrote in iambic pentameter – lines of ten 

syllables, broken into five beats, in an unstressed-stressed pattern.  In A Midsummer Night's Dream, however, 

he breaks this regularity. Frequently, he uses an alternate form called trochaic tetrameter: lines of only four 

feet, in a stressed-unstressed pattern. Often, this form becomes catalectic, leaving off the unstressed 

syllable from the final foot. See the example below, when Oberon enchants Titania's eyes: 

 

     '      ˘          '        ˘          '       ˘           ' 

What thou | seest when | thou dost | wake,  

  '   ˘       '    ˘        '       ˘         ' 

Do it | for thy | true-love | take, 

    '      ˘        '     ˘         '    ˘         ' 

Love and | languish | for his | sake. 

 

This form often shows up when magic is in use: when charms are cast or lifted, when Oberon or Puck 

applies the love-juice to someone's eyes, or when someone calls for music. The character of Puck also 

frequently slips into this form even when not directly working magic. The unusual pattern is a cue that 

something different is going on. The audience hears a shift in the way people are talking. Even if they don't 

specifically know that the verse has changed from iambic pentameter to trochaic tetrameter, they can't help 

but be aware of an audible difference. Trochaic tetrameter has a more sing-songy tone than the even 

measures of iambic pentameter. 

 

In these activities, your students will explore the various forms of verse presented in A Midsummer Night's 

Dream. 

 

Activity 1: The Meter of Magic  

 Break your students into groups for the following scenes: 

o #9A: 2.1 – Puck, Fairy 

o #9B: 2.1 – Oberon, Titania, Puck, attendant fairies (at least one for Titania's train) 

o #9C: 3.2 – Oberon, Puck, Demetrius (sleeping) 

o #9D: 4.1 – Oberon, Puck, Titania, Bottom (sleeping) 

o #9E: 5.1-5.2 – Theseus, Oberon, Puck, Titania, attendant fairies (at least one for Titania's 

train) 

o #9F: 5.2 – Oberon, Puck, Titania, attendant fairies (at least one for Titania's train) 

 Give each group the corresponding Handout #9A-#9F. 

o Note that these scenes have been cut for length. 

 Have each group scan their lines, looking and marking for the following: 

o Shifts from iambic pentameter to trochaic tetrameter. 

o Rhyming. 

o Caesuras. 

o Other metrical irregularities. 

o Indications for music or dancing. 
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 Each group should prepare a staging of their scene, making the following choices: 

o Acting choices informed by the scansion. 

 Use the Teacher's Guide (page 134) to help them find these opportunities during 

their staging. 

o How to demonstrate "magic" in use – whether through gestures, a different way of moving, 

a musical cue, or something else. 

 Discuss: 

o What is the dominant meter in each scene?  Where does the meter change?  Who is 

responsible for the change? 

o What relationship does the meter seem to have to magical workings, spells, and charms? 

o What relationship does magic in the play seem to have to music? 

 For more on the use of songs in plays, see Tiffany Stern’s Documents of Performance. 

 

 

Activity 2: The Meter of the Mechanicals  

We hear one more distinctly different rhythm in A Midsummer Night’s Dream – that used by the Mechanicals 

within their play-within-a-play, “Pyramus and Thisbe.” This meter wanders in and out of regularity. 

 

 Have your students scan the lines from “Pyramus and Thisbe” (see Handouts #5A-D in Staging 

Challenges: Actors Playing Actors). 

 Discuss where the meter is regular versus irregular. 

o Are some characters more regular than others? 

o What do the shifts between regularity and irregularity suggest to your students? 

 Compare the poetry in A Midsummer Night’s Dream to that of John Skelton (Handout #10), a poet 

from the early 16th century. Though poet laureate to King Henry VIII, Skelton was derided as a 

“rude railing rhymer” by the popular writers of Shakespeare’s generation. Is Pyramus and Thisbe 

perhaps not truly awful, just several decades out of fashion? 

 

 

FURTHER EXPLORATION 

The Mechanicals speak almost entirely in prose rather than in verse, except when they are themselves actors 

in a play, as noted above. For an additional challenge, have your students compare the prose language to the 

verse of the play. How are the rhythms different? How are they similar? Does the language of the 

Mechancials change when magic is enacted upon them? 
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Student Handout #9A – Magical Meter, 2.1 
 

PUCK  

How now, spirit, whither wander you? 

 

FAIRY 

Over hill, over dale, 

Thorough bush, thorough brier, 

Over park, over pale, 

Thorough flood, thorough fire, 

I do wander everywhere, 

Swifter than the moon's sphere; 

And I serve the fairy queen, 

To dew her orbs upon the green. 

The cowslips tall her pensioners be: 

In their gold coats spots you see; 

Those be rubies, fairy favours, 

In those freckles live their savours: 

I must go seek some dewdrops here 

And hang a pearl in every cowslip’s ear. 

Farewell, thou lob of spirits; I'll be gone: 

Our queen and all our elves come here anon. 

 

PUCK  

The king doth keep his revels here to-night: 

Take heed the queen come not within his sight; 

For Oberon is passing fell and wrath, 

Because that she as her attendant hath 

A lovely boy, stolen from an Indian king; 

She never had so sweet a changeling; 

And jealous Oberon would have the child 

Knight of his train, to trace the forests wild; 

But she perforce withholds the loved boy, 

Crowns him with flowers and makes him all her joy: 

And now they never meet in grove or green, 

By fountain clear, or spangled starlight sheen, 

But, they do square, that all their elves for fear 

Creep into acorn-cups and hide them there. 

 

FAIRY 

Either I mistake your shape and making quite, 

Or else you are that shrewd and knavish sprite 

Call'd Robin Goodfellow: are not you he 

That frights the maidens of the villagery;    […] 

Those that Hobgoblin call you and sweet Puck, 

You do their work, and they shall have good luck: 

Are not you he? 

 

PUCK  

Thou speak'st aright; 

I am that merry wanderer of the night.         […] 

But, room, fairy, here comes Oberon. 

 

FAIRY 

And here my mistress. Would that he were gone. 
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Student Handout #9B – Magical Meter, 2.1 
 
OBERON  

Ill met by moonlight, proud Titania. 

 

TITANIA  

What, jealous Oberon? Fairies, skip hence: 

I have forsworn his bed and company. 

 

OBERON  

Tarry, rash wanton: am not I thy lord? 

 

TITANIA  

Then I must be thy lady: but I know 

When thou hast stolen away from fairy land, 

And in the shape of Corin sat all day, 

Playing on pipes of corn and versing love 

To amorous Phillida. Why art thou here, 

Come from the farthest Steppe of India? 

But that, forsooth, the bouncing Amazon, 

Your buskin'd mistress and your warrior love, 

To Theseus must be wedded, and you come 

To give their bed joy and prosperity. 

 

OBERON  

How canst thou thus for shame, Titania, 

Glance at my credit with Hippolyta, 

Knowing I know thy love to Theseus? 

Didst thou not lead him through the glimmering  

     night 

From Peregenia, whom he ravished? 

And make him with fair Aegle break his faith, 

With Ariadne and Antiopa? 

 

 

TITANIA  

These are the forgeries of jealousy: 

And never, since the middle summer's spring, 

Met we on hill, in dale, forest or mead, 

By paved fountain or by rushy brook, 

Or in the beached margent of the sea, 

To dance our ringlets to the whistling wind, […] 

 

OBERON  

Do you amend it then; it lies in you: 

Why should Titania cross her Oberon? 

I do but beg a little changeling boy, 

To be my henchman. 

 

TITANIA  

Set your heart at rest: 

The fairy land buys not the child of me. […] 

 

OBERON  

How long within this wood intend you stay? 

 

TITANIA  

Perchance till after Theseus' wedding-day. 

If you will patiently dance in our round 

And see our moonlight revels, go with us; 

If not, shun me, and I will spare your haunts. 

 

OBERON  

Give me that boy, and I will go with thee. 

 

TITANIA  

Not for thy fairy kingdom. Fairies, away. 

We shall chide downright, if I longer stay. 
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Student Handout #9C – Magical Meter 3.2 
 
OBERON  

What hast thou done? thou hast mistaken quite 

And laid the love-juice on some true-love's sight: 

Of thy misprision must perforce ensue 

Some true love turn'd and not a false turn'd true. 

 

PUCK  

Then fate o'er-rules, that, one man holding troth, 

A million fail, confounding oath on oath. 

 

OBERON  

About the wood go swifter than the wind, 

And Helena of Athens look thou find: 

All fancy-sick she is and pale of cheer, 

With sighs of love, that costs the fresh blood dear: 

By some illusion see thou bring her here: 

I'll charm his eyes against she do appear. 

 

PUCK  

I go, I go; look how I go, 

Swifter than arrow from the Tartar's bow. 

Exit 

OBERON  

Flower of this purple dye, 

Hit with Cupid's archery, 

Sink in apple of his eye. 

When his love he doth espy, 

Let her shine as gloriously 

As the Venus of the sky. 

When thou wakest, if she be by, 

Beg of her for remedy. 

Enter  PUCK 

PUCK  

Captain of our fairy band, 

Helena is here at hand; 

And the youth, mistook by me, 

Pleading for a lover's fee. 

Shall we their fond pageant see? 

Lord, what fools these mortals be! 

 

OBERON  

Stand aside: the noise they make 

Will cause Demetrius to awake. 

 

PUCK  

Then will two at once woo one; 

That must needs be sport alone; 

And those things do best please me 

That befall preposterously. 
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Student Handout #9D – Magical Meter 4.1 
 

OBERON  

Welcome, good Robin. See’st thou this sweet sight? 

Her dotage now I do begin to pity:    […] 

And now I have the boy, I will undo 

This hateful imperfection of her eyes:  

And, gentle Puck, take this transformed scalp 

From off the head of this Athenian swain; 

That he awaking when the other do 

May all to Athens back again repair 

And think no more of this night’s accidents 

But as the fierce vexation of a dream. 

But first I will release the Fairy Queen.  

Be as thou wast wont to be; 

See as thou wast wont to see: 

Dian's bud o'er Cupid's flower 

Hath such force and blessed power. 

Now, my Titania; wake you, my sweet queen. 

 

TITANIA  

My Oberon, what visions have I seen! 

Methought I was enamour'd of an ass. 

 

OBERON  

There lies your love. 

 

TITANIA  

How came these things to pass? 

O, how mine eyes do loathe his visage now!    […] 

 

OBERON  

Sound, music. Come, my queen, take hands with me, 

And rock the ground whereon these sleepers be. 

Now thou and I are new in amity, 

And will to-morrow midnight solemnly 

Dance in Duke Theseus' house triumphantly, 

And bless it to all fair prosperity: 

There shall the pairs of faithful lovers be 

Wedded, with Theseus, all in jollity. 

 

PUCK  

Fairy king, attend, and mark: 

I do hear the morning lark. 

 

OBERON  

Then, my queen, in silence sad, 

Trip we after the night's shade: 

We the globe can compass soon, 

Swifter than the wandering moon. 

 

TITANIA  

Come, my lord, and in our flight 

Tell me how it came this night 

That I sleeping here was found 

With these mortals on the ground. 

Exeunt 
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Student Handout #9E – Magical Meter 5.2 
 

THESEUS 

The iron tongue of midnight hath told twelve: 

Lovers, to bed; 'tis almost fairy time. 

I fear we shall out-sleep the coming morn 

As much as we this night have overwatch'd. 

This palpable-gross play hath well beguiled 

The heavy gait of night. Sweet friends, to bed. 

A fortnight hold we this solemnity, 

In nightly revels and new jollity. 

Exeunt 

Enter PUCK 

PUCK  

Now the hungry lion roars, 

And the wolf behowls the moon; 

Whilst the heavy ploughman snores, 

All with weary task fordone. 

Now the wasted brands do glow, 

Whilst the screech-owl, screeching loud, 

Puts the wretch that lies in woe 

In remembrance of a shroud. 

Now it is the time of night 

That the graves all gaping wide, 

Every one lets forth his sprite, 

In the church-way paths to glide: 

And we fairies, that do run 

By the triple Hecate's team, 

From the presence of the sun, 

Following darkness like a dream, 

Now are frolic: not a mouse 

Shall disturb this hallow'd house: 

I am sent with broom before, 

To sweep the dust behind the door. 

Enter OBERON and TITANIA with their train 

OBERON  

Through the house give gathering light, 

By the dead and drowsy fire: 

Every elf and fairy sprite 

Hop as light as bird from brier; 

And this ditty, after me, 

Sing, and dance it trippingly. 

 

TITANIA  

First, rehearse your song by rote 

To each word a warbling note: 

Hand in hand, with fairy grace, 

Will we sing, and bless this place. 

Song and dance 
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Student Handout #9F – Magical Meter 5.2 
 
OBERON  

Now, until the break of day, 

Through this house each fairy stray. 

To the best bride-bed will we, 

Which by us shall blessed be; 

And the issue there create 

Ever shall be fortunate. 

So shall all the couples three 

Ever true in loving be; 

And the blots of Nature's hand 

Shall not in their issue stand; 

Never mole, hare lip, nor scar, 

Nor mark prodigious, such as are 

Despised in nativity, 

Shall upon their children be. 

With this field-dew consecrate, 

Every fairy take his gait; 

And each several chamber bless, 

Through this palace, with sweet peace; 

And the owner of it blest 

Ever shall in safety rest. 

Trip away; make no stay; 

Meet me all by break of day. 

Exeunt OBERON, TITANIA, and train 

PUCK  

If we shadows have offended, 

Think but this, and all is mended, 

That you have but slumber'd here 

While these visions did appear. 

And this weak and idle theme, 

No more yielding but a dream, 

Gentles, do not reprehend: 

If you pardon, we will mend: 

And, as I am an honest Puck, 

If we have unearned luck 

Now to 'scape the serpent's tongue, 

We will make amends ere long; 

Else the Puck a liar call; 

So, good night unto you all. 

Give me your hands, if we be friends, 

And Robin shall restore amends. 
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Teacher's Guide #9A – Magical Meter, 2.1 
 
PUCK  
    '      '           '  ˘        '      ˘        '    ˘        ' 
How now, | spirit, | whither | wander | you? 
 
 
FAIRY 
 '   ˘       '    '    ˘      ' 
Over | hill, o|ver dale, 
    '     ˘          '        '        ˘        ' ˘ 
Thorough | bush, thor|ough brier, 
 '   ˘         '     '   ˘      ' 
Over | park, o|ver pale, 
    '     ˘            '        '        ˘     ' ˘ 
Thorough | flood, thor|ough fire, 
'  ˘        '     ˘       '    ˘        ' 
I do | wander | every|where, 
    '    ˘        ˘     ˘          '             ' 
Swifter | than the | moon's sphere; 
   '   ˘        '      ˘       '   ˘         ' 
And I | serve the | fairy | queen, 
 ˘      '        ˘      '        ˘  '       ˘        ' 
To dew | her orbs | upon | the green. 
 ˘        '       ˘      '       ˘      '        ˘       ' 
The cow|slips tall | her pens|ioners be: 
 ˘     ˘          '       '           '      ˘         ' 
In their | gold coats | spots you | see; 
    '      ˘        '   ˘        '   ˘     '     ˘ 
Those be | rubies, | fairy | favours, 
 '     ˘            '    ˘        '      ˘        '      ˘ 
In those | freckles | live their | savours: 
˘    '        ˘      '          ˘       '        ˘         ' 
I must | go seek | some dew|drops here 
  ˘       '        ˘     '       ˘    '     ˘     '       ˘       ' 
And hang | a pearl | in ev|ery cow|slip's ear. 
   '      '         ˘      '       ˘    '     ˘          '       ˘      ' 
Farewell, | thou lob | of spi|rits; || I'll | be gone: 
   ˘        '         ˘     '       ˘       '          ˘       '       ˘   ' 
Our queen | and all | our elves | come here | anon. 
 
 
PUCK  
 ˘       '          ˘       '         ˘    '     ˘      '       ˘      ' 
The king | doth keep | his rev|els here | to-night: 
    ˘      '          ˘      '            ˘      '        ˘    '       ˘      ' 
Take heed | the queen | come not | within | his sight; 
  ˘    '     ˘   '       ˘    '      ˘     '        ˘       ' 
For O|beron | is pass|ing fell | and wrath, 
 
 

 This scene follows 1.2, entirely in prose, 

and 1.1, entirely in iambic pentameter.  Puck 

immediately moves us into yet another 

different form, opening with a spondee 

followed by three trochees.   

 The Fairy's first four lines don't have 

hard caesuras, but the odd structure and the 

symmetrical pattern create a soft break in the 

middle of each line anyway. 

 "Briar" and "fire" could ostensibly elide 

into single-syllable words. 

 The first clean example of catalectic 

trochaic tetrameter. 

 Could this line be entirely trochaic?  Try 

it and see if it works. 

 "Pensioners" elides to "pens'ners". 

 Try the first two feet as trochees or 

iambs. 

 The Fairy switches to iambic tetrameter. 

What are some playable reasons for this 

switch? 

 This caesura splits a foot. 

 Puck's first few lines resume normal 

iambic pentameter. 
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 ˘      '          ˘     '       ˘    '      ˘     '     ˘      ' 
Because | that she | as her | attend|ant hath 
 ˘     '     ˘    '           '       ˘         ˘   '      ˘       ' 
A love|ly boy, | stolen from | an In|dian king; 
  ˘      '     ˘    '       ˘      '        ˘      '     ˘   ' 
She nev|er had | so sweet | a chang|eling; 
   ˘      '     ˘     '    ˘    '         ˘         '        ˘        ' 
And jeal|ous O|beron | would have | the child 
      '      ˘      ˘      '        ˘      '        ˘      '     ˘      ' 
Knight of | his train, | to trace | the for|ests wild; 
   ˘     '       ˘     '          ˘      '          ˘     '     ˘     ' 
But she | perforce | withholds | the lov|ed boy, 
     '        ˘          ˘         '            ˘       '          ˘      '      ˘     ' 
Crowns him | with flowers | and makes | him all | her joy: 
   ˘      '          ˘      '     ˘     '        ˘      '        ˘     ' 
And now | they nev|er meet | in grove | or green, 
 ˘       '       ˘      '        ˘       '      ˘      '      ˘         ' 
By fount|ain clear, | or spang|led star|light sheen, 
  ˘      '        ˘       '            ˘    '        ˘       '         ˘     ' 
But they | do square, | that all | their elves | for fear 
    '     ˘    ˘   '     ˘       '         ˘      '         ˘         ' 
Creep in|to a|corn-cups | and hide | them there. 
 
 
FAIRY 
  '    ˘      '    ˘      '      ˘           '      ˘         '    ˘         ' 
Either | I mis|take your | shape and | making | quite, 
  ˘     '        ˘     '        ˘        '            ˘      '      ˘       ' 
Or else | you are | that shrewd | and knav|ish sprite 
   '         '     ˘      '       '    ˘          ˘     '        ˘     ' 
Call'd Rob|in Good|fellow: || are not | you he 
   ˘        '          ˘       '       ˘    '      ˘     '      ˘    ' 
That frights | the maid|ens of | the vill|agery;          […] 
     ˘       ˘          '     '     ˘     '       ˘      ˘          '        ' 
Those that | Hobgob|lin call | you and | sweet Puck, 
    ˘    '         ˘        '        ˘      '          ˘       '          ˘       ' 
You do | their work, | and they | shall have | good luck: 
  ˘     '         ˘     ' 
Are not | you he? 
 
 
PUCK  
   ˘          '           ˘    ' 
Thou speak'st | aright; 
˘   '        ˘      '     ˘       '       ˘    '       ˘      ' 
I am | that mer|ry wand|erer of | the night.                 […] 
   ˘       '          '   ˘          '       ˘          '   ˘     ' 
But, room, | fairy; || here comes | Ober|on. 
 
 
 
 

 Note the stressed pronouns. 

 In these two lines, "stolen" elides to 

"stol'n" while "changeling" expands to 

"change-el-ing". 

 Note the opening trochees of "Knight 

of", "Crowns him", and "Creep in". 

 Here, another form: catalectic trochaic 

pentameter, which gives way to normal iambic 

pentameter in the next line. 

 Odd stress pattern in this line.  What 

inflection does this pattern give? 

 Try the last two feet as iambs. 

 Puck and the Fairy share this line, 

indicating that his response should follow 

swiftly after her question. 

 This line has an uneven pattern. Are 

there any other options for scanning it? 
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FAIRY 
   ˘       '        ˘     '       ˘               '          ˘     '        ˘        ' 
And here | my mis|tress. || Would | that he | were gone. 
 
 
Teacher's Guide #9B – Magical Meter, 2.1 
 
OBERON  
 '    '        ˘       '       ˘         '         ˘   '    ˘ ' 
Ill met | by moon|light, proud | Titan|ia. 
 
 
TITANIA  
    '       '      ˘     '    ˘   '          '    ˘          ˘      ' 
What, jeal|ous O|beron? || Fairies, | skip hence: 
 ˘    '       ˘       '         ˘     '         ˘     '       ˘   ' 
I have | forsworn | his bed | and com|pany. 
 
 
OBERON  
  '    ˘       ˘       '      ˘           '       ˘    '     ˘      ' 
Tarry, | rash wan|ton: || am | not I | thy lord? 
 
 
TITANIA  
   ˘     '        ˘     '       ˘    '   ˘          '       ˘     ' 
Then I | must be | thy la|dy: || but | I know 
     ˘      '           ˘        '        ˘   '        ˘       '    ˘    ' 
When thou | hast stolen | away | from fair|y land, 
  ˘     '       ˘      '         ˘     '     ˘    '      ˘     ' 
And in | the shape | of Cor|in sat | all day, 
   '    ˘       ˘      '        ˘     '         ˘       '     ˘      ' 
Playing | on pipes | of corn | and vers|ing love 
 ˘     '       ˘        '     ˘  '           ˘      '       ˘       ' 
To am|orous Phil|lida. || Why art | thou here, 
    ˘        '        ˘       '       ˘       '         ˘    '    ˘ ' 
Come from | the farth|est Steppe | of In|dia? 
  ˘      '         ˘    '           ˘        '       ˘     '     ˘   ' 
But that, | forsooth, | the bounc|ing Am|azon, 
   ˘       '        ˘      '      ˘       '        ˘       '     ˘     ' 
Your busk|in'd mis|tress and | your war|ior love, 
 ˘        '     ˘       '        ˘      '      ˘      '        ˘     ' 
To Thes|eus must | be wed|ded, and | you come 
 ˘      '         ˘      '         '    ˘         ˘     '    ˘ ' 
To give | their bed | joy and | prosper|ity. 
 
 
OBERON  
  ˘         '           ˘      '        ˘       '           ˘   '   ˘ ' 
How canst | thou thus | for shame, | Titan|ia, 
      '      ˘      ˘      '     ˘    '         ˘     '   ˘  ' 
Glance at | my cred|it with | Hippo|lyta, 

 The scansion provides a clue to the 

pronunciation of Titania's and Oberon's names. 

 This caesura splits a foot. 

 The caesura disrupts the pattern of the 

line, allowing Titania to move into a mid-line 

trochee. 

 The scansion provides a clue to speaking 

the oft-mispronounced "wanton" – this may 

help remind your students that they are not 

talking about Chinese food. 

 This caesura splits a foot, effectively 

giving Oberon two "starts" in this speech.  

Why might he need the additional emphasis to 

get or keep Titania's attention? 

 Another foot-splitting caesura. 

 Could this caesura cue a mid-line 

trochee? Try it both ways. 

 Note the stressed "and". Conjunctions 

rarely fall into stressed positions – why might 

this one? 

 Note the mid-line trochee.  Is it possible 

to scan "joy and" as an iamb? A spondee? 
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     '     ˘      ˘     '          ˘     '       ˘       '    ˘  ' 
Knowing | I know | thy love | to Thes|eus?                  
    ˘       '         ˘      '         ˘       '              ˘       '         ˘        ' 
Didst thou | not lead | him through | the glimm|ering night 
    ˘       '    ˘  '     ˘       '          ˘   '      ˘   ' 
From Per|egen|ia, whom | he rav|ished? 
  ˘         '         ˘      '         ˘    '     ˘       '         ˘      ' 
And make | him with | fair Ae|gle break | his faith, 
   ˘      '   ˘  '    ˘    '       ˘    '   ˘ ' 
With Ar|iad|ne and | Anti|opa? 
 
 
TITANIA  
    ˘       '       ˘      '     ˘   '      ˘    '     ˘    ' 
These are | the forg|eries | of jeal|ousy: 
  ˘     '      ˘       '         ˘     '      ˘     '        ˘          ' 
And ne|ver, since | the mid|dle sum|mer's spring, 
  ˘      '      ˘     '       ˘     '        '    ˘     ˘       ' 
Met we | on hill, | in dale, | forest | or mead, 
 ˘     '     ˘       '       ˘    '     ˘    '      ˘     ' 
By pav|ed fount|ain or| by rush|y brook, 
 ˘    '       ˘       '      ˘      '      ˘     '       ˘     ' 
Or in | the beach|ed mar|gent of | the sea, 
 ˘       '          ˘      '     ˘     '       ˘       '      ˘       ' 
To dance | our ring|lets to | the whist|ling wind,  […] 
 
 
OBERON  
 ˘      '       ˘    '       ˘      '         ˘    '      ˘    ' 
Do you | amend | it then; || it lies | in you: 
   ˘        '          ˘   '     ˘    '          ˘    '    ˘    ' 
Why should | Titan|ia cross | her O|beron? 
˘   '      ˘      '      ˘   '   ˘        '        ˘      ' 
I do | but beg | a lit|tle change|ling boy, 
 ˘    '       ˘       '         ˘ 
To be | my hench|man. 
 
 
TITANIA  
  '         ˘       '        ˘    ' 
Set | your heart | at rest: 
 ˘       '    ˘     '        ˘       '       ˘       '       ˘     ' 
The fair|y land | buys not | the child | of me.   […] 
 
 
OBERON  
  ˘        '         ˘     '       ˘       '        ˘    '        ˘       ' 
How long | within | this wood | intend | you stay? 
 
 
 
 

 The word "know" gets stressed twice here 

– why might that be?  Also note the alternate, 

unelided pronunciation of "Theseus." 

 Could this line open with a trochee? 

 Compare to the Fairy in #9A. 

 Note the stressed pronouns. 

 An alternate pronunciation of "Titania", 

eliding the "ia" into "ya". 

 Not just a shared line, but a shared foot; 

Titania's response should follow very quickly 

on Oberon's statement. 

 
 Notice the stressed informal pronoun. Is it 

being used familiarly or insultingly?  
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TITANIA  
   ˘      '          ˘   '     ˘       '     ˘      '        ˘      ' 
Perchance | till af|ter Thes|eus' wed|ding-day. 
 ˘    '        ˘     '     ˘    '        '      ˘       ˘       ' 
If you | will pa|tiently | dance in | our round 
  ˘      '        ˘        '       ˘      '     ˘      '       ˘     ' 
And see | our moon|light rev|els, go | with us; 
 ˘   '           ˘     '         ˘    '     ˘       '          ˘         ' 
If not, | shun me, | and I | will spare | your haunts. 
 
 
OBERON  
    ˘     '        ˘      '         ˘    '     ˘      '       ˘       ' 
Give me | that boy, | and I | will go | with thee. 
 
 
TITANIA  
  ˘     '        ˘     '    ˘    '       ˘       '      '  ˘        ˘  ' 
Not for | thy fair|y king|dom. || Fairies, | away! 
  ˘       '         ˘        '        ˘       '    ˘    '     ˘     ' 
We shall | chide down|right, if | I long|er stay. 
 
 
 
Teacher's Guide #9C – Magical Meter 3.2 
 
OBERON  
     ˘     '          ˘         '            ˘       '        ˘    '     ˘      ' 
What hast | thou done? || thou hast | mistak|en quite 
   ˘      '       ˘      '         ˘     '          ˘      '        ˘         '  
And laid | the love|-juice on | some true|-love's sight: 
 ˘     '        ˘     '      ˘      '         ˘    '         ˘    ' 
Of thy | mispris|ion must | perforce | ensue 
    ˘       '         ˘      '            ˘     '      ˘    '          ˘         ' 
Some true | love turn'd | and not | a false | turn'd true. 
 
 
PUCK  
    ˘      '        ˘       '          ˘       '          ˘      '      ˘      ' 
Then fate | o'er-rules, | that, one | man hold|ing troth, 
 ˘    '      ˘     '        ˘       '       ˘      '        ˘      ' 
A mill|ion fail, | confound|ing oath | on oath. 
 
 
OBERON  
 ˘    '        ˘       '         ˘      '     ˘      '        ˘      ' 
About | the wood | go swift|er than | the wind, 
  ˘      '     ˘  '     ˘      '     ˘      '          ˘      ' 
And Hel|ena | of Ath|ens look | thou find: 
 ˘      '     ˘    '        ˘   '       ˘      '       ˘       ' 
All fanc|y-sick | she is | and pale | of cheer, 
 

 What is the effect of the mid-line 

trochee? 

 Note the stressed pronouns. What 

happens if you change the second and third feet 

to trochees? 

 Could this line open with a trochee?  

Also consider how the caesura affects the 

rhythm.  It takes the place of a beat, allowing 

Titania to start again with a trochee afterwards. 

 This caesura provides a space where 

Oberon answers his own question.  Does he 

wait for any kind of a response from Puck? 

 The scansion provides a clue to 

pronouncing the possibly unfamiliar word 

"misprision". 
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   ˘       '         ˘     '         ˘       '         ˘      '           ˘        ' 
With sighs | of love, | that costs | the fresh | blood dear: 
  ˘     '        ˘   '    ˘     '         ˘       '         ˘      ' 
By some | illus|ion see | thou bring | her here: 
 ˘       '         ˘      '       ˘     '        ˘     '      ˘     ' 
I'll charm | his eyes | against | she do | appear. 
 
 
PUCK  
˘  '      ˘   '           ˘      '       ˘   ' 
I go, | I go; || look how | I go, 
 
     '  ˘        ˘     '      ˘      '        ˘      '     ˘       ' 
Swifter | than ar|row from | the Tar|tar's bow. 

Exit 

 
OBERON  
   '    ˘       '    ˘        '     ˘       ' 
Flower | of this | purple | dye, 
   '    ˘          '   ˘         '     ˘    ' 
Hit with | Cupid's | archer|y, 
  '     ˘      '    ˘      '    ˘        ' 
Sink in | apple | of his | eye. 
      '     ˘       '     ˘         '    ˘     ' 
When his | love he | doth e|spy, 
  '     ˘         '     ˘        '   ˘      ' 
Let her | shine as| glorious|ly 
 '    ˘         '    ˘      '    ˘        ' 
As the | Venus | of the | sky. 
     '       ˘            '       ˘       '   ˘       ' 
When thou | wakest, if | she be | by, 
   '   ˘        '    ˘       '    ˘    ' 
Beg of | her for | remed|y. 

 
Enter PUCK 

PUCK  
   '    ˘       '    ˘        '   ˘       ' 
Captain | of our | fairy | band, 
  '   ˘    '  ˘       '    ˘        ' 
Helen|a is | here at | hand; 
   '     ˘          '        ˘      '      ˘        ' 
And the | youth, mis|took by | me, 
    '    ˘         '  ˘      '   ˘         ' 
Pleading | for a | lover's | fee. 
    '    ˘          '      ˘         '     ˘         ' 
Shall we | their fond | pageant | see? 
   '        ˘           '       ˘          '     ˘        ' 
Lord, what | fools these | mortals | be! 

 Puck breaks the iambic pentameter, 

first into tetrameter (with a caesura that could 

indicate a pause), then with a trochee-leading 

line. 

 Oberon, applying the love-juice to 

Demetrius's eyes, switches into catalectic 

trochaic tetrameter. 

 Note that all eight lines here rhyme. 

How does this augment the speaking pattern? 

 Puck, returning, picks up Oberon's 

metrics, but switches the rhyme scheme to 

couplets. 
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OBERON  
    '     ˘    '            ˘        '        ˘          ' 
Stand a|side: || the | noise they | make 
   ˘       '          ˘     '     ˘    '     ˘     ' 
Will cause | Demetr|ius to | awake. 
 
 
PUCK  
    '     ˘         '     ˘       '       ˘          ' 
Then will | two at | once woo | one; 
   '       ˘           '      ˘          '    ˘     ' 
That must | needs be | sport a|lone; 
   '        ˘          '       ˘        '       ˘           ' 
And those | things do | best please | me 
   '     ˘     '     ˘      '      ˘       ' 
That be|fall pre|posterous|ly. 
 
 
Teacher’s Guide #9D – Magical Meter 4.1 
 
OBERON  
   '    ˘             ˘       '     ˘            '           ˘      '          ˘        ' 
Welcome, | good Rob|in. || See'st | thou this | sweet sight? 
  ˘     '      ˘      '       ˘   '      ˘   '      ˘    '  ˘ 
Her dot|age now | I do | begin | to pity:    […] 
   ˘      '       ˘    '         ˘     '        ˘  '       ˘     ' 
And now | I have | the boy, | I will | undo 
    ˘     '      ˘    '     ˘     '     ˘    '        ˘     ' 
This hate|ful im|perfect|ion of | her eyes:  […] 
    ˘      '     ˘      '          ˘      '        ˘        '      ˘      ' 
And, gen|tle Puck, | take this | transform|ed scalp 
    ˘       '       ˘      '        ˘    '        ˘   '      ˘      ' 
From off | the head | of this | Athen|ian swain; 
   ˘     '      ˘   '      ˘      '         ˘     '     ˘   ' 
That he | awak|ing when | the oth|er do 
   ˘     '      ˘    '      ˘      '        ˘   '       ˘   ' 
May all | to Ath|ens back | again | repair 
    ˘      '         ˘      '         ˘    '         ˘        '    ˘    ' 
And think | no more | of this | night’s ac|cidents 
  ˘    '       ˘      '         ˘   '     ˘     '     ˘     ' 
But as | the fierce | vexa|tion of | a dream. 
  ˘      '      ˘    '       ˘    '        ˘      '     ˘      ' 
But first | I will | release | the Fair|y Queen.  
  '   ˘        '       ˘          '     ˘       ' 
Be as | thou wast | wont to | be; 
  '    ˘        '       ˘          '     ˘       ' 
See as | thou wast | wont to | see: 
  '  ˘         '      ˘         '   ˘         '    ˘ 
Dian's | bud o'er | Cupid's | flower 
   '       ˘          '       ˘         '     ˘       '     ˘ 
Hath such | force and | blessed | power. 
 

 The caesura breaks a trochaic foot; 

unlike breaking an iambic foot, this causes the 

second half of the line to start on a weak note.  

What does this change? 

 Oberon switches from iambic 

pentameter to catalectic trochaic tetrameter 

mid-line.  The Folio edition of the text makes 

the distinction visible: 
 

 
 

 

 Another mid-foot caesura. 

 

 

 Notice the stress on “this”. Could the 

third foot be a trochee? 

 This line unusually stresses a 

preposition – but does that serve some 

purpose here? 

 Another stressed “this”? Is it useful for 

an actor Might the third and fourth beat form a 

pyrrhic-spondee combo instead? Try it both 

ways. 
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   '       ˘      ˘   '     ˘           '         ˘      '         ˘          ' 
Now, my | Titan|ia; || wake | you, my | sweet queen. 
 
 
TITANIA  
  ˘   '    ˘    '        ˘       '     ˘       '       ˘    ' 
My O|beron, what vis|ions have | I seen. 
  ˘       '         ˘    '       ˘   '       ˘      '      ˘     ' 
Methought | I was | enam|our'd of | an ass. 
 
 
OBERON  
     ˘      '         ˘      ' 
There lies | your love. 
 
 
TITANIA  
   ˘        '          ˘        '          ˘      ' 
How came | these things | to pass? 
 ˘       '          ˘       '       ˘       '          ˘    '     ˘      ' 
O, how  | mine eyes | do loathe | his vis|age now!         […] 
 
 
OBERON  
    '          '    ˘            '           ˘       '           ˘        '          ˘       '  
Sound, mus|ic. || Come, | my queen, | take hands | with me, 
   ˘       '        ˘         '             ˘    '          ˘       '      ˘     ' 
And rock | the ground | whereon | these sleep|ers be. 
    ˘      '         ˘    '     ˘      '       ˘    '    ˘ ' 
Now thou | and I | are new | in am|ity, 
   ˘      '      ˘     '       ˘       '      ˘       '     ˘     ' 
And will | to-mor|row mid|night sol|emnly 
    '      ˘         ˘         '      ˘         '        ˘   '         ˘    ' 
Dance in | Duke Thes|eus' house | triumph|antly, 
   ˘       '       ˘   '      ˘    '        ˘      '   ˘  ' 
And bless | it to | all fair | prosper|ity: 
     ˘       '        ˘      '        ˘     '       ˘    '      ˘    ' 
There shall | the pairs | of faith|ful lov|ers be 
    '    ˘          ˘       '       ˘     '      ˘    '   ˘  ' 
Wedded, | with Thes|eus, all | in joll|ity. 
 
 
PUCK  
   '  ˘       '     ˘      '       ˘          ' 
Fairy | king, at|tend, and | mark: 
'   ˘        '     ˘         '     ˘         ' 
I do | hear the | morning | lark. 
 
 
 
 
 

 Oberon switches back to iambic 

pentameter, though not completely regular, 

with an opening troche and a mid-foot caesura. 

 Another shared line.  Does this indicate 

that Titania does not waste much time taking 

in what he indicates before she responds? 

 Note how the spondee gives Oberon's 

command extra force. 

 Through these lines, Oberon does not 

change out of iambic pentameter, he does 

adhere to the excessive rhyme scheme used in 

his charms.  What might this indicate?  Is there 

something magical about his promise here? 

 Puck switches back into catalectic 

trochaic tetrameter, at the same time he calls 

attention to the fairies' supernatural existence. 
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OBERON  
    '      ˘           '      ˘      '   ˘          ' 
Then, my | queen, in | silence | sad, 
   '     ˘       '  ˘        ˘       '            ' 
Trip we | after | the night's | shade: 
  '    ˘          '       ˘         '     ˘          ' 
We the | globe can | compass | soon, 
    '   ˘        '      ˘         '       ˘           ' 
Swifter | than the | wandering | moon. 
 
 
TITANIA  
    '       ˘         '       ˘       '    ˘         ' 
Come, my | lord, and | in our | flight 
   '     ˘        '    ˘        '       ˘         ' 
Tell me | how it | came this | night 
   '    ˘        '    ˘         '      ˘           ' 
That I | sleeping | here was | found 
   '        ˘           '   ˘       '     ˘           ' 
With these | mortals | on the | ground. 

Exeunt 

 
Teacher’s Guide #9E – Magical Meter 5.2 
 
THESEUS 
  ˘    '    ˘       '          ˘     '       ˘        '         ˘        ' 
The i|ron tongue | of mid|night hath | told twelve: 
   '    ˘       ˘     '          ˘   '       ˘      '    ˘    ' 
Lovers, | to bed; || 'tis al|most fair|y time. 
˘   '        ˘      '         ˘      '         ˘      '      ˘      ' 
I fear | we shall | out-sleep | the com|ing morn 
 ˘      '         ˘    '        ˘      '          ˘     '    ˘      ' 
As much | as we | this night | have o|verwatch'd. 
  ˘      '     ˘    '       ˘        '        ˘      '         ˘     ' 
This pal|pable|-gross play | hath well | beguiled 
  ˘        '    ˘    '      ˘      '              '          '          ˘     ' 
The heav|y gait | of night. || Sweet friends, | to bed. 
 ˘    '      ˘        '        ˘      '       ˘    '      ˘ ' 
A fort|night hold | we this | solemn|ity, 
 ˘     '       ˘   '     ˘     ˘          '     '   ˘  ' 
In night|ly rev|els and | new joll|ity. 
 
Exeunt. Enter Puck. 
 
PUCK  
   '      ˘         '     ˘     '  ˘        '  
Now the | hungry | lion | roars, 
   '     ˘          '    ˘       '       ˘          ' 
And the | wolf be|howls the | moon; 
 

 Titania continues the trochaic meter.  

Ask your students what the reasons might be 

for not switching back into iambic pentameter, 

even though no magic is overtly being 

worked?  Is there the potential for magical 

trappings even without a direct spell or 

charm? 

 Puck again switches into catalectic 

trochaic tetrameter, this time with an ABAB 

rhyme scheme. 

 Theseus generally adheres to regular 

iambic pentameter, but his line about "fairy 

time" does have a trochaic opening and a 

caesura. 

 Note how Theseus's word choice and 

rhyme scheme here echo Oberon's from 4.1. 

 Oberon reverts back into trochaic meter 

as well. 
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     '      ˘        '    ˘         '        ˘            ' 
Whilst the | heavy | ploughman | snores, 
  '     ˘         '    ˘       '     ˘       ' 
All with | weary | task for|done. 
   '      ˘        '     ˘          '       ˘         ' 
Now the | wasted | brands do | glow, 
     '      ˘           '         ˘             '     ˘          ' 
Whilst the | screech-owl, | screeching | loud, 
   '     ˘           '        ˘        '    ˘       ' 
Puts the | wretch that | lies in | woe 
 '   ˘      '        ˘         '    ˘        ' 
In re|membrance | of a | shroud. 
   '     ˘     '   ˘         '     ˘        ' 
Now it | is the | time of | night 
   '      ˘          '      ˘       '    ˘         ' 
That the | graves all | gaping | wide, 
  '   ˘        '     ˘         '      ˘           ' 
Every | one lets | forth his | sprite, 
 '    ˘           '         ˘        '      ˘        ' 
In the | church-way | paths to | glide: 
   '     ˘       '    ˘         '    ˘        ' 
And we | fairies, | that do | run 
  '   ˘        '   ˘        '    ˘          ' 
By the | triple | Hecate's | team, 
    '      ˘         '    ˘         '    ˘        ' 
From the | presence | of the | sun, 
   '       ˘          '     ˘         '   ˘         ' 
Following | darkness | like a | dream, 
   '      ˘        '  ˘          '   ˘          ' 
Now are | frolic: || not a | mouse 
    '     ˘      '      ˘       '     ˘             ' 
Shall dis|turb this | hallow'd | house: 
'   ˘        '      ˘            '       ˘      ' 
I am | sent with | broom be|fore, 
 ˘        '         ˘      '        ˘    '        ˘       ' 
To sweep | the dust | behind | the door. 

 

Enter OBERON and TITANIA with their train 

OBERON  
       '        ˘          '        ˘         '      ˘          ' 
Through the | house give | gathering | light, 
 '     ˘         '      ˘          '     ˘      ' 
By the | dead and | drowsy | fire: 
 '     ˘       '    ˘        '  ˘         ' 
Every | elf and | fairy | sprite 
   '     ˘        '    ˘        '      ˘         '   
Hop as | light as | bird from | brier; 
 
 

 Many of the stressed words in these first 

few lines are onomatopoeic. What 

opportunities might this give an actor? 

 What audible effect does the sudden 

caesura have, following so many identically 

patterned lines? 

 Puck drops into iambic tetrameter for 

this last line. What audible effect does this 

have? 

 Oberon also uses the catalectic trochaic 

tetrameter with an ABAB rhyme scheme. 

 Again, "fire" and "brier" could be either 

one or two syllables – but whichever one of 

them is, the other should be as well, to preserve 

the pattern and rhyme scheme. 
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  '       ˘        '  ˘      '   ˘       ' 
And this | ditty, | after | me, 
    '     ˘           '     ˘       '    ˘      ' 
Sing, and | dance it | tripping|ly. 
 
 
TITANIA  
    '     ˘       '        ˘          '     ˘        ' 
First, re|hearse your | song by | rote 
  '     ˘           '    ˘       '      ˘         ' 
To each | word a | warbling | note: 
    '     ˘        '         ˘        '  ˘         ' 
Hand in | hand, with | fairy | grace, 
   '     ˘        '      ˘         '       ˘          ' 
Will we | sing, and | bless this | place. 
 
 
 
Teacher’s Guide #9F – Magical Meter 5.2 
 
OBERON  
   '      ˘      '   ˘         '      ˘       ' 
Now, un|til the | break of | day, 
       '         ˘         '        ˘         '   ˘        ' 
Through this | house each | fairy | stray. 
  ˘    ˘        '        '        '     ˘        ' 
To the | best bride|-bed will | we, 
     '      ˘       '     ˘         '     ˘       ' 
Which by | us shall | blessed | be; 
  '      ˘       '   ˘         '      ˘     ' 
And the | issue | there cre|ate 
 '    ˘       '     ˘       '    ˘      ' 
Ever | shall be | fortun|ate. 
 '      ˘        '    ˘        '     ˘          ' 
So shall | all the | couples | three 
 '   ˘        '    ˘      '   ˘        ' 
Ever | true in | loving | be; 
  '      ˘         '     ˘        '     ˘          ' 
And the | blots of | Nature's | hand 
    '     ˘       '      ˘       '   ˘         ' 
Shall not | in their | issue | stand; 
   '   ˘        '        ˘        '      ˘         ' 
Never | mole, hare | lip, nor | scar, 
  '       ˘          '    ˘      '        ˘        '   ˘ 
Nor mark | prodig|ious, such | as are 
 ˘     '     ˘    '     ˘    '   ˘ ' 
Despis|ed in | nativ|ity, 
    '    ˘     '      ˘         '     ˘        ' 
Shall up|on their | children | be. 
   ˘       ˘         '      '         '    ˘      ' 
With this | field-dew | consec|rate, 
 

 The Folio does not assign these lines to 

Oberon, as both the earlier Quartos (and most 

modern editions) do, but rather notes them as 

"The Song": 

 

 
 
What difference does it make if Oberon speaks 

these lines alone or if they are a group song?  

What opportunities does each interpretation 

present?  

 

 Oberon closes with a couplet; Titania 

picks that pattern up, and it continues through 

the rest of the play. 

 This line breaks form, switching from 

trochaic into iambic. 
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  '   ˘       '   ˘       '     ˘        ' 
Every | fairy | take his | gait; 
  '       ˘        '      ˘          '     ˘         ' 
And each | several | chamber | bless, 
       '        ˘       '    ˘          '         ˘           ' 
Through this | palace, | with sweet | peace; 
   '     ˘        '    ˘       '  ˘        '  
And the | owner | of it | blest 
 '   ˘        '     ˘      '    ˘        ' 
Ever | shall in | safety | rest. 
   '    ˘     '            '         ˘      ' 
Trip a|way; || make | no stay; 
    '     ˘        '   ˘         '     ˘        ' 
Meet me | all by | break of | day. 
 
 
Exeunt OBERON, TITANIA, and train 
 
 
PUCK  
 '   ˘         '    ˘          '      ˘     '    ˘ 
If we | shadows | have of|fended, 
     '      ˘         '      ˘       '   ˘        '     ˘ 
Think but | this, and | all is | mended, 
    '     ˘          '      ˘         '      ˘          ' 
That you | have but | slumber'd | here 
     '       ˘         '    ˘         '    ˘      ' 
While these | visions | did ap|pear. 
   '     ˘          '      ˘       '   ˘         ' 
And this | weak and | idle | theme, 
  '      ˘          '     ˘        '   ˘          ' 
No more | yielding | but a | dream, 
   '     ˘        '     ˘      '   ˘        ' 
Gentles, | do not | repre|hend: 
 '    ˘       '     ˘         '     ˘         ' 
If you | pardon, | we will | mend: 
   '     '      ˘   '       ˘     '     ˘       ' 
And, as | I am | an hon|est Puck, 
 '   ˘         '     ˘      '    ˘        ' 
If we | have un|earned | luck 
    '    ˘          '      ˘        '      ˘             ' 
Now to | 'scape the | serpent's | tongue, 
  '     ˘          '     ˘      '       ˘          ' 
We will | make a|mends ere | long; 
   '     ˘         '     ˘   '  ˘       ' 
Else the | Puck a| liar | call; 
  '      ˘           '     ˘     '     ˘       ' 
So, good | night un|to you | all. 
    '     ˘        ˘         '         ˘   '       ˘       ' 
Give me | your hands, | if we | be friends, 
  ˘     '      ˘      '        ˘     '       ˘      ' 
And Ro|bin shall | restore | amends.

 This line hearkens back to the 

symmetrical, stress-heavy pattern used by the 

First Fairy and by Puck earlier in the play.   

 Note the stress on "this", which usually 

indicates a physical object which is both 

present on stage and close to the speaker. 

Here, however, it refers to the explanation 

Puck is about to give.   

 Puck releases the audience from the 

dream-world of the play, but does so still in 

the language and meter of magic. 
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Student Handout #10  

The Poetry of John Skelton 

 

“To Mistress Isabel Pennell” 

 

By Saint Mary, my lady, 

Your mammy and your dady 

Brought forth a goodly baby! 

My maiden Isabel, 

Reflaring rosabell, 

The flagrant camamell, 

The ruddy rosary, 

The sovereign rosemary, 

The pretty strawberry, 

The columbine, the nepte, 

The jeloffer well set, 

The proper violet ; 

Ennewëd your colowre 

Is like the daisy flower 

After the April shower ; 

Star of the morrow gray, 

The blossom on the spray, 

The freshest flower of May : 

Maidenly demure, 

Of womanhood the lure ; 

Wherefore I make you sure 

It were an heavenly health, 

It were and endless wealth, 

A life for God himself, 

To hear this nightingale 

Among the birdës smale 

Warbeling in the vale,— 

Dug, dug, jug, jug, 

Good year and good luck, 

With chuck, chuck, chuck, chuck !  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“To Mistress Margaret Hussey” 

 

MERRY Margaret  
   As midsummer flower,  
   Gentle as falcon  
   Or hawk of the tower:  
With solace and gladness,  
Much mirth and no madness,  
All good and no badness;  
   So joyously,  
   So maidenly,  
   So womanly  
   Her demeaning  
   In every thing,  
   Far, far passing  
   That I can indite,  
   Or suffice to write  
   Of Merry Margaret  
   As midsummer flower,  
   Gentle as falcon  
   Or hawk of the tower.  
   As patient and still  
   And as full of good will  
   As fair Isaphill,  
   Coliander,  
   Sweet pomander,  
   Good Cassander;  
   Steadfast of thought,  
   Well made, well wrought,  
   Far may be sought,  
   Ere that ye can find  
   So courteous, so kind  
   As merry Margaret,  
   This midsummer flower,  
   Gentle as falcon  
   Or hawk of the tower 
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STAGING CHALLENGES 
 

Titania's Bower 
 

Most scenes in Shakespeare's plays do not have specific requirements to indicate location. The early modern 

stage presents a battlefield as easily as a castle interior as easily as a tavern. A Midsummer Night's Dream, 

however, has a specific location-based need: Titania's bower. During the course of the play, Titania twice 

goes to sleep onstage and remains there for some period of time, while other scenes go on around her.  Her 

position on the stage needs to be accessible for when other characters interact with her, but not so 

prominent as to distract from the scenes she does not figure in.  Choosing how and where to stage Titania's 

bower is a challenge that companies face when producing the play.  While productions since the eighteenth 

century have used elaborate sets to create a bower that could disappear and reappear as needed, with the 

assistance of lighting blackouts or the ability to drop the curtain, the early modern stage did not have such 

extensive technology. 

 

In this activity, your students will explore methods of staging Titania's bower in an early modern space. 

 

 

Activity: Staging Titania's Bower 

 Divide your students into groups of 4 or 5. 

 Review the conditions and architecture of the early modern stage in The Elizabethan Classroom 

(page 31), if necessary. 

 Each group should determine how and where they want to place Titania's bower, from the options 

available on the early modern stage. You can see some examples of how the ASC has tackled this 

problem in the past on our website (access from 

http://www.americanshakespearecenter.com/v.php?pg=116). Options include, but are not 

necessarily limited to: 

o Use of the discovery space. 

o Use of the balcony. 

o Use of the trap door. 

o Placing Titania (and, where appropriate, Bottom) off to the side of the action (if so, they will 

need to consider how – what is she on and who moves it to the side?) 

 Each group should choose and stage one of the transitions involving Titania's bower, to 

demonstrate how their staging choice works: 

o 2.2.40 – Titania sleeps and remains there until next scene 

o 3.1.114 – Titania wakes to see Bottom 

o 3.1.152 – Titania exits 

o 4.1.1 – Titania and Bottom sit down to rest while lovers are already asleep onstage 

o 4.1.99 – Titania exits, leaving Bottom still sleeping 

o 4.1.196 – Bottom wakes, after the exit of the lovers (who have apparently not noticed him) 

o 4.1.211 – Bottom exits 

 Following each staging, discuss the choice.  Have each group defend why theirs is best. 
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TEXTUAL VARIANTS 
 

Speech Prefixes 
 

As a teacher, you are in possession of one of the best-kept secrets in the world of Shakespeare scholarship 

and education: There is no single, definitive, or universally accepted version of any of William Shakespeare’s plays.  The 

plays as they appear in your textbooks are the result of hundreds of years of influence from editors and 

printers.  Long before publishing companies began editing and translating texts for the modern English 

readers, printers had to decipher hand-written cue scripts to approximate what appeared in the ever-

changing performance scripts and on stage in performance.  Needless to say, printers sometimes made 

errors, and their changes and translations mean that what we now know as Shakespeare actually contains a 

lot of people’s input.   

 

The general transmission of texts went like this: An early modern playwright, like Shakespeare, writes his 

play: an original manuscript, which may contain errors, revisions, and illegible handwriting. These “foul 

papers” then went to a scribe (someone with professionally neat handwriting) for transcription into a “fair 

copy” – so that’s one degree removed from the author already. If the scribe made a mistake or couldn’t read 

the author’s handwriting, errors might occur in this first copy. The fair copy was the basis both for the 

playhouse promptbook and for the actors’ cue scripts (see Production Choices, page 171, for more on cue 

scripts) – another degree removed from the author. Either the fair copy or the promptbook may have been 

the basis for the printings, whether in quarto or folio form – another degree removed, and another chance 

for errors and adjustments to slip in. These quartos and folios are the basis for our modern editions. Each 

editor of Shakespeare must decide what text to draw from, whether to conflate texts if more than one early 

modern edition exists, and whether to make any changes or additions. 

 

Our primary texts for Shakespeare’s plays come from the 1623 Folio, compiled by John Heminges and 

Henry Condell. Only about half of his plays were first printed in quarto form – more like mass market 

paperbacks than like hardcovers. A Midsummer Night's Dream is one of Shakespeare's plays for which more 

than one early modern edition exists.  In addition to the 1623 First Folio, we also have a quarto, printed in 

1600 – closer to the probable date of composition and first performance, somewhere between 1594 and 

1596.  Though these two versions are largely the same (unlike the quartos and folio editions of Hamlet, 

which have dramatic differences), there are some notable variations, including the assignation of speech 

prefixes in 5.1, when Duke Theseus is deciding on the post-wedding entertainment. 

 

See the two editions of the text on page 150.  In the Quarto edition of the text, Theseus reads off the list of 

potential entertainments and responds to himself.  His servant Philostrate responds to the idea of watching 

the Mechanicals' version of 'Pyramus and Thisbe.'  In the Folio version of the text, however, Lysander reads 

off the list to Theseus, and Egeus attempts to dissuade him.  In the following activity, your students will 

explore both versions of this scene. 

 

Activity: 

 Give your students Handouts #11A-B, transcriptions of the Quarto and Folio versions of A 

Midsummer Night's Dream, 5.1.28-76. 
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o You may also wish to show them the facsimiles of the original on page 150, if you have 

access to a projector.  They can also be found on Internet Shakespeare Editions: 

http://internetshakespeare.uvic.ca/Library/facsimile/overview/play/MND.html  

 Have your students stage each version of the scene. 

o Remember that Hippolyta, Demetrius, Helena, and Hermia are all also present in each scene. 

 Discuss:  

o What are the advantages and disadvantages of each version? 

o What impression does the audience get of Theseus if he's answering himself as opposed to 

answering Lysander? 

o Is there another way that a production could choose to assign these lines?  Some 

productions will use the Folio dialogue break-down, but assign Lysander's lines to 

Philostrate instead.  How would this work?  You may want to stage the scene a third way to 

determine its effectiveness. 

 

 

FURTHER EXPLORATION 

Have your students respond, in a journal entry or a short essay, to the idea of reassigning these speech 

prefixes.  If they were producing an edition of the text or a staged version of the play, how would they 

choose to assign those lines?  They should justify their choice with examples from the text. 

http://internetshakespeare.uvic.ca/Library/facsimile/overview/play/MND.html
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Quarto Version (1600) 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Folio Version (1623) 
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Student Handout #11A - Textual Variants, 
Quarto 
 
THESEUS  

Come now; what masques, what dances shall we  

    have, 

To wear away this long age of three hours 

Between our after-supper and bed-time? 

Where is our usual manager of mirth? 

What revels are in hand? Is there no play,       5 

To ease the anguish of a torturing hour? 

Call Philostrate. 

 

PHILOSTRATE  

Here, mighty Theseus. 

 

THESEUS  

Say, what abridgement have you for this evening? 

What masque? what music? How shall we beguile 

The lazy time, if not with some delight?     10 

 

PHILOSTRATE  

There is a brief how many sports are ripe: 

Make choice of which your highness will see first. 

 

THESEUS  

'The battle with the Centaurs, to be sung 

By an Athenian eunuch to the harp.' 

We'll none of that: that have I told my love,     15 

In glory of my kinsman Hercules. 

'The riot of the tipsy Bacchanals, 

Tearing the Thracian singer in their rage.' 

That is an old device; and it was play'd 

When I from Thebes came last a conqueror.      20 

'The thrice three Muses mourning for the death 

Of Learning, late deceased in beggary.' 

That is some satire, keen and critical, 

Not sorting with a nuptial ceremony. 

'A tedious brief scene of young Pyramus              25 

And his love Thisbe; very tragical mirth.' 

Merry and tragical? tedious and brief? 

That is, hot ice and wondrous strange snow. 

How shall we find the concord of this discord? 

 

 

 

PHILOSTRATE  

A play there is, my lord, some ten words long,     30 

Which is as brief as I have known a play; 

But by ten words, my lord, it is too long, 

Which makes it tedious; for in all the play 

There is not one word apt, one player fitted: 

And tragical, my noble lord, it is;        35 

For Pyramus therein doth kill himself. 

Which, when I saw rehearsed, I must confess, 

Made mine eyes water; but more merry tears 

The passion of loud laughter never shed. 

 

THESEUS  

What are they that do play it?                   40 

 

PHILOSTRATE  

Hard-handed men that work in Athens here, 

Which never labour'd in their minds till now, 

And now have toil'd their unbreathed memories 

With this same play, against your nuptial. 

 

THESEUS  

And we will hear it.                    45 
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Student Handout #11B - Textual Variants, 

Folio 

 

THESEUS  

Come now; what masques, what dances shall we  

     have, 

To wear away this long age of three hours 

Between our after-supper and bed-time? 

Where is our usual manager of mirth? 

What revels are in hand? Is there no play,        5 

To ease the anguish of a torturing hour? 

Call Egeus. 

 

EGEUS  

Here, mighty Theseus. 

 

THESEUS  

Say, what abridgement have you for this evening? 

What masque? what music? How shall we beguile 

The lazy time, if not with some delight?      10 

 

EGEUS  

There is a brief how many sports are ripe: 

Make choice of which your highness will see first. 

 

LYSANDER 

'The battle with the Centaurs, to be sung 

By an Athenian eunuch to the harp.' 

 

THESEUS  

We'll none of that: that have I told my love,      15 

In glory of my kinsman Hercules. 

 

LYSANDER 

'The riot of the tipsy Bacchanals, 

Tearing the Thracian singer in their rage.' 

 

THESEUS  

That is an old device; and it was play'd 

When I from Thebes came last a conqueror.      20 

 

LYSANDER 

'The thrice three Muses mourning for the death 

Of Learning, late deceased in beggary.' 

 

THESEUS  

That is some satire, keen and critical, 

Not sorting with a nuptial ceremony. 

 

LYSANDER 

'A tedious brief scene of young Pyramus      25 

And his love Thisbe; very tragical mirth.' 

 

THESEUS  

Merry and tragical? Tedious, and brief? 

That is, hot ice and wondrous strange snow. 

How shall we find the concord of this discord? 

 

EGEUS  

A play there is, my lord, some ten words long,     30 

Which is as brief as I have known a play; 

But by ten words, my lord, it is too long, 

Which makes it tedious; for in all the play 

There is not one word apt, one player fitted: 

And tragical, my noble lord, it is;        35 

For Pyramus therein doth kill himself. 

Which, when I saw rehearsed, I must confess, 

Made mine eyes water; but more merry tears 

The passion of loud laughter never shed. 

 

THESEUS  

What are they that do play it?         40 

 

EGEUS  

Hard-handed men that work in Athens here, 

Which never labour'd in their minds till now, 

And now have toil'd their unbreathed memories 

With this same play, against your nuptial. 

 

THESEUS  

And we will hear it.                    45 
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PERSPECTIVES 
 

Spirits of Another Sort 
 

The fairies of England's semi-paganic folklore were generally not gentle creatures. Opinions at the time were 

divided on whether they were demons from hell, spirits of the dead, defeated pagan deities, or demoted 

angels considered not good enough for Heaven but not bad enough for Hell. Folklore accused the fairies of 

everything from harmless mischief to malicious slaughter: a fairy might tangle your hair while you slept, 

spoil your milk, or lead you astray while traveling; a fairy might also steal your baby as a human sacrifice to 

the devil, slaughter your livestock, or give someone tuberculosis by forcing him or her to dance revels all 

through the night. Babies, youth of both sexes, and women not yet "churched" (blessed by sacrament after 

giving birth) were considered most at risk. Their Wild Hunts were harbingers of doom and disaster, and any 

mortal who witnessed fairy knights riding could be killed or kidnapped and taken to the fairy otherworld or 

to Hell. People used herbal charms and cold iron to keep them away and shunned the paths and circles they 

were known to inhabit.   

 

What we now see as superstition was considered a serious threat to people in medieval and early modern 

England, a way of attributing otherwise inexplicable deaths and disappearances. As late as 1691, ministers 

were writing philosophical treatises on the fairy folk, treating them as a scientific subject, as Reverend 

Robert Kirk did in The Secret Commonwealth of Elves, Fauns, and Fairies: 

 

These Siths or Fairies they call Sleagh Maith or the Good People...are 

said to be of middle nature between Man and Angel, as were 

Daemons thought to be of old; of intelligent fluidous Spirits, and 

light changeable bodies (lyke those called Astral) somewhat of the 

nature of a condensed cloud, and best seen in twilight. These bodies 

be so pliable through the sublety of Spirits that agitate them, that they 

can make them appear or disappear at pleasure 

 

As modern science and medicine began to explain phenomena earlier attributed to fairies, serious belief in 

them began to fade. Victorian art began to turn fairies from their more unsavory origins into the winged, 

ethereal creatures of modern conception. J.M. Barrie and Walt Disney finished off the job the Victorians 

began, giving us Tinkerbell, born of a baby's laugh and bedecked in floral array. This more benign, flowery 

image came to dominate Victorian and early 20th-century productions of A Midsummer Night's Dream. 

 

Shakespeare's fairies seem to bridge the gap between these two extremes. They interfere freely with the lives 

of mortals, and certainly Puck takes joy in teasing and provoking humans, but they never demonstrate real 

malice. Though Titania does have a changeling child, she tells us that she took the boy out of love for his 

deceased mother – and she certainly does not appear to have sacrificed him to the devil. Shakespeare's 

ambiguous presentation of the fairies leaves productions with a lot of room for interpretation: to create 

"typical" modern fairies, with wings, flowery garb, glitter, and fancy hairdos, or to reach back into time or 

across cultures to present something older and more primal. 
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In these activities, your students will explore the presence of fairies in literature, both in Shakespeare's 

sources, in A Midsummer Night's Dream, and in more recent works. They will examine how ideas about fairies 

have changed over time, and how those conceptions may be interpreted on the stage. 

 

Activity: Shakespeare's Fairies 

 Divide your students into four groups. 

 Assign each group an act: 2, 3, 4, or 5. 

 Have your students look through that act for indications of the following, marking the act, scene, 

and line number where they find their clues. (You may wish to assign this as homework and save 

your class time for the discussion). 

o How are Shakespeare's fairies described, in size or shape? 

 The first fairy and Puck seem to indicate they are small, or at least can change size to 

dew cowslips and crawl into acorn cups (2.1.2-15,30-31) 

 Puck also seems to be able to assume different shapes (2.1.42-57). 

 But Oberon and Titania appear to be big enough or can assume shape big enough to 

be lovers to human mortals (2.1.65-80). 

 Titania's attendants are small enough to wear coats made of mouseskins, make war 

with caterpillars and bumblebees, and raid squirrels' hoards (2.2.1-8, 4.1.10-15). 

o What powers do Shakespeare's fairies have? 

 Power to change their own shapes (2.1.42-57) 

 Power to disrupt weather (2.1.87-117) 

 Flight and speed (2.1.175-176, 3.2.100). 

 Invisibility (2.1.186, throughout 2.2, 3.1, 3.2). 

 Power to change a mortal's form (3.1.76-100) 

 Power to call music and charm sleep (3.2, 4.1) 

 Power to imitate mortals' voices and the noises of animals (3.1.76-100, 3.2.397-

3.3.46). 

 Power to bestow blessings upon mortals (5.2.33-50). 

o Does Shakespeare present his fairies as infernal?  Angelic?  Does he give any indication 

whatsoever of their origins? 

 Titania appears to be revered as a goddess in India (2.1.123 – "His mother was a 

votaress of my order") 

 Puck indicates more than once that, like demons or ghosts, they can exist only at 

night, not during daylight hours (3.2.379-388, 4.1.90-91, 5.2.8-16). 

 Oberon, however, states plainly that they are "spirits of another sort" (3.2.389-396). 

o Would you classify Shakespeare's fairies as malevolent, benevolent, or apathetic?  Are they all 

necessarily the same?  What are their attitudes towards mortals? 

 Titania had a mortal woman for a friend (2.1.121-137). 

 Oberon takes pity on Helena (2.1.245-265). 

 Puck expresses pity for Hermia (2.2.80-85, 3.3.25-29). 

 Puck transforms Bottom and frightens the other Mechanicals for his own 

amusement (3.1.76-100). He also takes delight in the mixed-up lovers (3.2.118-121). 

 The abuse of a mortal to serve his purposes doesn't seem to trouble Oberon (3.2.35), 

though he does eventually instruct Puck to set things right (4.1.61-66). 
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 Oberon is displeased when Puck mixes up the mortals (3.2.88-99). 

 Titania is horrified not only by her ass-headed paramour, but also to have been 

sleeping "with these mortals on the ground" (4.1.73-98). 

 Oberon declares that the fairies will bless all three couples and their children (5.2.33-

50). 

 Reconvene as a class. 

 Have each group present and discuss their findings.   

o Does Shakespeare adhere to any particular tradition or set of rules?  Or does he mix and 

match?   

o What implications could this have for staging the play? 

 

CROSS-CURRICULUM STUDIES  

Interpreting Fairies for the Stage 

 Have each student choose one of the poems or stories from Handout #12, or another piece of 

fairy-related media. 

o Other suggestions:  

 Poetry: “Sir Orfeo” (anonymous, 14th-15th century), “Sir Gawain and the Green 

Knight” (anonymous, 14th century) 

 Books: Lords and Ladies (Terry Pratchett), Stardust (Neil Gaiman), Lady Cottington's 

Pressed Fairy Book (Terry Jones), Jonathan Strange and Mr. Norrell (Susanna Clarke), 

Sandman: Dream Country (Neil Gaiman), Good Fairies/Bad Fairies (Brian Froud) 

 Movies and TV: Labyrinth, Pan's Labyrinth, Torchwood episode 1.5 “Small Worlds”, 

Disney's Gargoyles, Jim Henson's Storyteller 

 Fairy traditions from other cultures: the Peri (Persian), Tuatha Dé Danann (Irish), 

Diwata (Phillippines), tengu (Japanese), Yaksha (Hindu/Buddhist), huldra 

(Scandinavian), vila (Slavic), Aziza (African), encantado (Brazilian), jogah (Iroquois), 

menehune (Hawai'ian), tennin (Buddhist) 

 Each student should research his chosen story and use it as the inspiration for designing an element 

for a production of A Midsummer Night's Dream and prepare a creative presentation based on the 

idea, choosing one of the following: 

o Drawings, traditional or digital, of costumes for three characters, at least two of whom must 

be fairies (Oberon, Titania, Puck, or an attendant). 

o Collages or photo-manipulations of costumes for four characters, at least two of whom must 

be fairies. 

o A physical costume for one character, who must be a fairy. 

o Music or a soundscape to be used during the fairies’ scenes. 

 Each student will also prepare a written explanation of their design choices. This explanation should 

include: 

o Important lines or reference points from the source material. 

o Important lines from A Midsummer Night's Dream, with an explanation of how the student 

feels they relate to the source material. 

o A justification for how the source material will influence performance: whether in the 

delivery of lines, the physicality of the characters, the addition of music, or in another way. 

 Each student will present her work and explanation to the class.  
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Student Handout #12 - Fairies in Literature 
 
#1: The Ballad of Tam Lin (Scottish ballad, 
1549 or earlier) 
 

O I forbid you, maidens a', 
That wear gowd on your hair, 
To come or gae by Carterhaugh, 
For young Tam Lin is there. 

There's nane that gaes by Carterhaugh 
But they leave him a wad, 
Either their rings, or green mantles, 
Or else their maidenhead. 

Janet has kilted her green kirtle 
A little aboon her knee, 
And she has broded her yellow hair 
A little aboon her bree, 
And she's awa to Carterhaugh 
As fast as she can hie. 

When she came to carterhaugh 
Tam Lin was at the well, 
And there she fand his steed standing, 
But away was himsel. 

She had na pu'd a double rose, 
A rose but only twa, 
Till upon then started young Tam Lin, 
Says, Lady, thou's pu nae mae. 

Why pu's thou the rose, Janet, 
And why breaks thou the wand? 
Or why comes thou to Carterhaugh 
Withoutten my command? 

"Carterhaugh, it is my own, 
My daddy gave it me, 
I'll come and gang by Carterhaugh, 
And ask nae leave at thee." 
--- 
Full ballad at http://tam-lin.org 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

#2: "Goblin Market" (Christina Rosetti, 1859) 
 
Morning and evening  
Maids heard the goblins cry:  
"Come buy our orchard fruits,  
Come buy, come buy:  
Apples and quinces,  
Lemons and oranges,  
Plump unpeck'd cherries,  
Melons and raspberries,  
Bloom-down-cheek'd peaches,  
Swart-headed mulberries,  
Wild free-born cranberries,  
Crab-apples, dewberries,  
Pine-apples, blackberries,  
Apricots, strawberries; -  
All ripe together  
In summer weather, -  
Morns that pass by,  
Fair eves that fly;  
Come buy, come buy:  
Our grapes fresh from the vine,  
Pomegranates full and fine,  
Dates and sharp bullaces,  
Rare pears and greengages,  
Damsons and bilberries,  
Taste them and try:  
Currants and gooseberries,  
Bright-fire-like barberries,  
Figs to fill your mouth,  
Citrons from the South,  
Sweet to tongue and sound to eye;  
Come buy, come buy."  
Evening by evening  
Among the brookside rushes,  
Laura bow'd her head to hear,  
Lizzie veil'd her blushes:  
Crouching close together  
In the cooling weather,  
With clasping arms and cautioning lips,  
With tingling cheeks and finger tips.  
"Lie close," Laura said,  
Pricking up her golden head:  
"We must not look at goblin men,  
We must not buy their fruits:  
Who knows upon what soil they fed  
Their hungry thirsty roots?"  
"Come buy," call the goblins  
Hobbling down the glen.  
--- 
Full poem at 
http://theotherpages.org/poems/roset01.html 

http://tam-lin.org/
http://theotherpages.org/poems/roset01.html
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#3: "Robin Goodfellow" (ballad, 17th century) 
 
Now Robin having got this art,  
    He oft would make a good sport,  
And hearing of a wedding day,  
    He makes him ready for't.  
Most like a joviall fidler then  
    He drest himselfe most gay,  
And goes to the wedding house,  
    There on his crowd to play.  

He welcome was unto this feast,  
    And merry they were all;  
He play'd and sung sweet songs all day,  
    At night to sports did fall.  
He first did put the candles out,  
    And being in the dark,  
Some would he strike, and some would pinch,  
    And then sing like a lark.  

The candles being light againe,  
    And things well and quiet,  
A goodly posset was brought in  
    To med their former diet.  
Then Robin for to have the same  
    Did turn him to a beare;  
Straight at that sight the people all  
    Did run away for feare.  

Then Robin did the posset eate,  
    And having serv'd them so,  
Away goes Robin with all haste,  
    Then laughing hoe, hoe, hoe! 

--- 
Full ballad at 
http://boldoutlaw.com/puckrobin/robbal1.html 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

#4: The Faerie Queene (Edmund Spenser, 
1590) 
 
Gentle Knight was pricking on the plaine, 
    Y cladd in mightie armes and siluer shielde, 
    Wherein old dints of deepe wounds did remaine, 
    The cruell markes of many' a bloudy fielde; 
    Yet armes till that time did he neuer wield: 
    His angry steede did chide his foming bitt, 
    As much disdayning to the curbe to yield: 
    Full iolly knight he seemd, and faire did sitt, 
As one for knightly giusts and fierce encounters 
fitt. 
But on his brest a bloudie Crosse he bore, 
    The deare remembrance of his dying Lord, 
    For whose sweete sake that glorious badge he  

wore, 
    And dead as liuing euer him ador'd: 
    Vpon his shield the like was also scor'd, 
    For soueraine hope, which in his helpe he had: 
    Right faithfull true he was in deede and word, 
    But of his cheere did seeme too solemne sad; 
Yet nothing did he dread, but euer was ydrad. 
Upon a great aduenture he was bond, 
    That greatest Gloriana to him gaue, 
    That greatest Glorious Queene of Faerie lond, 
    To winne him worship, and her grace to haue, 
    Which of all earthly things he most did craue; 
    And euer as he rode, his hart did earne 
    To proue his puissance in battell braue 
    Vpon his foe, and his new force to learne; 
Upon his foe, a Dragon horrible and stearne. 
 
--- 
Full poem at 
http://www.luminarium.org/renascence-
editions/queene1.html  

http://boldoutlaw.com/puckrobin/robbal1.html
http://www.luminarium.org/renascence-editions/queene1.html
http://www.luminarium.org/renascence-editions/queene1.html
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#5: "Oisin and Niamh" (Fenian Cycle, 9th 
century) 

And Oisin said, "That will I, and to the world's 
end," for the fairy spell had so wrought upon his 
heart that he cared no more for any earthly thing 
but to have the love of Niam of the Head of Gold.  

Then the maiden spoke of the Land Oversea to 
which she had summoned her lover, and as she 
spoke a dreamy stillness fell on all things, nor did a 
horse shake his bit, nor a hound bay, nor the least 
breath of wind stir in the forest trees till she had 
made an end. And what she said seemed sweeter 
and more wonderful as she spoke it than anything 
they could afterwards remember to have heard, but 
so far as they could remember it it was this:  

"Delightful is the land beyond all dreams,  
Fairer than anything your eyes have ever seen.  
There all the year the fruit is on the tree,  
And all the year the bloom is on the flower.  
"There with wild honey drip the forest trees;  
The stores of wine and mead shall never fail.  
Nor pain nor sickness knows the dweller there,  
Death and decay come near him never more.  
"The feast shall cloy not, nor the chase shall tire,  
Nor music cease for ever through the hall;  
The gold and jewels of the Land of Youth  
Outshine all splendors ever dreamed by man.  
"You will have horses of the fairy breed,  
You will have hounds that can outrun the wind;  
A hundred chiefs shall follow you in war,  
A hundred maidens sing thee to your sleep.  
"A crown of sovereignty your brow shall wear,  
And by your side a magic blade shall hang,  
And you will be lord of all the Land of Youth,  
And lord of Niam of the Head of Gold." 
As the magic song ended the Fians beheld Oisin 
mount the fairy steed and hold the maiden in his 
arms, and ere they could stir or speak she turned 
her horse's head and shook the ringing bridle, and 
down the forest glade they fled, as a beam of light 
flies over the land when clouds drive across the 
sun; and never did the Fianna behold Oisin son of 
Finn on earth again.  
--- 
Full story at 
http://www.mesacc.edu/~tomshoemaker/celtic/o
isin2.html 

 

#6: "The Stolen Child" (William Yeats, 1888) 

Where dips the rocky highland 
Of Sleuth Wood in the lake, 
There lies a leafy island 
Where flapping herons wake 
The drowsy water rats; 
There we've hid our faery vats, 
Full of berrys 
And of reddest stolen cherries. 
Come away, O human child! 
To the waters and the wild 
With a faery, hand in hand, 
For the world's more full of weeping than you can 
understand. 
 
Where the wave of moonlight glosses 
The dim gray sands with light, 
Far off by furthest Rosses 
We foot it all the night, 
Weaving olden dances 
Mingling hands and mingling glances 
Till the moon has taken flight; 
To and fro we leap 
And chase the frothy bubbles, 
While the world is full of troubles 
And anxious in its sleep. 
Come away, O human child! 
To the waters and the wild 
With a faery, hand in hand, 
For the world's more full of weeping than you can 
understand. 
--- 
Full poem at http://www.online-
literature.com/yeats/816/  

http://www.mesacc.edu/~tomshoemaker/celtic/oisin2.html
http://www.mesacc.edu/~tomshoemaker/celtic/oisin2.html
http://www.online-literature.com/yeats/816/
http://www.online-literature.com/yeats/816/
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#7: "Lady Isabel and the Elf Knight" 
(English/Scottish ballad, 14th-15th century) 
 
Fair lady Isabel sits in her bower sewing, 
      Refrain:Aye as the gowans grow gay 
There she heard an elf-knight blawing his horn. 
      Refrain:The first morning in May 
 
"If I had yon horn that I hear blawing, 
And yon elf-knight to sleep in my bosom." 
 
This maiden had scarcely these words spoken, 
Till in at her window the elf-knight has luppen. 
 
"It's a very strange matter, fair maiden," said he, 
"I canna blaw my horn but ye call on me. 
"But will ye go to yon greenwood side? 
If ye canna gang, I will cause you to ride." 
 
He leapt on a horse, and she on another, 
And they rode on to the greenwood together. 
 
"Light down, light down, lady Isabel," said he, 
We are come to the place where ye are to die. 
 
"Hae mercy, hae mercy, kind sir, on me, 
Till ance my dear father and mother I see." 
 
"Seven king's-daughters here hae I slain, 
And ye shall be the eight o them." 
 
"O sit down a while, lay your head on my knee, 
That we may hae some rest before that I die." 
She stroakd him sae fast, the nearer he did creep, 
Wi a sma charm she lulld him fast asleep. 
 
Wi his ain sword-belt sae fast as she ban him, 
Wi his ain dag-durk sae sair as she dang him. 
 
"If seven king's-daughters here ye hae slain, 
Lye ye here, a husband to them a'."  
 
Variants: http://www.sacred-
texts.com/neu/eng/child/ch004.htm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

#8: Tom a Lincoln (Richard Johnson, 1599-
1607) 
 

How Celia, Queen of the Fairy Land, was 
found dead, floating on the sea; with other 

things that happened to the English knights.  
 
Many days the winds blew cheerfully, in such sort 
that the English ships were within kenning of the 
Fairy-Land, at which Sir Lancelot took an occasion 
to speak unto the Red-Rose Knight and put him in 
remembrance how he promised Celia to return into 
her country--unto which request he answered, and 
said unto him that he would keep his promise if the 
destinies afford him life, and thereupon he 
commanded the master-pilot to make thitherwards. 
But the wind, not being willing, raised such a 
tempest on the raging sea that the ship was cast a 
contrary way and the mariners by no means 
possible could approach the Fairy-Land. At which 
time the noble Queen Celia stood by the seaside 
upon an high rock, beholding the English ships as 
they passed by, as her accustomed and usual 
manner was, every day standing, expecting her dear 
love's return, many times making this bitter 
lamentation to herself: 
 
"Ah gentle Neptune, thou god of seas and winds, 
where is my desired love? Bring him again unto me, 
that day and night do weep for his company." Thus 
she complained at the same instant when her 
lover's ship sailed by, for surely she did know it by 
the banners and ensignes which were displayed in 
the wind. But when the poor lady perceived the 
ship to turn from her, she was sore abashed and 
mightily dismayed. Instead of joy, she was forced to 
weep tears; and instead of singing, was constrained 
to make sorrowful complaints. In this manner she 
abode there all that ensuing night, and caused fires 
and great lights to be made on the shore, thinking 
thereby to call the Red-Rose Knight unto her. 
 
This order kept she every day and night for the 
space of six weeks, wailing the want of him whom 
she loved more dear than her own heart. But when 
six weeks were past, and the Fairy Queen perceived 
that she should have no tydings of her love, she 
went from the rock (all in despair) into her 
chamber, where, being entred, she caused her son 
to be brought unto her, whom she kissed many 
times for the love she bore unto his father. And 
after beholding the little infant, crossing her armes, 

http://www.sacred-texts.com/neu/eng/child/ch004.htm
http://www.sacred-texts.com/neu/eng/child/ch004.htm
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with a sigh coming from the bottom of her heart, 
she said: "Alas my dear son, alas thou canst not 
speak to demand tydings of thy father, which is the 
bravest knight, the most vertuous and most valiant 
in arms that God ever formed. … with my blood I 
will write a letter, which shall be sewed to my 
vestments or attire, to this purpose and intent: that 
if ever my body be presented to the Red-Rose 
Knight, that then this bloody letter may bear 
witness that I constantly harboured in my breast 
true love towards him, to the last hour of my 
death." 
Full story: 
http://www.lib.rochester.edu/camelot/TAL.htm  

http://www.lib.rochester.edu/camelot/TAL.htm
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DR. RALPH'S SHAKESFEAR ACTIVITY 

(adapted from Ralph Alan Cohen’s book, ShakesFEAR and How to Cure It) 
 
Shakespeare wrote many more thoughtful plays, deeper and broader works of greater wisdom, but he never 

wrote a more perfect gem than the fairy tale he called A Midsummer Night's Dream. Written around 1595, 

perhaps for a noble wedding, Dream is the closest thing to a foolproof piece of theatre that I know. Two 

things make it invulnerable to bad productions: the dream process buried deep in its structure and the 

inspired idiocy of “Pyramus and Thisbe.” 

 

Shakespeare has built his play like a dream. To understand how Dream imitates dreaming, conceive of 

sleeping as a sphere of multiple layers like an onion, beginning with the surface level of consciousness and 

moving to the core of deep, unconscious dreaming. The play begins with the theatrical equivalent of the 

totally conscious state, heroic drama set in Athens and featuring two mythical heroes: Theseus, “Duke” of 

Athens, and Hippolyta, Queen of the Amazons. The dilemma (Theseus's eagerness to be married) and the 

language are formal. But no sooner do we settle down to the job of accepting the story before us, when 

newer, barely related matters draw our attention and demand our belief. Theseus, who must also attend to 

those matters, is now a given, a part of our reality, as we digest the romantic comedy of Hermia, her two 

suitors, and her friend Helena. Like a waking person who relaxes his conscious thought from business to 

think about pleasure, we do not mind at all considering this newer, more comical, more energetic material. 

 

But we have only begun the journey away from the rational that Shakespeare has charted for us, and just 

when we expect to follow these young lovers into the woods, he introduces the “rude mechanicals,” 

tradesmen who have met to produce a play to present to Theseus on his wedding day. Say what? Well, after 

all, however unlikely such a premise may be, it is possible. Still, the improbability of this material has the 

effect of making the Hermia plot more familiar and believable, less of a challenge to our skills as an 

audience. And this time, the jump from one level to another is a sudden one, as though thinking on 

pleasurable matters had suddenly turned to daydreaming, and the link between present thoughts and earlier 

ones is tenuous. Readjusting—enlarging—our capacity for belief to include Bottom and Company and this 

third plot, and expecting, perhaps, to have Shakespeare take us to the woods and resume the Hermia-

Lysander plot, which was headed there, we are disoriented instead to find on stage Robin Goodfellow and a 

Fairy. The play has now left the realm of the real, just as thinking turns to dream, and Shakespeare pushes us 

even deeper when Puck and the Fairy direct our attention to something yet more fantastic than themselves, 

Oberon and Titania, King and Queen of the Fairies, squabbling over a half-human boy. At this point, 

Oberon becomes the ringmaster of sleep, and with “a little western flower” and Puck's connivance sets up 

the play's most anarchic and irrational moment, a sexual encounter between between the world of man 

(Bottom), of beast (Bottom as ass), and of the supernatural (Titania). 

 

Thus Shakespeare spins his audience ever further from the play's first moment of formal theatricality and 

ever deeper into the realms of irrational dream. To retrieve us from this state without breaking the spell, he 

takes us to Theseus and Hippolyta's wedding feast and merges us with the lovers as an audience for 

“Pyramus and Thisbe.” Every play is a kind of collective dream, but most end abruptly when the story—the 

fictive world on stage—goes its way, while we as audience go our way. But in A Midsummer Night’s Dream, 

Shakespeare keeps the first dream intact by having the characters in it go to a play with us. When the 

mechanicals put on “Pyramus and Thisbe,” our fellow playgoers are Hippolyta, Theseus, Hermia, Lysander, 

Helena, and Demetrius. They are in the audience and we are equally in their world. When Bottom and his 
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friends finish the show, our new, royal friends leave for bed under the watchful eye of Oberon, who leaves 

his assistant Puck the chore of waking the audience: 

 

When we see A Midsummer Night's Dream, the multi-layered bauble Shakespeare has constructed plays tricks 

with our conscious minds no matter how bad the acting or production choices. And since “Pyramus and 

Thisbe,” which actually thrives on amateurishness, essentially ends the play, audiences always go away from 

the play in some state of enchantment—in fact, as though they have wakened from a dream. 

 

 

 

ShakesFear Writing Exercises 

 

Do a Parody in the Style of Pyramus. 

Shakespeare makes fun of romantic tragedy throughout A Midsummer Night's Dream, but never more than in 

the language of Pyramus and Thisbe, which captures and exaggerates the purple speech of lovers. Using the 

exact rhyme scheme and meter of Pyramus in his opening speech, have your class compose a parody of (1) a 

popular soap opera, (2) a famous movie, or (3) a contemporary politician. N.B. To work as a Shakespeare 

exercise, the parody must stick to the verse form Shakespeare used. 

 

 

Write to "Dear Abby" as One of the Lovers. 

Hand out at random to your students the names of the eight lovers in the play (Oberon, Titania, Theseus, 

Hippolyta, Hermia, Lysander, Helena, Demetrius), and instruct them to write to a lonely hearts column in 

the person of the character they received. Making certain that no one gets his or her own letter, shuffle the 

letters that come in, hand them back to your students, and instruct them to answer the letter as though they 

were the columnist. Read some of the best to the class or collect them (the best or all of them) into a book. 

You may want to discuss the results with your students, which is fine, but the point of this assignment is to 

get them involved in the issues of the characters. 
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PRODUCTION CHOICES 
 
At the ASC, we've discovered that the best way to learn the inner workings of a play is by doing it.  The 

process, from start to finish, calls upon a broad range of disciplines and talents, not just those crucial for 

understanding the text, but also those organizational and critical thinking skills required for managing any 

project which has many moving parts.  In the following activities, your students will discover the processes 

through which directors, stage managers, costumers, prop-builders, and other production assistants build a 

play for the stage.  These explorations are valuable on their own, but can also help you to put on a one-hour 

version of the play in your classroom, if you so wish.  

 

We have also created a longer, comprehensive guide for those teachers who wish to take the leap into a full 

production. The Class to Cast Study Guide will walk you through pre-production, casting, rehearsal, and 

production itself: http://tinyurl.com/ASCClassToCast  

 

 

Casting and Doubling 

 

Most acting companies today employ as many actors as there are parts. In the sixteenth- and seventeenth-

centuries, companies were smaller, usually based around 8 or 9 “sharers” and a handful of journeymen. The 

ASC replicates these conditions. This means that most of the actors would have to play two or more roles in 

a practice called “doubling”. Shakespeare, in fact, wrote his plays knowing that actors would be playing 

multiple roles. 

 

Production Choices Activity 1: Doubling 

Imagine you are staging a production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream with only 12 actors. In order to double 

roles without overlapping, many directors use a doubling chart to discover which characters need to be on 

stage and when they need to be on stage.  

1. Look at the doubling chart (Handout #13) for A Midsummer Night’s Dream. One character has already 

been completed for you. Go through the play tracking the rest of the characters and mark the scenes 

in each character appears.  

2. Once you have completed this chart, find out which characters do not overlap. 

3. On the next page, fill in which character(s) you want to assign each actor. 

4. Looking at your chart, do you have enough actors in your troupe of twelve to double effectively?  Can 

you make any of your doubling more thematically interesting? 

 
  

http://tinyurl.com/ASCClassToCast
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Handout #13 - Doubling Chart for A Midsummer Night’s Dream 

 1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 5.1 5.2 

Theseus X      X  X  

Hippolyta           

Philostrate           

Egeus           

Hermia           

Lysander           

Demetrius           

Helena           

Oberon           

Titania           

Robin Goodfellow (Puck)           

Peaseblossom           

Cobweb           

Moth           

Mustardseed           

Peter Quince           

Nick Bottom           

Francis Flute           

Tom Snout           

Snug           

Robin Starveling           

Lords           

Fairies           
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Actor 1: _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Actor 2: _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Actor 3: _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Actor 4: _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Actor 5: _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Actor 6: _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Actor 7: _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Actor 8: _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Actor 9: _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Actor 10: ____________________________________________________________________________ 

Actor 11: ____________________________________________________________________________ 

Actor 12: ____________________________________________________________________________ 

Production Choices Activity 2:  Casting 
Now think about the doubling that you have done for the production.  You are casting actors and need to 
find someone who can play all the different parts for which you have doubled each actor.  Using celebrities, 
classmates, your teachers, or anyone else you would like, cast your production of A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream. 
 

Actor 1: ___________________________ plays 

________,____________________,__________ 

 

Actor 2: ___________________________ plays 

________,____________________,__________ 

 

Actor 3: ___________________________ plays 

________,____________________,__________ 

 

Actor 4: ___________________________ plays 

________,____________________,__________ 

 

Actor 5: ___________________________ plays 

________,____________________,__________ 

 

Actor 6: ___________________________ plays 

________,____________________,__________ 

 

Actor 7: ___________________________ plays 

________,____________________,__________ 

 

Actor 8: ___________________________ plays 

________,____________________,__________ 

 

Actor 9: ___________________________ plays 

________,____________________,__________ 

 

Actor 10: __________________________ plays 

________,____________________,__________ 

 

Actor 11: __________________________ plays 

________,____________________,__________ 

 

Actor 12: __________________________ plays 

________,____________________,__________ 
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PRODUCTION CHOICES 
 

Cutting the Script 

 

One of the challenges in taking Shakespeare from the page to the stage is deciding how to cut the script. 

The version of a play that you see performed is almost never 

the entire play as published. Different production companies 

will make different editing choices based on the desired 

length of a play, their overall mission and concept, and 

technical concerns. At the American Shakespeare Center, we 

try to preserve the integrity of the text as much as possible 

while still cutting the script down to a size that can be played 

in two hours – about 2000-2400 lines, assuming that 100 

lines of verse can be spoken in about 5 minutes, leaving time 

for fights, songs, and other staging demands. The process 

may be difficult, particularly in longer plays which require  

more cutting; sometimes a production must sacrifice great 

material in one part of the play in order to preserve a favorite 

moment elsewhere. These are all choices that the person 

responsible for the editing – be it the director, dramaturg, 

production manager, or actor – must make while preparing a play for the stage. 

 

A Midsummer Night's Dream is just over 2000 lines long, and so it does not require cutting for length, but a 

director may also choose to make cuts for clarity or to emphasize certain aspects of a production. At the 

ASC, we also cut shows down to a one-hour format for our ASC Theatre Camp performances, so even the 

shortest plays experience substantial cutting under those conditions. 

 

Production Choices Activity 3: Cutting a Scene 

In this activity, your students will practice making choices regarding the cutting and editing of a script for 

performance. 

 Look at the line counts for A Midsummer Night’s Dream. You may wish to have your students do the 

math for themselves to determine how much rehearsal time and stage time each scene and act 

requires, using the blank worksheet provided. 

 Look over the ASC's editing guidelines for the Actors’ Renaissance Season (Handout #14). In this 

season, the actors put up plays without a director, and the scripts may be cut by an actor, a staff 

member, or a student dramaturg.  

o Consider the relationship of rehearsal time to stage time. Our regular season shows rehearse 

for about 96 to 100 hours total, with the first 20-30 hours set aside for paraphrasing, 

scansion, and initial walk-throughs of each scene. Scenes with fights, dancing, or other 

complex physical action in them may require more time. During the Renaissance Season, 

when the entire rehearsal period takes only 24-36 hours, actors may have to make do with 

spending far less time for some scenes.  

 How might these factors affect production decisions? 

o Why is it important for an editor to familiarize himself or herself with different versions of 

the text and with criticisms of the play? 

 
In Case You Were Wondering 

 
The versions of the text that appear in the 
Folio are the versions that were approved by 
the Master of the Revels, who decided which 
plays companies could perform. The plays 
were not always performed in their entirety or 
in the same form. We know from title pages 
that some plays underwent revisions over the 
years, adding or altering material, and we can 
surmise from evidence in the plays, such as 
Hamlet's advice to the players, that actors 
sometimes went off script. 
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 How can it help an audience member to have an awareness of these editorial 

practices? 

o Discuss the implications and advantages of "liposuction" versus "amputation". 

o Examine this example of preserving iambic pentameter: 

 And never since the middle summer’s spring 

Met we on hill, in dale, forest, or mead, 

By paved fountain or by rushy brook 

o Discuss the implications of cutting characters from scenes or reassigning lines. 

o Discuss continuity. What happens if you cut lines in one scene only to find that a 

conversation in another scene depends on them? Or perhaps a later joke simply works better 

by building upon those earlier lines? 

o How important is the preservation of rhyme patterns? What happens if you orphan half of a 

rhyming couplet? How does it affect the rhythm and cadence of the scene? 

 Break your students into small groups (3-5 students) and give them each a scene from A Midsummer 

Night's Dream. 

o Instruct your students to cut 10% of the scene, following the guidelines you discussed. 

Encourage them to look at these cuts as a way of engaging with the scene and claiming 

ownership of it; since the cuts do not need to be made for the sake of time, your students 

will need to decide what it is they want to emphasize or de-emphasize in the scene. 

o Alternately, if you are using the Line Assignments, group your students by scene or by act 

and tell them to cut 10% of their material.  

o We recommend using Google Drive for collaborative work of this nature, as it allows 

students to see each others’ work in-process. 

 Reconvene as a class to discuss the cuts.  

o Are there any portions of the scene that almost every group cut?  

o That no one cut?  

o Encourage your students to debate the merits of their cuts and to defend their decisions as 

the "best" choices for the scene. 

 Try to come up with a "master cut" for the class. At the ASC, an actor may negotiate to have a cut 

line replaced – but only by suggesting another line to cut elsewhere, so that the balance of lines 

remains the same. Have your students negotiate in this fashion. 
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STUDENT HANDOUT #14 – PRODUCTION CHOICES 
AMERICAN SHAKESPEARE CENTER 

ACTORS' RENAISSANCE SEASON EDITING GUIDELINES 
 

1) Read the play and criticisms of the play before you begin editing the text. 

2) The performance texts need to be no longer than 2400 lines (at 10 syllables per line). Be careful with 

prose. Some editions have prose lines of 15-20 syllables; cut more to compensate. For example, 800 

lines of prose averaging 15 syllables per line equals 1200 lines of verse. 

3) We want shorter versions of the same story; that's why we advocate "liposuction" instead of 

"amputation." Hamlet is a great example: many productions cut "the political intrigue" to make it 

more of "an exploration of the family unit" or vice versa… we want it all: family drama, surprising 

comedy, political thriller (WITH Fortinbras!) – we just want it short enough to play in about 2 

hours. 

4) Use original stage directions from extant folios, quartos, or manuscripts. Add missing entrances, 

exits, and other stage directions necessary for cue-script acting. Bracket your additional stage 

directions. 

5) The ren season will have 12 actors – 10 regular troupe members and 2 interns. The interns will have 

smaller roles/tracks than the regular troupe members. 

6) Keep all characters and scenes. However, because of the number of actors in the troupe, you may 

need to cut characters from scenes or reassign speeches. 

7) Don't cut famous or important text. Preserve the verse and meter, whenever possible. 

8) While editing/cutting texts is subjective, try hard to keep it as objective as possible by following 

these guidelines for cutting opportunities: 

a. Redundancies or repetition of material. 

b. Parenthetical text (is often repetitive or extraneous). 

c. Arcane material. 

d. Divergences within scenes – i.e., characters in a scene are discussing topic A, switch to topic 

B, and come back to topic A – topic B might be extraneous. 

e. If multiple versions of the text are available, look at all of them for clues for cutting. 

9) After you complete and edit your cuts, carefully read the text to make sure you have not left any 

ghost references to cut material and that you have not deleted key plot elements. If possible, have 

someone else read for dramatic clarity. 

10) Scripts need to be in MS Word. Track and show changes. When reviewing, we need to see what was 

cut. Use template provided. 
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Handout or Teacher Guide – Production Choices 

Line Count – A Midsummer Night’s Dream 
 

Act & 
Scene Characters 

Original # 
of Lines 

Rehearsal 
Time 

Stage 
Time 

1.1 
Theseus, Hippolyta, Philostrate, Egeus, Hermia, Lysander, 
Demetrius, Helena 251 

2 hr 31 
min 12.5 min 

1.2 Quince, Snug, Bottom, Flute, Snout, Starveling 90 54 min 4.5 min 

 TOTAL ACT 1 341 
3 hr 25 

min 17 min 

2.1 Fairy, Puck, Oberon, Titania, other fairies, Demetrius, Helena 268 
2 hr 41 

min 13 min 

2.2 
Titania, fairies, Oberon, Lysander, Hermia, Puck, Demetrius, 
Helena 162 

1 hr 37 
min 8 min 

 TOTAL ACT 2 430 
4 hr 18 

min 21 min 

3.1 
Quince, Snug, Bottom, Flute, Snout, Starveling, Puck, Titania, 
Peaseblossom, Cobweb, Moth, Mustardseed 182 

1 hr 49 
min 9 min 

3.2 Oberon, Puck, Demetrius, Hermia, Lysander, Helena 414 4 hr 8 min 21 min 

3.3 Lysander, Puck, Demetrius, Helena, Hermia 47 28 min 2 min 

 TOTAL ACT 3 643 
6 hr 25 

min 32min 

4.1 

Titania, Bottom, Peaseblossom, Cobweb, Moth, Mustardseed, 
Oberon, Puck, Theseus, Hippolyta, Egeus, Theseus's train, 
Lysander, Hermia, Demetrius, Helena 211 2 hr 7 min 10.5 min 

4.2 Quince, Starveling, Flute, Snout, Snug, Bottom 38 23 min 2 min 

 TOTAL ACT 4 249 
2 hr 30 

min 12.5 min 

5.1 
Theseus, Hippolyta, Egeus, lords, Lysander, Demetrius, Hermia, 
Helena, Quince, Bottom, Flute, Snout, Starveling, Snug 353 

3 hr 32 
min 17.5 min 

5.2 Puck, Oberon, Titania, fairies 52 31 min 2.5 min 

Epilogue Puck 16 10 min 1 min 

 TOTAL ACT 5 421 
4 hr 12 

min 21 min 

     

 GRAND TOTAL UNCUT 2084 
20 hr 50 

min 
1 hr 44 

min 

 
Line Count pulled from the Norton Shakespeare. 
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Student Handout #15 – Production Choices 

Line Count Worksheet – A Midsummer Night’s Dream 
 

 

 

 

Act & 
Scene Characters 

Original # 
of Lines 

Rehearsal 
Time 

Stage 
Time 

1.1 
Theseus, Hippolyta, Philostrate, Egeus, Hermia, Lysander, 
Demetrius, Helena 251 

2 hr 31 
min 12.5 min 

1.2 Quince, Snug, Bottom, Flute, Snout, Starveling 90   

 TOTAL ACT 1 341     

2.1 Fairy, Puck, Oberon, Titania, other fairies, Demetrius, Helena 268   

2.2 
Titania, fairies, Oberon, Lysander, Hermia, Puck, Demetrius, 
Helena 162   

 TOTAL ACT 2 430     

3.1 
Quince, Snug, Bottom, Flute, Snout, Starveling, Puck, Titania, 
Peaseblossom, Cobweb, Moth, Mustardseed 182   

3.2 Oberon, Puck, Demetrius, Hermia, Lysander, Helena 414   

3.3 Lysander, Puck, Demetrius, Helena, Hermia 47   

 TOTAL ACT 3 643     

4.1 

Titania, Bottom, Peaseblossom, Cobweb, Moth, Mustardseed, 
Oberon, Puck, Theseus, Hippolyta, Egeus, Theseus's train, 
Lysander, Hermia, Demetrius, Helena 211   

4.2 Quince, Starveling, Flute, Snout, Snug, Bottom 38   

 TOTAL ACT 4 249     

5.1 
Theseus, Hippolyta, Egeus, lords, Lysander, Demetrius, Hermia, 
Helena, Quince, Bottom, Flute, Snout, Starveling, Snug 353   

5.2 Puck, Oberon, Titania, fairies 52   

Epilogue Puck 16   

 TOTAL ACT 5 421     

     

 GRAND TOTAL UNCUT 2084     
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PRODUCTION CHOICES 
 

Cue Scripts 

When Shakespeare’s company put up plays in the 16th and 17th centuries, they used a piece of early modern 

technology: the cue script. Rather than receiving the entire text of a play, each actor would receive a roll of 

paper with only his lines and the few words immediately preceding it – his cue. These cues might have been 

anywhere from a single word to a full line long, possibly depending on the actor’s experience, on the 

company’s habits, or on the scribe’s preference. It is the position of the ASC, among other theatres and 

scholars, that Shakespeare used this technology to convey information to his actors as much as he used 

iambic pentameter, rhetoric, or the conditions of the stage itself. 

 

In the classroom, using cue scripts can be a great way to tackle a large, complicated scene, such as the 

opening scene of A Midsummer Night's Dream. This scene has at least seven characters, a lot of embedded 

stage directions, and must establish the entire premise of the play. Fortunately, Shakespeare writes a lot of 

help for choreographing the movement of this scene into the text, and your students can uncover those 

clues by working through the scene on their feet. 

 

Production Choices Activity #4 

 Introduce the idea of cue scripts to your class. (You may find it beneficial to mention their part 

in the textual transmission process: see Textual Variants, page 148, for more). 

 Assign parts, using the cue scripts provided in Handouts #16A-G: 

o Begin with the larger parts. Let your students see how much they will have to say. Point out 

that even the largest roles (Theseus and Egeus) never have to speak more than a few lines at 

a time. Other, smaller roles have only one or two lines at all, and may be good for your less 

enthusiastic students – but remind them all that they will have listening and acting to do. 

o If you have not yet read the play up to this point, you will probably find it helpful to give a 

little introduction of who each character is as you assign them. (Many students also like to 

know who gets to have a hand in the stabbing, so that may be worth mentioning as well). 

o Remind any students not in the scene that they will have to pay attention and help to direct 

the scene and to make decisions about action. 

 You may wish to have the rest of your class follow along with cue scripts as well – 

assign each on-stage character an off-stage partner (or as many as you have bodies 

for). 

 Ask them to look in the cue script for the following information: 

o Do they address anyone? If so, how? 

o Does anyone address them? If so, how? By name or by title? 

o What do those addresses tell you about the character’s status?  

 Do they think they are someone with a lot of power or a little power? 

 Are they related to anyone else on stage? 

o How long are their lines? Do they talk a lot or a little? What might that indicate about a 

character’s status? 

o Do they ask questions? Or answer them? What information do they have or are they 

seeking? 
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o Can they tell anything about their character’s physical attributes? Cue scripts might, but will 

not necessarily, contain answers to the following questions: 

 Is their character young or old? 

 Is their character considered attractive by other characters? 

 How is their character dressed? 

o How does their character talk? 

 Does your character speak in verse or prose? Does that change at any point in the 

scene? 

 Does your character repeat himself? 

 Does your character use simple or complex vocabulary? 

 Does your character use simple or complex syntax? 

 Does your character use the formal (“you”) or informal (“thee/thou”) pronoun? 

Does that change at any point in the scene? Why? 

 Advanced Studies: Have your students identify any major rhetorical patterns that 

their character uses.  

 Remind your students of the information that the cue scripts do not give them. What questions 

do they not have the answers to?: 

o Who speaks before them? 

o How long the person before them has been speaking? 

o How many different people might speak between each of their lines? 

o How will they figure out who they are addressing? 

o What does all of this mean for your students as players? They will have to be listening 

carefully to each other in order to build the scene. 

o Check for understanding. 

 You may want to take a minute to allow each student to read his or her cue script, then 

ask if there are any words they don’t understand. 

 Work through the scene, using the guide that begins on the next page. 

 Discuss:  

o How did your students feel using cue scripts? 

o Did they understand the action of the scene and the words that they were saying? Do they 

think the cue scripts made it easier or harder? 

o Was it easier to understand the scene by walking through it than it was by reading it on the 

page? 

o Ask your students to raise their hands if they found during the course of the scene that they 

had an embedded stage direction in someone else’s line, rather than in their own cue scripts. 

o Now ask your students to raise their hands if they had information that another actor 

needed. 

o What are the implications of this cross-pollination of information? How does it foster 

cooperative teamwork? 

 

FOLLOW-UP:  

Sometimes, scripts are cut after actors have already received their cue scripts. Ask your students to review 

their cut scene from Production Choices Activity #3 again. Did they change any cue lines? How can the 

cuts be reworked to preserve the cue lines? What might be gained or lost by losing those cues? 
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Teacher’s Guide – Cue Scripts  

7 Person Cue Script – A Midsummer Night's Dream, 4.1 

Sleepers lie still. Enter THESEUS, HIPPOLYTA, 
EGEUS 

THESEUS 
We will, fair queen, up to the mountain's top, 
And mark the musical confusion 
Of hounds and echo in conjunction. 
 
HIPPOLYTA 
I was with Hercules and Cadmus once, 
When in a wood of Crete they bay'd the bear         5 
With hounds of Sparta: never did I hear 
Such gallant chiding: for, besides the groves, 
The skies, the fountains, every region near 
Seem'd all one mutual cry: I never heard 
So musical a discord, such sweet thunder.      10 
 
THESEUS 
My hounds are bred out of the Spartan kind, 
Judge when you hear. But, soft, what nymphs are  
     these? 
 
EGEUS 
My lord, this is my daughter here asleep; 
And this, Lysander; this Demetrius is; 
This Helena, old Nedar's Helena:       15 
I wonder of their being here together. 
 
THESEUS 
No doubt they rose up early to observe 
The rite of May.  
But speak, Egeus; is not this the day 
That Hermia should give answer of her choice?   20 
 
EGEUS 
It is, my lord. 
 
THESEUS 
Go, bid the huntsmen wake them with their horns. 

Horns and they wake. Shout within, they all start up. 

Good morrow, friends. Saint Valentine is past: 
Begin these wood-birds but to couple now? 
 
 
 

LYSANDER 
Pardon, my lord.   
 
THESEUS 
I pray you all, stand up.        25 
I know you two are rival enemies: 
How comes this gentle concord in the world, 
That hatred is so far from jealousy, 
To sleep by hate, and fear no enmity? 
 
LYSANDER 
My lord, I shall reply amazedly,       30 
Half sleep, half waking: but as yet, I swear, 
I cannot truly say how I came here; 
But, as I think,--for truly would I speak, 
And now do I bethink me, so it is,-- 
I came with Hermia hither: our intent       35 
Was to be gone from Athens, where we might, 
Without the peril of the Athenian law. 
 
EGEUS 
Enough, enough, my lord; you have enough: 
I beg the law, the law, upon his head. 
They would have stolen away; they would,  
     Demetrius,          40 
Thereby to have defeated you and me, 
You of your wife and me of my consent, 
Of my consent that she should be your wife. 
 
DEMETRIUS 
My lord, fair Helen told me of their stealth, 
Of this their purpose hither to this wood;      45 
And I in fury hither follow'd them, 
Fair Helena in fancy following me. 
But, my good lord, I wot not by what power,-- 
But by some power it is,--my love to Hermia, 
Melted as the snow; the virtue of my heart,      50 
The object and the pleasure of mine eye, 
Is only Helena. To her, my lord, 
Was I betroth'd ere I saw Hermia: 
But, like in sickness, did I loathe this food; 
But, as in health, come to my natural taste,      55 
Now I do wish it, love it, long for it, 
And will for evermore be true to it. 
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THESEUS 
Fair lovers, you are fortunately met: 
Of this discourse we more will hear anon. 
Egeus, I will overbear your will;       60 
For in the temple by and by with us 
These couples shall eternally be knit: 
Away with us to Athens; three and three, 
We'll hold a feast in great solemnity. 
Come, Hippolyta.         65 

Exeunt THESEUS, HIPPOLYTA, EGEUS, and 
train 

DEMETRIUS 
These things seem small and undistinguishable, 
 
HERMIA 
Methinks I see these things with parted eye, 
When every thing seems double. 
 
HELENA 
So methinks: 
And I have found Demetrius like a jewel, 
Mine own, and not mine own.  
 

DEMETRIUS 
Are you sure          70 
That we are awake? It seems to me 
That yet we sleep, we dream. Do not you think 
The duke was here, and bid us follow him? 
 
HERMIA 
Yea; and my father. 
 
HELENA 
And Hippolyta. 
 
LYSANDER 
And he did bid us follow to the temple.      75 
 
DEMETRIUS 
Why, then, we are awake: let's follow him 
And by the way let us recount our dreams. 

Exeunt 
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Handout #16A – Cue Script 
THESEUS 

Sleepers lie still. Enter THESEUS, HIPPOLYTA, EGEUS 

We will, fair queen, up to the mountain's top, 
And mark the musical confusion 
Of hounds and echo in conjunction. 
 
………………………………..such sweet thunder.  
 
My hounds are bred out of the Spartan kind, 
Judge when you hear. But, soft, what nymphs are  
     these? 
 
……………………………………….here together. 
 
No doubt they rose up early to observe 
The rite of May.  
But speak, Egeus; is not this the day 
That Hermia should give answer of her choice?   
 
………………………………………It is, my lord. 
 
Go, bid the huntsmen wake them with their horns. 

Horns and they wake. Shout within, they all start up. 

Good morrow, friends. Saint Valentine is past: 
Begin these wood-birds but to couple now? 
 
…………………………………...Pardon, my lord.   
 
I pray you all, stand up.         
I know you two are rival enemies: 
How comes this gentle concord in the world, 
That hatred is so far from jealousy, 
To sleep by hate, and fear no enmity? 
 
………………………………………..be true to it. 
 
Fair lovers, you are fortunately met: 
Of this discourse we more will hear anon. 
Egeus, I will overbear your will;        
For in the temple by and by with us 
These couples shall eternally be knit: 
Away with us to Athens; three and three, 
We'll hold a feast in great solemnity. 
Come, Hippolyta.         65 

Exeunt THESEUS, HIPPOLYTA, EGEUS, and train  
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Handout #16B – Cue Script 

HIPPOLYTA  

Sleepers lie still. Enter THESEUS, HIPPOLYTA, EGEUS 

…………………………………….. in conjunction. 
 
I was with Hercules and Cadmus once, 
When in a wood of Crete they bay'd the bear          
With hounds of Sparta: never did I hear 
Such gallant chiding: for, besides the groves, 
The skies, the fountains, every region near 
Seem'd all one mutual cry: I never heard 
So musical a discord, such sweet thunder.       
 
….………………………………Come, Hippolyta. 

Exeunt THESEUS, HIPPOLYTA, EGEUS, and train 
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Handout #16C – Cue Script 

EGEUS  

Sleepers lie still. Enter THESEUS, HIPPOLYTA, EGEUS 

…………………………... what nymphs are these? 
 
My lord, this is my daughter here asleep; 
And this, Lysander; this Demetrius is; 
This Helena, old Nedar's Helena:        
I wonder of their being here together. 
 
……………………………………...of her choice?  
 
It is, my lord. 
 
……………………………………… Athenian law. 
 
Enough, enough, my lord; you have enough: 
I beg the law, the law, upon his head. 
They would have stolen away; they would,  
     Demetrius,           
Thereby to have defeated you and me, 
You of your wife and me of my consent, 
Of my consent that she should be your wife. 
 
…………………………………..Come, Hippolyta 

Exeunt THESEUS, HIPPOLYTA, EGEUS, and train 
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Handout #16D – Cue Script 

LYSANDER  

Sleepers lie still.  

……………………………….……..with their horns. 

Horns and they wake. Shout within, they all start up. 

……………………………………..to couple now? 
 
Pardon, my lord.   
 
………………………………………… no enmity? 
 
My lord, I shall reply amazedly,      
Half sleep, half waking: but as yet, I swear, 
I cannot truly say how I came here; 
But, as I think,--for truly would I speak, 
And now do I bethink me, so it is,-- 
I came with Hermia hither: our intent       
Was to be gone from Athens, where we might, 
Without the peril of the Athenian law. 
 
…………………………………….And Hippolyta. 
 
And he did bid us follow to the temple.       
 
……………………………….. recount our dreams. 

Exeunt 
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Handout #16E – Cue Script 

DEMETRIUS  

Sleepers lie still.  

……………………………….……..with their horns. 

Horns and they wake. Shout within, they all start up. 

………………………………. should be your wife. 
 
My lord, fair Helen told me of their stealth, 
Of this their purpose hither to this wood;       
And I in fury hither follow'd them, 
Fair Helena in fancy following me. 
But, my good lord, I wot not by what power,-- 
But by some power it is,--my love to Hermia, 
Melted as the snow; the virtue of my heart,       
The object and the pleasure of mine eye, 
Is only Helena. To her, my lord, 
Was I betroth'd ere I saw Hermia: 
But, like in sickness, did I loathe this food; 
But, as in health, come to my natural taste,       
Now I do wish it, love it, long for it, 
And will for evermore be true to it. 
 
………………………………….Come, Hippolyta.          
These things seem small and undistinguishable, 
 
………………………………… and not mine own.  
Are you sure        
That we are awake? It seems to me 
That yet we sleep, we dream. Do not you think 
The duke was here, and bid us follow him? 
 
…………………………………….. to the temple.  
 
Why, then, we are awake: let's follow him 
And by the way let us recount our dreams. 

Exeunt 
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Handout #16F – Cue Script 

HERMIA  

Sleepers lie still.  

……………………………….……..with their horns. 

Horns and they wake. Shout within, they all start up. 

………………………………… undistinguishable. 
 
Methinks I see these things with parted eye, 
When every thing seems double. 
 
…………………………………….. us follow him? 
 
Yea; and my father. 
 
………………………………..recount our dreams. 

Exeunt 
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Handout #16G – Cue Script 

HELENA  

Sleepers lie still.  

……………………………….……..with their horns. 

Horns and they wake. Shout within, they all start up. 

……………………………….. thing seems double. 
 
So methinks: 
And I have found Demetrius like a jewel, 
Mine own, and not mine own.  
 
……………………………………….and my father. 
 
And Hippolyta. 
 
………………………………… recount our dreams. 

Exeunt 
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PRODUCTION CHOICES 
 

Further Exploration – Putting up a Play 

 

If you can devote several class periods to your examination of Production Choices, and if you would like 

your students to spend even more time with the experience of putting together a play, this activity will have 

the class work through the entire play, create a cut version, and get it up on its feet. You can find more 

instructions, including advice on creating rehearsal schedules, blocking, and directing in the Class to Cast 

Study Guide: http://tinyurl.com/ASCClassToCast 

 

Things you may want to consider ahead of time: 

 How long can your performance be? If you are on a regular schedule of 50-minute classes, aim 

for a performance length of 45 minutes. If you're on a block schedule, aim for an hour and 

fifteen minutes.  

 Where will you perform? The great thing about using Shakespeare's staging conditions is that 

you really can perform anywhere – on a stage, in the classroom, or outside. Using the 

Elizabethan Classroom guidelines from page 31 of this study guide, determine where your stage 

will be and how you will set it up. 

 How are you going to handle costumes and props?  

o Encourage your students to take as much direction from the words of the play as 

possible, using only props that are clearly indicated by the text.  

o How can costumes indicate continuous roles? Can your actors pass off the same cape 

from one act to the next in order to help the audience understand who is who? Might it 

be enough to assign each character who appears in more than one act once a certain 

color to wear? 

o For more on costumes, see the diagram on the following page, with costume sketches 

from an ASC early-modern-dress production of Romeo and Juliet. You can also visit our 

website: http://americanshakespearecenter.poweredbyindigo.com/v.php?pg=1095  

 How are you going to handle combat? Paper swords and foam weaponry may work well to 

approximate the fights, but if you can devote more time to exploring combat, you may wish to 

look at the Broadsword and Blood workshops, available on our website: 

http://www.americanshakespearecenter.com/v.php?pg=1688. 

o Learn more about fight choreography at:  

http://americanshakespearecenter.poweredbyindigo.com/v.php?pg=1100  

 Remember that performance is heightened by the presence of an audience. Will it be enough for 

your students to be the audience for each other? Or do you want to invite anyone outside of the 

class to view the performance – maybe an English or theatre class from a younger grade? 

 At the ASC, we perform music before each show and during intermission. Do your students 

want to add a musical component to their production? 

o Learn more about music in ASC shows at: 

http://americanshakespearecenter.poweredbyindigo.com/v.php?pg=1102  

 A full guide to the rehearsal tools and conditions of the ASC is available at: 

http://americanshakespearecenter.poweredbyindigo.com/v.php?pg=1091  

 

http://tinyurl.com/ASCClassToCast
http://americanshakespearecenter.poweredbyindigo.com/v.php?pg=1095
http://www.americanshakespearecenter.com/v.php?pg=1688
http://americanshakespearecenter.poweredbyindigo.com/v.php?pg=1100
http://americanshakespearecenter.poweredbyindigo.com/v.php?pg=1102
http://americanshakespearecenter.poweredbyindigo.com/v.php?pg=1091
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Getting the play on its feet: 

 Divide the class into five groups and assign one act to each group. 

 Each group will be responsible for doubling, casting, cutting, and performing their act of the play.  

 Decide how much needs to be cut if you wish to perform the play in a single class period. 

 Allow time in class for the students to discuss and to determine their cuts. 

 Have each group create a doubling chart for their act. For the purposes of this exercise, they need 

not worry if their doubling will work in any other act of the play. They should, however, try to make 

sure that roles and lines are divided as evenly as possible between group members. 

 Have your students prepare cue scripts to use during performance. 

 If you've discussed scansion, you may wish to have each student scan his or her own lines as a 

homework assignment. See the Iambic Bodies activity on page 45 for scansion guidelines. 

 Allow time for them to rehearse their acts, so that they can get comfortable with moving through 

their scenes. 

 Perform the play! 

 

Afterwards, discuss the cuts made in each act. Did anything cut from Act One have an effect on Act 

Five? Did certain plot elements disappear halfway through, or spring up out of nowhere? What elements 

of the play did each group decide to emphasize or de-emphasize. 
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Student Handout #17: Costume Quick Guide 
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FILM IN THE CLASSROOM 
 

(adapted from Ralph Alan Cohen’s book, ShakesFEAR and How to Cure It) 

 

Once upon a time I welcomed the advent of audio-visual Shakespeare as the solution to all the problems of 

teaching Shakespeare.  Now I see it as one of the problems.  Yes, there are film versions that by themselves 

might help to break down the barriers -- for most students, Zeffirelli’s Romeo and Juliet, Branagh’s Much Ado, 

and McKellan’s Richard III; for relatively mature students, Polanski’s Macbeth; and, for your very brightest 

students, Kozinstev’s Hamlet.  These films, however, are the exceptions, and although many adaptations are 

as good or better -- Olivier’s Henry V and Welles’s Chimes at Midnight are among my personal favorites -- the 

truth is that students will not see in them the joy of Shakespeare.  Indeed, although students who have seen 

Shakespeare on film may conclude that he’s not as hard as they thought, they are also likely to decide that 

he’s still pretty weak entertainment.  We tell them repeatedly, as we should, that Shakespeare was meant for 

performance; we build up their expectation that if they could only “see” some Shakespeare, they’d like it; 

and then we send them home to watch the BBC Shakespeare series version of Romeo and Juliet.  They turn it 

on, they may even sit through it all; but when it’s over, they’re thoroughly convinced that Shakespeare is all 

the bad things we said he wasn’t: dreary and out-of-date.  And insofar as television or the movies is 

concerned, they’re right. 

 

The fact is that theatre is a fundamentally different medium from television or the movies.  Though we 

might be able to make some few comparisons between TV or movie screen performances and proscenium 

theatre (where actors perform on a stage recessed from an audience which peers in on the drama through an 

invisible fourth wall), the differences between TV or movie screen drama and the Elizabethan stage (which 

thrust into the audience and made contact between actors and audience a part of the show) are so enormous 

that a comparison is virtually impossible.  Elizabethan theatre required the audience to “work, work [its] 

thoughts,” and it made frequent use of the audience in asides, in soliloquies, and in such staging devices as 

plays within plays.  Shakespeare counted on audience contact, on their willingness to play “make-believe” 

with him, and the members of an audience at the Globe—then and now—were likely to find themselves a 

part of the play and sure to find themselves a part of a community.  The drama on TV and the movie 

screen, independent of our responses, unfolds before us and can never create an interaction.  It’s the 

difference between just watching a meal being prepared and eaten, and being a dinner guest. 

 

Your students, few of whom have been to much theatre, will not realize this, and, finding Shakespeare bad 

television, will decide that he is simply bad.  But, properly supervised, film and video can be a help.  They 

can help by clarifying.  That clarification is not simply a matter of helping the students understand the plot 

or who says what to whom; it’s also a more fundamental lesson in the fact that Shakespeare’s words are 

meant to come out of the mouths of actors.  That lesson is worth teaching, but not at the cost of their belief 

in Shakespeare’s power to entertain and move us.  How, then, can a teacher put technology to work for 

Shakespeare, not against him?  

 

Here are some suggestions: 

(1) Watch the film closely before your students see it.  Try to watch the movie from their point of view and keep 

notes on those parts you think they will not enjoy.  This procedure will allow you to take the following 

steps: 
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(a) If you do not enjoy the film at all, don’t assign it.  It may still serve for use in the classroom (see below), 

but it will only hurt your case if students see it on their own.  

(b) If most of the film is good, but some of it is bad, assign it, but tell your students what you didn’t like and why you 

didn’t like it.  This approach can teach them a lot.  To begin with, it tells them that you don’t 

automatically like anything labeled “Shakespeare.”  It stresses that the film is only one version, a 

version in which presumably some bad as well as some good decisions were made.  Knowing in 

advance that there are scenes that you don’t like will focus their attention and make even those 

scenes interesting.  You might, when you are telling them what you don’t like, ask them to see if 

they agree.  A thoroughly vicious attack on particular aspects of the production, by the way, will 

provide a lot of excitement for your class.  You become an official channel for their own 

hostility toward establishment art, but by ganging up with them against the film for injuries done 

to the play, you make them accidental crusaders for Shakespeare.  If they agree with you, for 

example, that “cardboard would look more lively and more solid than the actor who played 

Orlando in the BBC As You Like It,” then they have accepted your assumption that the part is 

worth doing well.  But frequently, an aggressive attack from you will elicit a defense from some 

of them.  In that case, you will find yourself in the no-lose position of listening to your students 

defend their former bête noire (Shakespeare) against a fair-weather friend (you). 

(c) If you find scenes you like but which you suspect will be too slow or difficult for your students, assign the film but go 

over the scenes in question before the students view it.  Frequently, material that would work on the stage 

simply dies in a literal treatment of it on film, no matter how expert.  An excellent example of 

the sort of moment I mean is the beginning of Act One, scene two, of Henry V, in which the 

Archbishop is explaining the Salic Law to King Hal—81 lines of apparently non-dramatic 

twaddle.  The student who had not been primed to see either the humor or the duplicity in the 

Archbishop’s discourse is lost to the play before it begins.  Here is where you earn those big 

bucks you make as a teacher; your job is to help your students anticipate such moments and 

understand their importance to the work.  If possible, you might also suggest how a stage 

treatment would bring life to the moment.  (Olivier’s treatment in his film of Henry V is a 

wonderful case in point.)  

(2) In class use a scene (or part of a scene) from the film to illustrate specific moments in Shakespeare, to compare versions, 

and to look at good and bad choices in the film version.  Videotapes and DVDs have two wonderful qualities: 

they can be stopped and they can be repeated.  That convenience allows you to show—as opposed to 

read—a particular work, it enables you to work with a scene by comparing versions, and it lets you 

discuss how a production choice can illuminate or obscure the text. 

(a) Use the film to illustrate and make vivid your discussion of a passage.  Start by explaining the scene to the 

class and having them read it.  Touch on any important thematic or linguistic points you wish 

them to look for.  Then run it.  When it is over, ask the students for comments and discuss with 

them the particular merits or faults of the acting and staging as they appear on the video.  

Mentally keep a list of the salient points you or the students have raised.  Now run the scene 

over again, this time stopping at those places that illustrate the discussion you have had.  Invite 

students to participate in this dissection.  This procedure will be extremely gratifying to the 

students whose points you are demonstrating, and the other students will be in for a surprise: 

they will find the second showing more, not less, interesting than the first.  The more students 

know about the plays, the more they admire and enjoy them, so a teacher need never fear 

reviewing a passage—on the page or in performance.  Beyond that, the very process of breaking 

down the performance right before their eyes will demonstrate that performances—plays too—
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are built things; analysis, after all, assumes design.  Along the way you will be teaching your 

students that criticism, that taste even, is not so arbitrary as they may have thought; they will see 

that you have evidence to support not only your views but also their ideas. 

(b) Show them comparative clips of the same passages.  Few teaching techniques can come with a guarantee, 

but this exercise always works.  All you need to do is prepare a videotape or DVD with back to 

back versions of any passage as it appears in any two or more video adaptations of the play.  

Look, for example, at how Orson Welles and Roman Polanski stage the witch scenes in Macbeth.  

Discuss with your students the specific choices—casting, costume, lighting, camera angle, sound, 

setting—each director makes.  At first, leave preferences aside and ask such questions as “What 

does the choice gain?  What does it lose?  How does it change the work?  What is the director 

trying to achieve?  Are his/her objectives in line with the play?”  Again, remember to keep the 

clips short—two minutes or less—and to keep your students focused on specifics. 

 

Suggestions for A Midsummer Night’s Dream:  

*** -- Max Reinhardt’s 1935 A Midsummer Night’s Dream begins with wooden and obvious 

opening scenes in Athens, but once this film moves to the woods it becomes 

irresistible. To the strains of Mendelssohn’s music, the film marshals all the special 

effects available to then MGM and creates a dark fairy world which is one of the great 

spectacles in film history. James Cagney is Bottom, oddly frenetic but plausible; Mickey 

Rooney is really quite good as Puck; and Joe E. Brown is the funniest Thisbe I have 

seen. Good as it is, the film may not go over well with some students who might feel 

superior to its special effects and its sentimentality on one hand or to its severe cutting 

of the text on the other. Such a response would be a sad loss for them, because only a 

little sympathy is required to open them to the immense charm of this work. 

** -- Peter Hall’s 1968 A Midsummer Night’s Dream shows that the risk of using 

contemporary styles for a film production of Shakespeare is that no matter how ageless 

the story may be, the costume will date the movie. Students who can look past the 

mini-skirts, Nehru jackets, and bellbottoms will enjoy good performances by Diana 

Rigg (Helena), David Warner (Demetrius), and Judi Dench (Titania). The film offers a 

natural reading of the play with the emphasis on mud and flesh, and, aside from some 

clichéd film tricks, is full of solid directorial choices. 

** -- Michael Hoffman’s 1999 version with Kevin Kline as Bottom was an odd 

disappointment. Mr. Hoffman felt it necessary to give Bottom a sad little side story 

(including a shrewish wife), and in doing so he robbed Kline of a comic role he was 

born to play. Unaccountably, the city scenes are filmed on location (well sort of – in 

Italy rather than Greece), while the scenes in the woods are staged on an obvious set. 

And then there are the bicycles. I’m not sure why, but there are lots of bicycles. Calista 

Flockheart shows she can act, and Michelle Pfieffer is a Titania who, as far as I’m 

concerned, can have any changeling boy she wants. 
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ASC Study Guides and the Common Core State Standards 

  
● 9th-10th Grade 

○ Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly 

as well as inferences drawn from the text. 

○ Analyze how complex characters (e.g., those with multiple or conflicting motivations) 

develop over the course of a text, interact with other characters, and advance the plot or 

develop the theme. 

○ Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze in detail its development over the 

course of the text, including how it emerges and is shaped and refined by specific details; 

provide an objective summary of the text. 

○ Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in the text, including 

figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the cumulative impact of specific word choices 

on meaning and tone (e.g., how the language evokes a sense of time and place; how it sets a 

formal or informal tone). 

○ Analyze a particular point of view or cultural experience reflected in a work of literature 

from outside the United States, drawing on a wide reading of world literature. 

○ Analyze in detail how an author’s ideas or claims are developed and refined by particular 

sentences, paragraphs, or larger portions of a text (e.g., a section or chapter). 

○ Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text and analyze how an author uses 

rhetoric to advance that point of view or purpose. 

  

● 11th-12th Grade 

○ Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly 

as well as inferences drawn from the text, including determining where the text leaves 

matters uncertain. 

○ Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in the text, including 

figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact of specific word choices on 

meaning and tone, including words with multiple meanings or language that is particularly 

fresh, engaging, or beautiful. (Include Shakespeare as well as other authors.) 

○ Analyze a case in which grasping point of view requires distinguishing what is directly stated 

in a text from what is really meant (e.g., satire, sarcasm, irony, or understatement). 

○ Analyze multiple interpretations of a story, drama, or poem (e.g., recorded or live production 

of a play or recorded novel or poetry), evaluating how each version interprets the source 

text. (Include at least one play by Shakespeare and one play by an American dramatist.) 

○ Determine two or more central ideas of a text and analyze their development over the course 

of the text, including how they interact and build on one another to provide a complex 

analysis; provide an objective summary of the text. 

○ Analyze a complex set of ideas or sequence of events and explain how specific individuals, 

ideas, or events interact and develop over the course of the text. 

○ Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text in which the rhetoric is particularly 

effective, analyzing how style and content contribute to the power, persuasiveness, or beauty 

of the text. 
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ASC EDUCATION EVENTS, PROGRAMMING, AND OPPORTUNITIES 
 

Teacher Seminars 
Four times a year, the ASC holds seminars devoted 

to the classroom application of plays. Each 
program focuses on making the plots, characters, 
words, and drama of Shakespeare's plays relevant 

and exciting, replacing your students’ “ShakesFear” 
with enthusiasm for the active exploration of the 

plays on the stage. 
americanshakespearecenter.com/v.php?pg=353 

 
 

Little Academes 
Bring your class to the Blackfriars Playhouse for a 
day, a weekend, or a full week: These tailor-made 
packages are designed specifically for your school 
group, and combine workshops taught by ASC 

actors, staff, and guest lecturers with the experience 
of our current season at the Blackfriars to immerse 
students in the theory and practice of Shakespeare's 

original staging conditions.  
americanshakespearecenter.com/v.php?pg=354 

 
 

Education Residencies 
Bring ASC Education to you, wherever you are. 

These programs take the ASC’s methods of 
performance-based learning across the country with 
a flexible module. During Educational Residencies, 
ASC Education artists can work with a variety of 
ages and experience levels, from introductory to 

advanced. Teachers and directors can custom-build 
their students' experience by selecting from our 

available workshops. We will also work with you to 
tailor-fit classes or workshops for your group. 

Through rehearsal of scenes or a one-hour version 
of a play, students will apply the skills they have 
learned, culminating in a final demonstration of 

their experience.  
americanshakespearecenter.com/v.php?pg=1291 

 
 

Student Matinees 
Specially scheduled morning performances provide 
teachers and students the opportunity to experience 

the thrill of the Renaissance stage. All school 
matinees include a post-show discussion with 
actors from the show at no additional charge.   

Contact our Group Sales Manager  
at 540-885-5588, ext. 24. 

ASC Theatre Camp 
The American Shakespeare Center Theatre Camp is 

the centerpiece of the American Shakespeare 
Center's "learn-by-doing" philosophy. We offer two 
sessions, each three weeks long, for students ages 
13-18. Students will learn Shakespeare using the 

original staging practices of Shakespeare’s 
company, culminating in final presentations of 
hour-long versions of early modern plays. Send 
your students to us next summer and receive a 

discount to future Teacher Seminar. 
americanshakespearecenter.com/v.php?pg=77 

 
 

Workshops 
Whether bringing students for a Student Matinee or 
making a special trip to the Playhouse, you can also 

schedule a workshop with the  
ASC Education team.  The ASC creates a variety of 

workshops for all age groups.  In addition to our 
pre-made workshops, such as our popular "Curing 
ShakesFear" series, we will tailor-make workshops 
to fit the specific needs of your school, corporate 

environment, or community group.  
americanshakespearecenter.com/v.php?pg=118 

 
 

The ASC Education Blog explores issues of 
scholarship and pedagogy throughout the year.  

Follow to hear from Cass, Sarah, and special guest 
bloggers, and to see special live-blogs of the 

Blackfriars Conference, the MLitt/MFA Thesis 
Festivals, and lectures by visiting scholars. 

asc-blogs.com  
 
 

No Kidding Shakespeare Camp 
The American Shakespeare Center's No Kidding 
Shakespeare Camp for Adults is an illuminating 
experience for teachers, enthusiastic audience 

members, and anyone interested in Shakespeare or 
plays. Campers will learn about the world of 

Shakespeare by studying scansion, meter, rhetoric, 
architecture, company models, cue scripts, and 

more. During the week-long camp, participants will 
work with master teachers and lecturers in the 
Blackfriars Playhouse and will explore several 

scenes with their fellow participants. 
americanshakespearecenter.com/v.php?pg=1156 


